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ABSTRACT
The design of shape control systems is an area of current interest in the steel industry. Shape is defined as the internal stress distribution resulting from a transverse variation in the reduction of the strip thickness. The object of shape control is to adjust the mill so that the rolled strip is free from internal stresses. Both static and dynamic models of the mill are required for the control system design.
The subject of this thesis is the static model of the Sendzimir cold rolling mill, which is a 1-2-3-4 type cluster mill. The static model derived enables shape profiles to be calculated for a given set of actuator positions, and is used to generate the steady state mill gains. The method of calculation of these shape profiles is discussed. The shape profiles obtained for different mill schedules are plotted against the distance across the strip. The corresponding mill gains are calculated and these relate the shape changes to the actuator changes. These mill gains are presented in the form of a square matrix, obtained by measuring shape at eight points across the strip.
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ABSTRACT
The design of shape control systems is an 
area of current interest in the steel industry. Shape is
defined as the internal stress distribution resulting from
a transverse variation in the reduction of the strip 
thickness. The object of shape control is to adjust the
mill so that the rolled strip is free from internal 
stresses. Both static and dynamic models of the mill are
required for the control system design.
The subject of this thesis is the static 
model of the Sendzimir cold rolling mill, which is a
1-2-3”^ type cluster mill. The static model derived enables 
shape profiles to be calculated for a given set of
actuator positions, and is used to generate the steady
state mill gains. The method of calculation of these 
shape profiles is discussed. The shape profiles obtained 
for different mill schedules are plotted against the
distance across the strip. The corresponding mill gains
are calculated and these relate the shape changes to the
actuator changes. These mill gains are presented in the
form of a square matrix, obtained by measuring shape at 
eight points across the strip.
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Chapter 1.
INTRODUCTION.
1.1. Review of the history of rolling mills.
First evidence of a possible attempt to 
design a cold rolling mill appears in a sketch by
Leonardo da Vinchi1. The machine was built later to stretch
and roll copper strips of sufficient evenness and thinness, 
for the making of mirrors. The history of rolling records 
the construction of a hand mill for lead rolling in 1615. 
Nearly a century later there were various plate mills
powered by water wheels or horses for rolling lead and
copper. By around 1700, reasonably large mills were in
operation for rolling hot ferrous metals. The idea of the
three - high mill for rolling metal was more than a
century old before it was first introduced into iron works 
in Sweden in 1856 and in England in 1862. Its inventor,
Christopher Polheim had realised the value of being able
to pass the metal back and forth without having to
reverse the rolls.
Another idea from the previous century, the
continuous mill, had been patented by William Hazeldine in
1798, but was not used until it was reinvented by George
Bedson in 1862. Here the metal was fed successively into
a series of roller stands placed in line so that its
size was reduced.3
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The development of rolling mills has continued 
at a high increasing rate from 1920*s onwards. Today there 
are a wide range of mill configurations and associated
equipment to suit all applications. The period of greatest 
evolutionary change, which spans the last fifty five years, 
can be divided into three distinct periods: first generation
mills from 1927 to i960, second generation from 1961 to 
I969 and third generation from 1970 to present day!
Up to i960, strip mills operated at low speeds 
(with exit speeds not more than 12 m/s) and handled small 
coils weighing up to about 10,000 kg. From i960 the 
progress was rapid and the second generation mills were 
designed to deal with heavier coils and at faster speeds.
By the end of the decade automatic gauge control was 
introduced to meet the more demanding market. The third 
generation mills emerged in response to the need to roll 
much larger coils. These mills were capable of handling 
45,000 kg coils at speeds up to about 29 m/s.
Major requirements of rolling may be outlined
as increasing coil sizes, gauge and shape performance, and 
led to many new developments. These include the introduction
of more stands per tandem mill, improved automatic gauge 
control systems, hydraulically loaded mills, automatic roll 
changing, strip threading and coil stripping facilities and 
continuous rolling.5
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The development of computers helped the 
automation of tandem mills. The first computer controlled 
mill was commissioned at British Steel Corporation, Port 
Talbot, England in 1964. This was followed by a chain of 
developments of computer controlled mills, with the objective 
of obtaining good shape and accurate gauge. The subject of 
automatic gauge control and shape control became more 
important in computer control development with the application 
of shape measuring devices6.
1.2. The purpose of rolling mill research.
Rolling first started with hot materials, with 
the knowledge of how to obtain a desired result. In many 
cases the reasons were unknown and the practical knowledge 
was more advanced than the theory. Weaknesses and defects 
of rolling were discovered through failures, and succesful 
designs were produced by improving the faulty parts. This 
experience of success through failure stimulated the 
understanding of rolling, such as what happened to a 
material when it passed between rolls, what forces were 
required to deform it, etc. The knowledge was needed by 
the designer to estimate, for example, the stresses in his 
machine, and by the operator to produce his product as 
cheaply and efficiently as possible.
Later, when cold rolling was introduced, a new 
set of problems had to be faced, since the requirements of the 
rolling process was to produce materials reasonably flat and
- 3 -
of uniform thickness across the width and length of the
material. This required that the screwdown mechanism was
carefully adjusted for each pass and that the rolls were
maintained in good condition with the right shape. When
rolling at high speeds, the rolls became heated and lost 
their shape, so that temperature control of the rolls
became necessary. The lubricant to use on the strip 
demanded further investigation, and the best type to use 
for a given case is still a matter for experiment.
Materials also began to be rolled in the
form of very long strip, so that it had to be wound on
drums driven from the mill. Front and back tensions were 
introduced to obtain a better product. These tensions 
affected the performance of the mill and suitable values
had to be found by experience.
The friction forces between two rolls, and 
between work rolls and material cannot be directly measured. 
It was found, by experience, that the pressure required 
to deform the material between the rolls is much greater 
than that needed for a similar reduction between flat
frictionless plates, owing to the friction effects. It was
also found that the pressure varies with the thickness of
the material. Vertical plane sections of the material
became distorted in an almost unpredictable manner and the
material was found to spread laterally in addition to the
longitudinal spread. The amount of spread was found to be
-  4 -
dependent not only on the dimensions and type of material 
used, but also on the diameter and surface conditions of 
the rolls, rolling speed, etc. To understand these it was 
necessary to develop the mathematics of rolling.
In addition to these, new materials, higher
outputs, lower rolling costs, better products with uniform 
gauge, etc., demand more knowledge of the principles 
underlying rolling. The functions of rolling mill research 
are to provide this knowledge and to show the ways of 
improvement!
1.3. The Sendzimir cold rolling mill.
The Sendzimir cold rolling mill has achieved 
recognition throughout industry in rolling ferrous and
gnon-ferrous metals. Sendzimir mills axe cluster mills and 
they differ fundamentally from conventional mills. This 
fundamental difference is the way in which the roll 
separating forces are transmitted from the work rolls, 
through the intermediate rolls to the back-up assemblies, 
and finally to the rigid housing. As this design permits 
the support of the work rolls throughout their length,
deflection is minimised and extremely close gauge tolerances 
can be acheived across the full width of the material 
being rolled. In comparison to Sendzimir mills, the rigidity 
of conventional mills is governed by the size of the work
rolls and the back-up rolls, which are supported by their
- 5 -
necks in two separate housings. Under rolling pressures 
this results in roll deflection and therefore thickness
variation, especially near the centre of the strip.
The housing of Sendzimir mills is designed to
deflect uniformly across the entire width of the mill. It 
provides continuous backing to the roll cluster and has 
the heaviest cross section at the centre of the mill 
where the forces are greatest. It also has short heavy
columns to carry the roll separating forces which makes
the mill very rigid. This makes it possible to produce 
strips with extremely close tolerances across and throughout 
the length.
All bearing shafts (see fig.l.l) of Sendzimir
mills have concentrically mounted roller bearings and are 
located eccentrically in saddles. A cross section of one 
is shown in fig. 1.2. By rotating the bearing shafts, the
position of the backing bearings can be changed with 
respect to the housing, to closely control the distance 
between the work rolls. This is the basic control movement 
of the mill that permits accurate positioning of its rolls.
A detailed description is given in section 2.7.2.
On Sendzimir mills crown control adjustment
operates on the top backing bearings. It is known as 
"As-U-Roll" crown adjustment and is actuated hydraulically 
from the operator's desk while the mill is running.
As-U-Roll operation is described in detail in section
2.7.3.
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Another feature of Sendzimir mills is the 
capability of using small work rolls. Small work rolls are 
subject to less flattening and can continue to reduce
metal even after it has become work hardened and very
thin. This means that the mill is capable of rolling
harder metals without intermediate annealing. Another 
advantage of the small rolls is that tungsten carbide rolls
can be used economically. Rolls of this material produce 
high standard surface finish and maintain it over long 
production runs. Small rolls can be changed very easily 
and quickly so that strip of various widths and finishes 
can be rolled without stopping the mill for long periods 
of time.
On Sendzimir mills, lateral adjustment of the 
first intermediate rolls provide a means for rolling strip 
of various widths with a minimum of set up time, (see 
section 2.7.4). These intermediate rolls are furnished with 
tapered ends and this exclusive feature adds greatly to 
the flexibility of the mill.
When rolling materials like stainless steel 
the rolls and the strip get extremely hot due to friction 
effects. Recirculating coolant is used to lubricate and cool
the roll gap, rolls and backing bearings of the mill. The 
main cooling of the mill is done at the roll gap by
using high pressure sprays. In general, the flow of the
lubricant is directed from the centre to the outside edges
- 7 -
of the strip so that the lubricant would wash away any
loose particles of the metal being rolled. One of the 
requirements for good operation of the mill is good 
filtration of the lubricant and good maintenance of the
filters. Normally the coolant system consists of a dirty
lubricant tank, pumps to send the lubricant to filters, a 
clean oil tank and pumps to send the lubricant to the 
mill.9
There are several different types of Sendzimir
10mill and the four basic types are shown in fig. 1.1. The
subject of this study is the type 1-2-3-4 Sendzimir mill
which is the most powerful and most flexible. The roll
cluster contains twelve rolls and eight backing bearing 
assemblies as shown in fig. 2.4. The type 1-2-3-4 mill
also varies with size, and are used to roll different
dimension strips. In particular this study is concerned with a
1.7 m wide type 1-2-3-4 mill which is situated at British 
Steel Corporation Stainless, Shepcote Lane, Sheffield, England.
1.4. Shape control problem1.1"”18
Shape describes a deviation from flatness in 
sheet or strip of metal. The change in demand from sheet
to coil experienced by wide strip produced over the past 
fifteen years has brought about the need for good shape to 
be acheived during continuous strip processing. The demands
on shape for domestic products such as washing machines,
- 8 -
fridges, freezers, etc., are most severe.
Shape is the second largest single cause for 
the rejection of cold rolled steel strip. Bad shape is 
often caused by the mismatch between the roll gap profile
and the incoming strip thickness profile. This can 
produce transverse variations in thickness (or variations 
in reduction of thickness across the width) which result
in differential elongations across the width of the rolled 
strip. These differences can be accommodated only by large 
internal stresses within the strip which may cause local 
elastic buckling. Shape is related to internal stresses of 
the strip and shape is defined as the internal stress 
distribution due to a transverse variation in thickness 
reduction. The strip is said to have good shape when the 
internal stress distribution is uniform (see sections 2.1 
and 2.2). Hence shape control refers to control of internal
stress distribution across strip width when undergoing a 
thickness reduction.
The assessment of shape during rolling was 
simple when waves and the profile of ends could be seen 
in strips. The changing pattern of reflections on the 
surface may allow the deviation of flatness to be detected 
and the effect of corrective actions to be judged. However,
with increases in strip tension, speed, coolant supply and 
enclosure of rolling mills, the observation is often 
unreliable. An instrumental method of detecting shape has
- 9 -
thus became desirable and essential for closed loop control. 
It was only in the last fifteen years that reliable shape 
measuring devices have become commercially available and the 
situation with shape control is now rapidly changing.
It has been well known that transverse 
variations in thickness are associated with bad shape and 
cambered rolls were used to counteract the mismatch between 
roll gap profile and the incoming thickness profile. It
has been suggested that roll deflections should be minimised, 
to correct shape defects, by reducing roll force with 
smaller work rolls and backing them with stiff support 
rolls. It has also been suggested that roll force should 
be maintained constant at the correct value to match 
camber and that thermal camber should be minimised by 
efficient cooling. Strips may have localised bad shape due 
to uneven coolant application causing hot bands on the 
rolls and this may be remedied using efficient coolant 
distribution.
Tension can correct bad shape during rolling, 
but its effectiveness is not prominent, and it must be 
kept well below the yield stress to avoid fracture. By 
regulating screw-down settings, tension or speed it is 
possible to adjust roll force and deflection, but this 
action may affect the mean gauge as well as the transverse 
gauge variation. The resultant effect on shape is judged by 
the operator and he will attempt to choose a suitable
- 10 -
corrective action for improving flatness as well as gauge
uniformity.
One of the main obstacles for automatic
closed loop control of shape was the commercial availability 
of reliable shape measuring devices. In the last fifteen years 
this has been overcome and reliable shape meters are 
available as shape monitoring element. The design of closed 
loop shape control systems became the current interest in 
the metal rolling industry.
1.5. Objectives and summary of presentation.
The first requirement in the design of a
shape control system for a rolling mill is a model of
the mill. Both static and dynamic models are required for
this purpose. The static model is used to calculate the
steady state gains which will then be used in the dynamic
simulation. The main objective of this study is the
development of the mill model which represents the roll
19cluster and the conditions within the roll gap.
The shape problem is discussed in chapter two. 
The definition and units of shape are given and shape 
measuring devices are discussed briefly. A detailed
discription of the Sendzimir type 1-2-3-4 mill is also 
given.
Chapter three describes the basic foundations
of the static model and in chapter four the complete
- 11 -
static model algorithm is discussed. A discussion of the 
state space representation of the whole shape control system 
is also given in chapter five. The static model results 
are presented and discussed in chapter six and some 
suggestions for improvement of the model are also given.
- 12 -
Backing bearing 
- Bearing shaft  -
(a )  1-1 mill (4 high) (b)1-1-2 mill (e high)
Backing bearing
Bearing s haf t
(c) 1-2-3 mill (12 high) (d) 1-2-3-4 mill (20  high)
Fig. 1.1. Typ es  of Sendzimir mill.
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Eccentric  ring
Backing bearing
Bearing shaf t
Foot of the sadd le
Fig. 1.2. Cross section of a bearing s h a f t
showing eccentr ic r ings.
Chapter 2.
THE SHAPE CONTROL PROBLEM.
2.1. Introduction.
In recent years, the problem of the control
of the gauge of steel strip leaving a rolling mill, has
20largely been solved. The major problem of current interest 
in cold rolling mills involves the control of internal
21— 27stresses in the rolled strip. This is referred to as
shape control, a term which often causes confusion. Strip
with good shape does not have internal stresses rolled into
it. When such a strip is cut into sections, they should
remain flat when laid on a flat surface. Shape measurement 
is generally a difficult problem, since the strip is 
normally rolled under very high tensions which makes the
shape defects not visible to the naked eye. It is only 
in the last fifteen years that reliable shape measuring
devices have become available and this has enabled recent 
work on shape control to progress to the closed loop
control stage.
To illustrate how bad shape might arise
consider a strip having an entry gauge profile of uniform 
thickness. Assume also that the work roll has a profile
such that the diameter of the work roll at the centre is
larger than at the edges (barrel shape). When a strip 
having uniform thickness is rolled using the work roll
- 15 -
described above the reduction of thickness at the centre of
strip will be greater than at the edges, assuming that
there is no lateral spread. Since strip is one homogeneous 
mass such differential elongations cannot occur and internal 
stresses result. Clearly if the strip is to be flat after 
rolling, the reduction of thickness as it passes through
the roll gap must be a constant across the strip width.
Shape may be defined as the internal stress
distribution due to a transverse variation of reduction of
the strip thickness. There are two types of bad shape. If
a section of strip is sufficiently stiff to resist
deformation the strip may appear to have good shape, but
latent forces will be released causing deformations during
slitting operations. This type of bad shape is referred to
as latent shape. Hie second type of bad shape is called
manifest shape, where thin strip having insufficient strength
to resist forces imposed, exhibits bad shape in the form
of waves or ripples extending along the length of the
12strip and covering the whole or part of the width. These
two types of bad shape are illustrated in fig. 2.1.
The stress distribution patterns giving rise
to bad. shape may be tensile or compressive in nature. The
actual appearance of buckling will depend upon the
28distribution of stresses and some examples of manifest
shape known generally as long edge, long middle, herring
bone and quarter buckle are illustrated in fig. 2.2. Long
- 16 -
edge and long middle arise ftrom- fairly elementary stress 
configurations. As the strip thickness decreases the latent 
stress capacity decreases and hence manifest shape defects 
are more often observed. Frequently these appear in complex
forms such as herring bone and quarter buckle.
Deformations such as long edge and long 
middle are caused by the mismatch between the strip and 
roll gap profiles under rolling. The factors which affect
29strip shape may be listed as:
1. Incoming hot band strip profile,
2. Roll separating force and its effect on roll
camber,
3. Strip entry and exit tensions,
4. Slip in the roll gap.
2.2. Definition and units of shape.
Shape may be defined as the internal stress
distribution due to transverse variations of reduction of 
the strip thickness. The transverse variation in the 
longitudinal stresses is caused by the transverse variations 
in the slip and hence the strip velocity at the exit of
the stand (or at the entry to the next stand in a
multistand mill).
14Pearson has defined a unit of shape called
the •mon* in terms of the classical long edge or long
middle defects. Pearson relates shape to the amount of
- 17 -
bowing present in narrow bands slit from the strip. The
mon defines the shape of strip which if slit into bands
of 1 cm wide, would produce a lateral curvature corresponding
/fto a radius of 10 cm. If this definition is applied to a 
long edge or long middle defect, the shape in mons is
the fractional difference in elongation between the centre
and edge of the strip multiplied by a factor of 10 .
That is, let A^ represent the difference in length between 
the longest and shortest line segments of the strip, then
mons = — .10** (2.1)t
For example, for 0.01 % elongation A-#/# = 0.0001 and this
equals one mon unit. The strip shape may be defined as 
the relative length difference per unit width expressed in
mortem. That is
Shape = ~r"~~ *10** modern (2.2)I ws
where w is the width of the strip in cm. For most s
applications a shape of 0.05 moi^cm is considered very good 
and a shape of 1 mon/cm is considered very bad in rolling 
strip.
30Sivilotti et al define another unit for shape 
called I units. It is defined as
I unit = ^ -1^5 (2.3)
V
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2.3. Shape measuring devices.
The lack of a good shape measuring device 
for many years frustrated the proper control of flatness 
of strip. As compared to gauge measurement, shape is 
rather difficult to measure. The strip tension between the 
last stand and the coiler is usually high and therefore 
the strip appears perfectly flat (latent shape). Here the
visual inspection is no use and is little help to the
operator who has to decide whether the shape is acceptable 
or not. Therefore a reliable measuring device which 
indicates the shape was required. It was only in the last 
fifteen years that reliable shape measuring devices have 
become commercially available and have been applied in the
steel industry. Due to this fact the situation with shape 
control is now rapidly changing.
There are various types of shape measuring
devices. The most successful and reliable devices seem to
31be the Leowy Robertson Vidimon shapemeter and the ASEA.
32.34Stressometer shapemeter. The Japanese have already applied
35,36the former to open loop control on a Sendzimir mill. 
However the latter device will be considered here since 
this is the instrument employed on the steel mill of
interest.
1 2 ,21,222.3.1. Principles for shape measurement.
Only two practical basic methods are available
for shape measurement. The first method which can be
- 19 -
applied to magnetic materials, uses the fact that magnetic 
permeability of ferromagnetic materials changes with stress. 
This system consists of two U-shaped iron cores, where one 
core is magnetised with alternating current which induces a 
magnetic field in the strip. The other core is used for 
sensing the magnetic potential difference between two points 
in the field, which will produce an output voltage 
proportional to the local stress without touching the strip.
A set of devices spaced across the strip or one single 
device moving across the strip will produce a measurement 
of strip stress distribution.
The second method uses a device which deflects 
the strip a certain angle by means of a roll and measures 
the deflecting forces on a number of measuring zones.
2.3.2. ASEA Stressometer.
The ASEA Stressometer shapemeter uses the second 
method mentioned above. The stressometer measuring equipment 
consists of a measuring roll, a slip ring device, an 
electronic unit and a display unit. A schematic diagram is 
shown in fig. 2.3. The measuring roll is divided into a 
number of measuring zones (for the Sendzimir mill 31 zones) 
across the roll, and the display unit has the same number 
of indicating panels. Stress in each section of strip is 
measured in the zone independent of adjacent zones. A 
condition for this independence is that the whole roll 
assembly and the individual measuring zones are very much
- 20 -
stiff er than the curved part of strip. The sensors are a
form of magnetoelastic force transducer and these are placed 
in four slots equally spaced around the roll periphery. The
periodic signals from each zone are filtered and the stress 
in each zone is calculated. The average stress is also
calculated and the deviation of actual stress from the mean 
is displayed on corresponding display units. To obtain the
best possible representation of the actual stress distribution,
it is required to arrange the measuring roll and coiler 
parallel to the roll gap. Any deviation from this will
introduce false stress profiles superimposed on the true 
profile.
2.4. Shape control mechanisms.
The main task of any shape control scheme is
to produce a strip with low transverse variation of stress
at the mill exit. The shape can be affected either by
37changing the roll deformation, by changing the roll profile,
or by changing the thickness profile of the ingoing strip.
Roll deformation can be changed either by varying the 
reduction or by applying bending forces to roll bending 
mechanisms. It is usual to maintain the correct exit gauge 
and thence the reduction must be kept constant. Thus roll 
bending mechanisms are used to affect the shape. Another
factor affecting the shape is the strip tension. By
altering the strip tension, the roll force can be changed 
which in turn changes the roll gap profile.
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Another method sometimes used is to change the
thermal camber of the rolls. The thermal profiles developed
on the rolls during rolling are due to friction and the
heat input across the strip width in the roll gap. By
varying the amount and/or distribution of the coolant on
different parts of the rolls, the thermal expansion and
hence the strip shape can be modified. Coolant spray
control has the advantage that it can produce a wide
range of roll profiles. Ibis type of control has a long
time constant, sometimes several minutes, which can be a 
38disadvantage. Regulation by tension and roll bending can 
clearly be faster than the action of the thermal camber 
control. Regulation by tension, though it is faster, is 
limited by what additional tensile stress the strip can 
sustain. The comparative efficiency of these methods still 
remains to be investigated.
2.5. Disturbances to shape.
Changes in mill entry gauge profile can be 
considered as one type of disturbance to shape. Another 
disturbance would be due to changes in roll force following
from changes in the mean entry thickness of strip, hardness 
or friction. Changes in friction or the properties of the
coolant may cause a change in thermal camber which also 
can be considered as a disturbance to shape. Changes in 
the thermal profile will always be slow. Roll wear, which
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is very gradual, is also a problem in shape control.
2.6. Interaction between shape and gauge.
If a gauge error is corrected by the screwdown
then the total rolling force changes the resulting shape.
If a shape is corrected by adjusting tension then again 
roll force changes affect the gauge. On the other hand if
shape is corrected by roll bending, then in addition to a
change in the distribution of rolling pressures, the 
overall pressure between work roll and back-up roll will
change altering their mutual flattenning. This will produce 
a change in the roll gap, thus affecting the gauge.
The gauge and shape control therefore always 
interact and a combined gauge and shape control system is 
required to be effective. However, since shape control 
systems are often added to existing steel mills, this is
not always possible. In this study the effect of the
gauge control loop will be neglected.
2.7. Description of the mill.
2.7.1. General description of the mill.
There are various types of Sendzimir mill.
The mill considered here is 1.7 m wide and is a cluster
mill where the work rolls rest between supporting rolls.
The mill has eight backing shafts labelled A to H, six
second intermediate rolls (I to N), four first intermediate
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rolls (0 to R) and two work rolls (S to T) as shown in
fig. 2.4. This type of mill is used for rolling hard
materials such as stainless steel.
The motor drive is applied to the outer
second intermediate rolls (I, K, L and N) and the transmission 
of the drive to the work rolls via the first intermediate
rolls is due to inter roll friction. Rolls labelled I to T
have free ends and are free to float. The outer rolls (A
to H) are split into seven roll segments as shown in fig.
2.5. The shafts in which these rotate are supported by
eight saddles per shaft, positioned between each pair of 
roll segments and at the shaft ends. The saddles are
rigidly fixed to the mill housing. The saddles contain
eccentric rings. The outer circumferences of these rings are
free to rotate in the circular saddle bores, while the inner 
circumferences are keyed to the shafts.
2.7.2. Upper and lower screwdown operation.
The upper screwdown racks act on assembles B
and G, while assemblies F and G are responsible for the 
lower screwup system. Ehch saddle of the assemblies B and G
is constructed as shown in fig. 2.6. The saddles on the
F and G assemblies are also constructed in the same way
but without the As-U-Roll eccentric rings. When the shaft is 
rotated, the eccentric screwdown ring also rotates in the 
saddle bore, since it is keyed to the shaft. This allows 
the centre c^ of the shaft to rotate about the centre c^
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of the saddle bore, thus causing a nett movement of the 
shaft towards or away from the mill housing. Since the
shaft is keyed to the screwdown eccentric rings in all
eight saddles, the same motion will occur at each end
and the shaft will remain parallel to the mill housing. 
Essentially, the screwdowns cause the movement of rolls
I, J, K, 0, P and S up or down which enables the distance
between the two work rolls to be adjusted finely during 
rolling. A similar operation takes place at the lower
assemblies F and G, which is used principally for roll
changing and mill threading.
2.7.3* As-U-Roll operation.
In addition to the screwdown system, the
upper shaft assemblies B and G contain further eccentrics, 
which allow roll bending to take place during rolling to 
adjust strip shape. Such a facility is referred to as the 
•As-U-Roll\
Each of the saddles supporting these two 
shafts is fitted with an extra eccentric ring (fig. 2.6) 
situated between the saddle and the screwdown eccentric
ring. This eccentric ring can be rotated independently to
the shaft and screwdown eccentric ring, by moving a rack 
which operates on two annular cheeks fitted on each side 
of this extra ring, as shown in fig. 2.7. Such a rotation 
will cause the centre c^ of the inner bore of this ring
to move in a circular path about the centre c^ . There
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are eight such As-U-Roll racks on saddles between the 
segments. These racks are capable of individual adjustment, 
producing a different displacement between the shafts and
the housing at each saddle position. This allows a profile 
to be forced on to the shaft as shown in fig. 2.8, which
will propagate to the work roll through the cluster.
Although the As-U-Rolls and upper screwdowns act on the 
same common shaft they are essentially non-interactive.
2.7.4. First intermediate roll tapers.
In addition to As-U-Roll control of strip
shape there is another type of control on the Sendzimir 
mill. The first intermediate rolls 0, P, Q and R are 
furnished with tapered off ends. This is illustrated in
fig. 2.9. These rolls can be moved laterally in and out
of the cluster. The top and the bottom rolls may be
moved independently and it is thus possible to control the 
pressure at the edges of the strip within certain limits.
These rolls are therefore used to control the stresses 
at the edge of the strip.
2.8. Elementary shape control scheme (fig. 2.10).
The major part of the shape control scheme 
is the Sendzimir mill (section 2.7) which is a reversible 
mill, i.e. the mill can be operated in both directions.
There are two ASEA Stressometer shapemeters (section 2.3.1)
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on either side of the mill to measure the shape of the
outgoing strip from the mill. Only one shapemeter is in 
operation at any particular pass. There is a decoiler 
which feeds the strip to be rolled into the mill. The
purpose of the coiler is to roll the outgoing strip into 
a coil. When the mill is operating in the reverse
direction the actions of decoil er and coiler are
interchanged.
Between the coiler and the shapemeter, there
is a third roll called the deflector roll. As the strip
is rolled the coiler diameter is increased which changes 
the shapemeter deflector angle. The purpose of the 
deflector roll is to keep the deflector angle constant 
so that the shape is measured relative to this constant
deflector angle.
There are two X-ray measurement devices on 
either side of the mill which measure the input and 
output mean gauge of the strip. In addition there is a
control computer and an operator desk with the shape 
display unit. The basic scheme is illustrated in fig. 2.10.
2.9. Purpose of the study.
The first requirement in the design of a 
shape control system for a cold rolling mill is a model 
of the mill. Both static and dynamic models are required 
for this purpose. The static model must provide steady
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state gains of the mill which relates the shape to a 
given set of actuator positions. Therefore the static model 
will calculate the shape profiles for a given set of 
actuator positions, from which the mill gain can be 
obtained. These gains are used in the dynamic model which 
is a simulation of the state equations for the complete 
system, including the shapemeter and strip dynamics.
The main objective of the present study is
the static model of the mill representing the roll 
cluster and conditions within the roll gap. The strip 
width is split into eight zones for modelling purposes and 
it is assumed that there are eight shape measurements. The 
design method, however, is applicable in the actual 
situation where the number of shape measurement zones 3l)
depends upon the strip width being rolled. The static model
enables an 8x8 mill gain matrix to be calculated, which 
can then be used within a state space dynamic model for
the complete system.
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Fig. 2.1. Various forms of shape defect
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Fig. 2.2. Manifest buckling forms.
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic diagram of Stressometer shapemeter.
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Fig .2.A. Zendzimir mill roll cluster.
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Fig.2.5. Backing shaft assembly.
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Fig .2.6. Saddle detail shafts B and C (not to scale).
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Fig.2.10. Schematic diagram showing the basic components in the system.
Chapter 3*
THE STATIC MODEL.
3.1. Introduction.
The study of any scheme for control of strip
shape must he preceded by an accurate analysis of the
formation of the loaded roll gap in the rolling stand. A 
39static model for the single stand Sendzimir cold rolling
mill is described in this chapter, which provides a
complete analysis of strip shape. The static model is a
mechanical model for the mill which represents all force
deformation relationships in the roll cluster and in the 
roll gap. It is important for control purposes to note that
these relationships are both non-linear and schedule
dependent.
The static model must allow for the bending
and flattening of the rolls in the mill cluster and for
the plastic deformation of the strip in the roll gap. The
model should provide
(a) mill gains between actuator movements and strip
shape changes based upon a small perturbation
analysis,
(b) details of the degree of control which may be
achieved with a given shape actuator or the first
intermediate roll tapers and
(c) an understanding of the mechanisms involved in the
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roll cluster and the roll gap which affect strip 
shape.
The model was developed in the form of a 
Fortran computer program. The model enables the output
shape profile to be calculated corresponding to a given
set of shape actuator (As-U-Roll rack) positions and hence 
the change in shape for a given change in actuator 
positions; model also enables the shape change due to
a change in the roll cambers to be calculated. Such a 
change can result from movement of the first intermediate 
rolls.
There are four main sets of calculations 
involved in the model which may be listed as followsj
1. Roll bending calculation: This is based on the
40theory of beams on elastic foundations. This is 
justified, as in the mill cluster, rolls rest on
each other and will be deflected due to elastic 
properties under loading conditions.
2. Roll flattening and inter roll pressure calculations:
This enables the roll flattening between two rolls 
to be found for a given pressure distribution. The
pressure distribution itself depends on roll
flattening and hence this calculation is iterative.
3. Roll force calculation: This enables the roll force
to be calculated for given strip dimensions and 
properties.
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k. Output gauge and shape profiles calculation: This
determines output gauge and shape profiles
corresponding to inter roll pressure and deflection 
profiles.
The assumptions made in deriving the static
model described may be listed as:
1. Elastic recovery of the strip may be neglected.
2. Horizontal deflections of rolls may be neglected.
3. The centre line strip thickness is assumed to be 
specified.
The mill is symmetrical about a line passing 
through the work roll centres (this need not be 
the case if the side eccentrics are set differently).
5. Strip edge effects may be neglected.
6. Deflections due to shear stresses may be neglected.
The first assumption is justified as small
work rolls are used in the Sendzimir mill, which limit 
the arc contact and give small roll gap angles. The work
rolls are laterally supported by the roll cluster and
therefore there are no appreciable deflections of rolls in 
the horizontal direction, hence the second assumption
follows. Because shape control depends on the profile of
the loaded roll gap, it is assumed that the stand is
operating under automatic gauge control and assumption
three follows.
The strip is normally placed at the centre
of the mill so that the strip' width is symmetrical about 
the line passing through the work roll centres. The side
eccentrics are used to adjust the roll gap and for normal
operation both side eccentrics are moved by the same
amount and hence the fourth assumption follows. The fifth 
assumption is made to simplify the calculations and this is 
one of the areas where improvements have to be made. The 
sixth assumption is justified as the deflection of a beam
due to shear forces is- very small compared to that due
to bending forces.
3.2. Roll bending calculation.
It is well known that if a force is applied
to a beam supported at two ends, the reactions at the 
ends and the deflection of the beam can be calculated 
using simple beam theory. If the beam is resting upon an
elastic foundation, where the whole length of the beam is
in contact with the foundation, the deflection of the beam
may be calculated by assuming that the deflection is
proportional to the reaction at that point. All the rolls
in the middle of the mill cluster are resting upon one
another and since these rolls are elastic bodies it can
be assumed that each roll is resting on an elastic
foundation. Thus the actual bending deflection y can be
calculated as a function of the applied force F and the
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distance x from one end of the beam; i.e. y = f(F,x). To
be more specific if £ is the length of the roll and
the force F is applied at a point x = a, then
y ( x ) = l ± M l t U . p ( x ^ , a )  (0«=xsSa) (3-1)
where K is the foundation constant for a given roll and
X is a constant given by,
X 4 [k/(4-EI)]* (3.2)
Here p(X,£,a) is a function of X and the length & and
a. The gap between the unloaded roll and the foundation
is denoted by Ay(x). Si. (3.1) is the solution to the 
differential equation,
EX-2a = F - K(y -Ay) (3-3)dx
which follows from the theory of elastic foundations?0
Si. (3.1) is true only when x is less than or equal to
a. Deflections of points on the beam at distances greater 
than a may be calculated using the eq. (3.1) but with a 
replaced by (4 - a) and with x replaced by (-£ - x).
3.3* Roll flattening calculation.
The calculation of the deformation which 
occurs between two touching rolls in the cluster, or 
between the work rolls and the strip, is discussed in 
this section. The roll surfaces may be assumed to be
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cylindrical, neglecting minor bending distortions. Now when 
two infinitely long elastic cylinders are in contact the 
total interference y]j?(x) c3-11 written as a function of
the load per unit length q[ (x). That is,
y12(x ) = <1 (x ) '  (G!  + c2) ' lo Se
52/ 3 (dj + d2)
2a7 (x).^ + C2) (3.4)
where d^ and d^ are the diameters of the cylinders and 
and are two elastic constants for respective
41*43cylinders. The loading along a roll is of course 
non-uniform and the roll is also of finite length.
However, the influence of a point load does not extend 
far along the roll and, neglecting second order errors,
q7 (x) may be replaced by the inter roll specific force 
q(x) to calculate the interference y^(x). That is,
yi2(x) = fj/aM). (3.5)
The interference y^2(x) can also calculated
using the roll contours due to bending. If y^(x) and y2(x)
are the deflections of the two rolls respectively, then 
the interference y^2(x) is a function of these two
deflections. Also the interference depends upon the thermal 
and ground camber yQ(>0* Thus,
y ^ M  = ^ ( y ^ ) .  y2 (x )» yc M ) * (3.6)
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Now deflections y^(x) and will clearly
depend upon the pressure q(x) between the rolls and hence 
on y12(x). Therefore a third equation can be written for
q(x) given by,
From eqs. (3.5) and (3.7) it is seen that y ^ W  depends
on q(x) and q(x) depends on y ^ O O  and hence q(x) and
yi^(x) must be solved iteratively. The total pressure
across the roll width w must be equal to the applied 
force F for the system to be in equilibrium, i. e.,
to substitute for y ^ & O  in (3*7) from eq. (3.6) and to
solve eq. (3*5) and eq. (3.6) iteratively by changing the 
distance between the roll centres until eq. (3.8) is 
satisfied to within a specified tolerance.
work roll flattening can occur. He also suggested a 
relatively complex method for calculating work roll 
flattening. However, for the present model, approximate 
results are used based upon the work of Edwards and
i M  = fjCy^OO). (3.7)
o (3.8)
The method of calculating q(x) and y., (x) is
Orowan has previously noted that extensive
0 ASpooner. They noted that the work roll flattening was
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slightly dependent upon specific roll force and related to
the Hertzian flattening which occurs between two elastic
cylinders of the same diameter. The model proposed by them
for the work roll flattening y___(x) is given by,W s
yws(x) = [\  + t>2p(x)jyh (x) (3-9)
where
" ,2/3yH (x) « 2p(x)-C-log d2p(x)*C (3.10)
01. (3.10) is obtained from eq. (3.4) by setting = C
and d^ = d^ = d. The constants b^ and b^ are estimated
using plant test results and C i (1 - v^)/(tc E), where v is 
the Poison's ratio and E is the Young's modulus of
elasticity.
3.4. Roll force calculation.
The roll force calculations are an important 
part of the static model. The amount of reduction in
thickness of the strip is related to the total load in
the mill or roll force. An extensive literature exists on
the calculation of specific rolling force p(x) as a 
function of input output thicknesses, input output tensions 
and work roll radius?5 i.e.,
P(x) = f(h1(x), h2(x),01(x),CT2(x)> R). (3.11)
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When rolling hard materials, like stainless
steel, very high forces must be applied. Since work rolls
are elastic bodies they will be deformed and flattened at
46the roll gap. In order to calculate the roll force, 
including the flattening effects, an iterative procedure 
must be adopted because the deformed roll . radius is a
/function of the roll force. The deformed roll radius R
43 47can be calculated using Hitchcock’s formula ’ given as
!'-! + « £ &  (3.12)
where c is a constant,
6 is the amount of reduction equal to Jh^(x) - h^x^, 
R is the initial roll radius.
The roll force may be calculated by solving eqs. (3.H) 
and (3.12) iteratively.
The disadvantage of the above approach for
roll force calculation is the time the algorithm takes
to converge. For modelling purposes the width of the strip
is split into 25 mm sections (this is to match the 
physical dimensions of the back-up-roll) and the roll force
must be calculated in each of these sections. Thus for
one metre wide strip the roll force model must be made 
to converge forty times. The shape calculation is also
iterative and thus all the roll force calculations must be
performed on each of the iterations of the shape algorithm.
Thus, although the roll force calculation does not require
-  4 7  -
a very large computing time this is multiplied by the 
number of strip sections and the number of shape program 
iterations.
3.5. Output gauge and shape profile calculations.
The output gauge profile may be calculated 
once a given set of inter roll pressures and deflections 
are known. The shape profile then follows from the input 
and output gauge profiles and the input shape profile.
3.5.1. Output gauge profile calculation.
combined effects of roll bending, thermal and ground roll 
cambers and differential strip flattening. The change in 
the gauge profile due to these effects is given by
Ah^(x) = 2[yws(x) - yws] + ys(x) + yt(x) + 2ywo(x) (3.13)
where y (x) and y represent interference and meanws ws
interference between the work roll and the strip, ys(x)
and y^ .(x) represent the upper and lower cluster work roll
deflections and y (x) is the total of the thermal andwc
ground work roll cambers. The mean of the change in
output gauge is thus given by
The output gauge profile is determined by the
(3.14)
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and hence the deviation of the change in gauge from mean 
is given by
Ah^(x) =Ah^(x) -Ah^ . (3.15)
The new change in output gauge is calculated from the 
iterative formula
Alu + 1(x) =Ah?(x) -a[Ah?(x) -Ahu(x) (3.16)
where a is chosen to give a stable solution. The new 
output gauge profile is therefore given by
h2 W  = h2m +Ah2 + 1(x) (3.17)
where is the specified output gauge.
3.5.2. Input and output stress profile calculation.
The new output stress profile can be 
calculated using the new gauge profile and the following
result due to Edwards and Spooner:24
Acr (x) = (SE h2 «hl W  h2m - 1 +
A°o(x)
1 + Y
The input stress profile is given by 
Acr^x) =YA<t2(x)
(3.18)
(3.19)
where
Y A V * ) - cn. (3.20)
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and 3 is a constant (f3^b0.5)j details are described in 
section 4.10.
3.6. Brief description of the static model computer 
algorithm.
The static model program uses an iterative 
procedure as shown in fig. 3.1. The model includes the 
calculations for the top half of the cluster as well as
for the bottom half of the mill. It is assumed that the
mill is symmetrical about the line passing through work 
roll centres. The model can be used for different values 
of strip width but for the present analysis the roll
flattening equations ignore strip edge effects. The input 
data required by the model may be summarised as follows:
1. Cluster angles (see fig. 2.4)
2. Roll diameters
3. Roll profiles (camber, wedge etc.)
4. As-U-Roll positions
5. First intermediate roll positions
6. Entry gauge profile
7. Mean entry gauge
8. Mean exit gauge
9. Annealed gauge
10. Yield stress curve
11. Entry tension
12. Exit tension
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13. Width of strip
The output data may he listed as:
1. Inter roll pressures (12 profiles)
2. Roll force profile
3. Roll deflections (12 profiles)
4. Exit shape (stress distribution) profile
5. Exit gauge profile
The mill width is divided into a number of
section multiples of 67 and the following assumptions are 
made (the number 67 is chosen to match the physical 
dimensions of the back-up-roll and its segments).
1. The pressure distribution in each section may be 
calculated using a point load applied at the 
centre of the section and the width of the
section.
2. The mean deflection of a roll over a section is
taken to be equal to the deflection at the centre 
of the section.
These assumptions also apply to the stress distribution,
strip profile, rolling pressure profile etc.
The computer algorithm enables a change in the
shape profile due to a change in the rack position, and
hence the gains of the mill to be calculated. The flow
chart for the main program is shown in fig. 3-1.
The program begins by initialising all the
variables and the roll force is then calculated using the
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roll gap model. Symmetry about a line passing through the 
work roll centres can be assumed so that calculations are
necessary only for the left half of the mill cluster. The
subroutine BEND calculates the pressure profiles and roll 
profiles of one half of either the top or bottom mill
cluster. If symmetry is not assumed then the routine BEND
has to be called four times to calculate all the pressure
and roll profiles. At the end of each calculation of all 
pressure and roll profiles a convergence test is carried 
out on the output shape profile. The above calculations
are repeated until the error between two successive shape
profiles is less than a predetermined value.
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Calculate constants and initialise h^Cx), 
roll deflections and inter roll pressures
Calculate mean roll force p(x)
Adjust h~(x)
Call subroutine BEND to calculate roll deflections 
and inter-roll pressures of upper half cluster
Call subroutine BEND to calculate roll deflections 
and inter-roll pressures of lower half cluster
Calculate new output and input stress 
profiles and a].(x)
Has
output stress 
converged ?
No
PRINT
Calculate new gauge profile h9(x)
and update stress profiles
Fig. 3.1. Flow chart for the main program.
Chapter
COMPLETE STATIC MODEL ALGORITHM.
4.1. Introduction.
The complete description of the mill gain 
calculation is described in this chapter. Sections 4.2 to
4.7 describe the calculation of mill constants. Sections 4.8 
to 4.11 describe the roll force model, roll pressure and 
deflection calculation, thickness and stress profile 
calculation. The final two sections describe the complete 
model and the gain matrix calculation.
The mill width is divided into 67 sections 
or multiples of 67 sections. This odd number 67 is chosen 
to match the back-up roll dimensions to its segments. To 
be more precise, for one segment of the back-up roll (see 
fig. 4.1), the ratio between the portion in contact with
the second intermediate roll b to non contact area (& - b) 
is an integer if the mill width is divided into 67
sections. That is lengths b and (-6 - b) can be divided
into an integer number of sections. The width of each 
section is given by
\
4-. 2. Strip width adjustment.
The width of the strip w has also to hes
adjusted so that the strip width will have an integer
number of sections. This is done in * the following manner.
The strip is placed in the mill so that the centre of
the strip width lies on the vertical line passing through
the mill centre. If the edge of the strip lies inside a
section (see fig. 4*.2) the distance between the edge of
section and the edge of the strip is calculated. This is
denoted by Aw .s
where (r + l) is the integer number of the section in 
which the strip edge lies inside.
k.J. Strip dimensions.
either rectangular or parabolic the model considers only
these two types of profile. If the strip centre line
thickness h and the amount of strip camber h are m c
specified then the strip profile can be obtained as shown
If Aw >-5-, thenS c*
ws = [(N - r - l) - (r + l)J dx = (N - 2r - 2)dx (^.2)
If Aw thens &
a  3)
Since most of the input gauge profiles are
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below.
An equation for a parabolic profile as shown 
in fig. can be written as (variables defined in
fig. 4.3a)
y(x) = h (^.*0
As shown in fig. *K3b the thickness at any point distance 
x from the left hand end of the mill can be written as
h(x) = hw + 2y(x) (*•5)
= h + 2h w c i - ( It  - 1>2m
= h + 2h - 2h ( —  - I)2 w c cv w 7m
But
h = h + 2h m w c
i. e.
h(x) = h - 2h ( —  - 1 )2 ' 7 m cv w 7 *m (4.6)
If the strip is rectangular then this profile can be 
obtained by putting hQ = 0 in eq. (*K 6).
The input thickness profile is given by
V x> " - 2V  tr - D 2m (4.7)
where the suffix 1 stands for the input side of the mill. 
The output thickness h9(x) can be calculated if the
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reduction is known. This can he done by specifying the 
centreline output strip thickness. Let this be h^. Assuming
that there is constant reduction across strip width, h^(x)
is given by
h2w  = lm
The mean output thickness is given by
therefore the deviation of output gauge from mean is given
BjL. (A. 8) assumes constant reduction which implies that the 
output strip has perfect shape. This is only an 
initialization process and the deviation Ah^(x) given by
eq. (A. 10) will be updated at later stages, since the work
roll profile will be deformed when forces are applied.
A. k. Back-up roll profile.
distance the back-up roll axis is deflected. The back-up 
roll profile calculation for a given As-U-Roll movement is
( M )
When the As-U-Rolls are moved by a certain
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described here. When the As-U-Roll is moved vertically
upwards or downwards the mechanics are designed in such a
way that the centre c^ of disc B rotates about a fixed
point c^ (see section 2.7.3) as shown in fig. 4.4a. If c
is the distance between c^ and c^ , the centre c^
describes a circle of radius c with centre at c^ . This
means that, since disc B is solid, any point on the disc 
describes a circular arc with radius c. Let z be the
vertical movement made by the As-U-Roll. Since the disc B 
is geared to racks, any point on the circumference also
experiences a net movement of z. This point also rotates 
about c^ and therefore the angle of rotation 0 about c^
as shown in fig. A. 4b is given by
where R is the distance between c^ to the racks. Therefore 
the net vertical distance y travelled by c^ or any other 
point on the circumference is given by
On either side of each segment there are two 
such discs which can be moved independently. The profile of 
the back-up roll between two racks are calculated assuming 
a linear relationship. Fig. 4*. 5^ shows the profile when the 
first rack is moved by a distance z^ with zero movement
(4.11)
y = c-sin0 = o-sin( ). (4.12)
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in all other racks. The profile y^(x^) can be calculated 
from
where Z is the distance between two racks. Fig. 5b shows 
the profile when only the first and second racks are 
moved by distances z^ and ’ z^ . In this case the profiles
yi(xi) and corresponding to first and second segments
are given by
The profile for the case when alternative 
racks are moved by the same amount (say z^) is shown in
fig.4.5c. Fig.*h51 shows the profile when all racks are
racks are moved by the same amount then obviously the 
whole of the back-up roll will be moved vertically. The 
same result can be achieved by moving the two screwdowns 
situated at both ends of the back-up roll, by the same 
amount.
(4.14)
and
(4.15)
moved by different amounts (say z^ , z^ ,  Zg). When all
-  5 9  -
4.5. First intermediate roll profile calculation.
The first intermediate rolls are furnished 
with tapered ends (see section 2.7.4). The top and bottom
rolls can be moved laterally in and out independently and 
therefore will have different profiles depending on the 
position at which they are placed. These rolls can be
modelled by defining the position of the tapered edges 
(vertical planes e^ and e^ in fig. 4.6) with respect to 
the mill.
If x is the distance from the left handr
corner of the mill to the plane e^  and 0 is the angle
of inclination of the tapered end, then the tapered profile 
y^Cx) is given by
0 for 0^ x^ x
y t i (x ) = -4 (4.16)
(x - x )tan0 for x <  x<w .v r' r m
Similarly for the bottom first intermediate roll the tapered
profile S^ven ^y
(x - x)tan© for 0^x<xx m ' m
yt 2 ^  = \ (4.17)
0 for x <  x<wm m
where variables x, x and w are defined in fig, 4.6. Thesem m
profiles must be added to the camber profile (if any) to 
obtain the total first intermediate roll profiles.
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4.6. Static forces in the mill cluster.
When three forces are acting on a cylinder 
as shown in fig. 4.7, the two unknown forces P^ and P^
can be calculated in terns of the known force P and the 
angles of inclination. If forces are resolved in a 
direction XX (fig. 4.7a) perpendicular to P^* P-^ can be
calculated. That is
E jc o s fk  -  (90 -  e2 )l = Pcosje -  (90 -  e2 )l
i. e.
sin( 0 + 0?)
f q— T~pT\ • (4.18)1 sm( 0.^  + 0^) v '
Similarly if forces are resolved in a direction YY 
(fig. 4.7b) perpendicular to P^
P^cosj^ -  (90 -  01)J = Pcosj© + 90 -  0^j
1. e.
sin(0n - 0)P0 = P--~ • (^.19)2 sm(01 + 02) • v
The eqs.(4.l8) and (4.19) can be applied to obtain the 
static forces P^ , P^ , Py  P^f P^ and R shown in fig.2.4
in terms of the roll force P. If symmetry is assumed 
then P^ can be written as
p5 - 255Se5 ^ 20)
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and
sin (0« + 0^  p — p . 3___ 2.4 5 sin(0~ + 0^
P« = P sin(0^ - 053 5 sin(0^ + 0^
sin(06 - 0,
2 x4 sin(02 + 06
sin(02 + 0.) 
R “ P4 sin(©2 + 0^)
(4. 21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
and finally
COS0,P. = P1 3 cos01 (^.25)
4. 7. Elastic foundation constant K.
If two cylinders are in contact the elastic 
foundation constant K can be found by knowing the force 
applied. If the mean force per unit length is p^ then the
41 43Hertzian flattening equation ’ can be written as
y = 2Cp log m e
e2/3 (d1 + d2)
4Cpm
(4.26)
where the force p is proportional to y and the constantm
of proportionality is the foundation constant K (eq. (4.26) 
is obtained by putting = C2 = G in eq. (3.4)). Therefore
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K can be written as
2C*log°e
e (dx + d2)
4Cpm
At various points in the roll cluster two 
rolls rest on one roll. In order to use bending equations
it is convenient to use a single equivalent value for the 
foundation constant. This is illustrated in fig.^ f. 8.
Let the deflection of roll A in the direction 
of P be yA« The deflection y^g in the direction P^ is
given by
yAB = yA°0S(ei " 0) (4.28)
and similarly the deflection in the direction P^ is
given by
yAC = yAcos(0 + 02^ (^-29)
If and are the foundation constants between the
cylinder A and B, and between A and Cf respectively, then
P1 - (4-30)
and
P2 “ K2yAC • ^-31>
But
p = p1cos(e1 - e) + P2cos(e + e ). (^.32)
Substituting for P^ and P^ from eqs, (4-.30) and (4*. 31) and
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eliminating and yAG we have
p = k^ a005^ 6! ~ 0) + V acos2(0 + 02^ (^-33)
But
K= “  (4.34)yA
and we obtain
2,« \ • „ 2K = K1cos^(01 - 0) + K2cosc(e + 02). (4.35)
By applying eq. (4.35) to the mill cluster 
(see fig.2.4) the foundation constants for rolls I, Jf 0 
and S can be written as
Kj = Kaioos2(66 - 6^ ) + Kbi0082(62 + e^), (4.36)
Kj = KBJcos261 + KjjjCos2^ ,  (4.37)
k0 = KI0oos2(e/f - e5) + KJ0oos2(e3 + e5), (4.38)
Ks = k oscos205 + kpscos205 • (4.39)
01.(4.37) is obtained by resolving forces in a vertical 
direction and, if symmetry is assumed, K^j = K^j and
K0S =
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4.8. Roll force model.
For the reasons given in section 3*4 iterative 
roll force algorithms are not used in the present mill
force formula which thus avoids iterative calculations. The 
formula is not so accurate as the algorithm described in 
section 3*4 this type of mill but is efficient in
the use of computer time. The error of the roll force 
using this method was found to be about one per cent.
The Bryant and Osborne model has equation for roll force 
given by
48model. Bryant and Osborne developed an explicit roll
The roll force is a function of input/output 
thicknesses, input/output stresses and input/output yield 
stresses and can be written as
P  ^  ^ 1  * ^ 2  * ^ 1  * ^ 2  * ^ 1  * ^ 2  ^  * (4.40)
PP = o (4.41)1 - bP - 0.4ab o <o
where
Po = (k - (l + o . \ )  + Pgo ,
R = work roll radius ,
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8 = h i - h2 ,
MV oca = e°- 1 ,o . I h, 9
a - E MO — »h
p. = coefficient of fiiction, 
h = 0.72h2 + 0.281^ ,
- W -
= 4(1 - v2) 
TIE
b = 26 - J ^ / 5)2 •
bQ = (k - a)/R6.
To calculate the roll force profile eq. (4.4l) 
must be solved at every point across the strip. If p(x)
is the roll force profile then to obtain the required
reduction the mean of p(x) must be equal to the mean
roll force j> which is the roll force required to obtain
the specific reduction. That is,
-  66 -
/ws p(x)dx. (kAz)s 0
Every time the roll force p(x) is . calculated it
must satisfy eq.. (4-. 4-2) and if the mean of p(x) deviates 
from p, then p(x) must he adjusted until eq. (4-.42) is 
satisfied. This can he done hy moving the two work rolls 
away from or towards each other. If they are moved away 
from each other then the distance d between their two 
centres will he increased, thus reducing the roll force 
p(x) (see fig. 4*. 9). The roll force will he increased if 
the work rolls are moved towards each other, that is 
decreasing d. The flowchart for this process is shown in 
fig.4\ 10.
494-. 9. Inter roll pressures.
When two elastic cylinders are in contact the 
total interference y ^  (x) can he written as a function of
the load per unit length q(x) as
The loading is of course non-uniform but, neglecting second 
isorder errors, given hyA
(^ 1 + c2)-iog( (<^ 1 + d~)e 2 ^ +  C2)q(x)
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Eg.. (4-.44) contains q(x) on the right hand side and q(x) 
to be calculated from the knowledge of y ^ M ?  thus the
term q(x) must be eliminated from the right hand side. A 
new variable q^(x) is defined as
^(x) - Sfe) - i W
F/j2, q (4'.45)
where F is the rolling force, Jb is the length of the 
roll and q is the mean specific rolling force. Thus
yi2(x)l(x) =
(^i + c2)-i°g(
r'e2/3(d1 + d2)
2(Ci+ C2)qqd (x)
yi2(x)
(Cl + CZ)J log{ re2/3(di + d2j2(Ci + C2)q
( k M )
Now
log.
e2/3(di + d2)
2(Ci + C2)q » loge[qd (x)]
as q(x) =£bq.
Thus eq. (4*. 46) becomes
q(x) = y12^X)
(Ol + C2)|loge 2732 (Ci + C2) + log0(di + d£) - loge(q)\
(4.^7)
Eg. (4-. 4-7) is only true for positive values of
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Therefore it is assumed that when y ^ M  ^  ^(x) =
The interference y ^ & O  can a -^so calculated
from roll "bending using roll contours. If two perfectly 
flat cylinders (i.e. without any ground camber), one resting 
on the other, are considered and if there are no forces 
acting on these cylinders, then y^(x) must be equal to
zero. That is y*u>(x) can tie written as
y12(x) = K*! + d2) - di2 = 0
where d^ and d^ are the diameters of the two cylinders
and d ^  is the distance between the two centres. Now let
an external force be applied to the roll 1 which is the
top roll, so that only roll 1 is deflected downwards. If
it is assumed that roll 2 has zero deflection then the 
distance between the two centres must increase and, to
keep d ^  = -§-(d^ + d^), the roll surface must be flattened
by y^(x) the actual deflection of roll 1. Therefore the
interference y ^ M  can written as
y12(x) “ tC3! + d2) - di£ + y^x). (4.49)
Similarly if forces are applied so that only roll 2 is
deflected upwards the interference y^(x)» to keep the
distance between two centres the same as before, can be
written as
y ^ M  = l(di + d2) " di2 ■ y2W -  (4.50)
If both cylinders are allowed to deflect then y-jj?(x) 
becomes
y12(x) = + d2) - di2 + yi(x) - y2(x). (4.50
If both cylinders are grounded with camber (e.g. barrel
shape) then the camber profiles must be added to the 
interference term y-^(x) to keep d ^  “ + That is
y ^ M  = l(d! + d2) - ai2 + yi(x) - y2(x)
+ yl0(x) + y2o(x). (4.52)
If the cylinders have concave camber profiles then y,0(x) 
and y£c(x) will be negative in eq. (^.52).
When a roll pressure q(x) between any two
rolls in the mill cluster is to be calculated the mean 
of q(x) must be equal to the mean q, to keep the force
balance in the mill. The pressure q(x) can be adjusted by
moving the two rolls either away or towards each other. 
This is done by adjusting mathematically the term d^2 in
eq. (^.52). The pressure q(x) can be increased by decreasing 
^12* -^s moving the rolls towards each other. The
force balance equation is given by
- 70 ~
■w
q(x)dx = q(x). (4.53)
0
The method of calculation of p(x) is to change in
eq. (4.52) to  change y ^ M f  and ^ence <l(x) iteratively
until eq. (^ f.53) is satisfied. A flowchart for this process 
is shown in fig. k, 11 and the subroutine used in the 
computer program is called INERESS.
Jf.lO. Roll deflections.
by a point load, applied to  a roll resting upon an 
elastic foundation is given in this section. From bending 
theory the deflection y is given by the differential 
equation
where F is the applied force and K is the elastic 
foundation constant. This equation is only true if the 
roll is in complete contact with its foundation under no 
load conditions. However in the mill cluster, this is not 
always time as one particular roll may be resting on an 
already deflected roll, as shown in fig. 4.12. In a case 
like this there will be a gap between the roll and its 
foundation under no load conditions; let this gap be Ay.
An expression for the roll deflection caused
dx o. 5^)
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Then eq. (4.52) becomes
-4E l - = F - K(y - Ay) dx
= F - Ky + KAy, (4.55)
But
KAy = AF.
EJg.. (4.55) becomes 
,4EI-^4 = (F +AF) - Ky (4.56)dx
where F + A f is the equivalent total force.
The solution to the differential equation 
(4.56) is given by
y(x) = (F + AF).|-[b(C - D) + H(J + G)] (4.57)
where
A = sinh2(\£) - sin2(\&),
B = 2cosh(Xx)cos(Xx)t 
G = sinh(X£)cos(\a)coshb) ,
D = sin(X£-)cosh(Xa)cos(Xb),
H = cosh(\x)sin(\x) + sinh(Xx)cos(\x) 9 
J = sinh(X^)[sin(\a)cosh(Xb) - cos(Xa)sinh(Xb)] ,
G = sinft$[sinh(Xa)cos(Xb) - cosh(Xa)sin(Xb)j
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X =' K
and
'  “ P i,
All variables not defined are shown in fig.4-.13. The 
eq. (4*. 57) is only true for values of x<a. The deflection
for distances a<x<.& can be calculated using eq. (4-. 57) 
but with a and b interchanged while measuring the distance 
from right hand end.
At various points in the roll cluster three
rolls are in contact with a fourth roll as shown in 
fig. 4-. 8. If the deflection of roll A is required the net
force acting on A must be calculated. In direction P the
net force per unit length is given by
F(x) = P(x) - P1(x)cos(01 - 0) - P2(x)cos(0 +02). (4-. 58)
If an elemental length dx across the roll length is
considered, then the total net force acting on dx is
given by
Fj.(x) = F(x)dx
= [P(x) - P-L(x)cos(01 - 0) - P2(x)cos(0+02)Jdx. (4-.59)
If the roll length is divided into N such small segments
of length dx then the distributed load can be treated as
a series of point loads acting on each segment. The 
deflection due to one such force at the jth element, 
given by eq. (4-. 59), can be written as
yaj(X) + yb / x) = f(?j(x)dx» a> b) (4-.60)
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where yaj(x) is the deflection for x^a, -^s the
deflection for a < x < £  and x = a defines the point of
roll deflection, from the theorem of superposition is given
Subroutine MUMMY1 in the computer program calculates the 
total deflection and a simple flowchart is shown in 
fig. 4.14.
if. 11. Strip thickness and stress profiles.
to find the interference y (x) between work roll and stripws
was to compute the roll flattening for numerous rolling 
schedules, roll diameters and Young's modulus. From the 
results they found a strong correlation between the total 
roll flattening y (x) and Hertzian flattening yu(x)WS rl
occurring between two infinitely long elastic cylinders
having the same diameters. They computed the ratio
yws(x)/yH(x) and- a mociel was proposed to match these
results. The proposed model is given by eqs.(3.9) and
(3.10). The constants b^ and b^ are estimated using least 
square methods to be 0.5 and 0.325 mm/tonne respectively.
application of the force F.(x)dx (see fig.*f,13). The total
ky
N
(^f. 61)
3 = 1
The procedure adopted by Edwards and Spooner24
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First, the mean interference y between stripWS
and work rolls is calculated using mean roll force p
which corresponds to the required reduction. If h^(x) is
the actual output thickness, then the change in interference 
corresponding to a deviation in strip thickness from h^m is
(y (x) “ y„ )» where y__(x) is the true interference betweenWS ws ws
strip and work rolls. That is the change in gauge is
higher if the change in interference is high. The change
in gauge also increases with the increase of work roll
deflection. If work roll camber is included, then the
change in gauge can be written as
Ah2<» - ywW  + ywoW  + [yHS«  - yws] (*,&)
where y (x) is the work roll camber.WO
Since there are two work rolls the effect
will be doubled and Ah^(x) becomes
Ahz M  = + + + 2[ywsw  - ^ - 63)
where y (x) and y fx) refer to upper and lower workwuN ' W£
roll deflections.
The output thickness profile is calculated as
explained in section 3.5.1 and is given by eq. (3.17)» i.e.
h2(x) = hZm + Ah^ + 1 . (4.6*0
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The change in output stress is calculated by
24the model proposed by Edwards and Spooner given by 
eqs.(3.l8) and (3.19)» using the output thickness calculated.
Edwards and Spooner found p to be 0.5 and that the shape
distribution was insensitive to p. The constant Y is 
calculated as described below.
From the geometry of fig. 4.15 it can be 
easily shown that
hn ~  V  R6£ * (iK65)
From continuity of mass flow
v2h2 = VA  • ^ - 66)
By substituting hn from eq.. (4.65) in eq.. (4.66) we have
v2 “ vn<1 + ^ > -  ^ 67)
The per unit slip is defined as
v9 - vS = ^  . (4.68)n
From eqs. (4.67) and (4.68) the value of s is found to be
2R0s = H2 69)2
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where
9 = —  - tan n v R b i nIR 2
H1 1 Hn = 2 + Z\i 'h2 1 ~ V kl  hl  1 “ a2//k2
(4.70)
(4.71)
(4.72)
Bis. (4.70), (4.71) and. (4.72) can be derived by considering
roll gap variables and are given in Appendix 1.
By differentiating s with respect to we
have
ds 2R d0ndo. nd5j
de„ dH2R o n n
h  ^ n dH "da, d n l (4.73)
But
dS h? n   j. ^dH " 2*R n 1 + (Jr'ir. (4.74)
and
dH , i n _-_l____1da1 2|i*k^  - ax * (4.75)
By substituting these values in eq.. (4.73) and simplifying we 
obtain
dsda. - aki-C; (4.76)
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where
A  a “ 2\1 1 + tan^ l\/ R 2 I (4.77)
Similarly
ds (4.78)2
In order that the slip variations are to remain very 
small we must have
As = Aal i 1 +A<T2 f § 2 = 0 - P - 79)
By substituting for ^  and in eq.. (4.79) we have
A oi = y Ao'2 (4.80)
where
2 2
*f.l2. Pressure and deflection profiles for one quarter of 
the mill cluster.
Pressure and deflection profiles for one
quarter of the mill are calculated hy using the subroutine
called BEND. This routine has to be called four times to
calculate the profiles of all twenty rolls. If symmetry
is assumed it is only necessary to calculate only one 
half of the mill and therefore routine BEND is used only 
twice.
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Since the pressure between two rolls depends 
on the interference between them, and the interference is a
function of the roll deflections which directly depend on
pressure, the process is iterative. Whenever two rolls are 
in contact this iterative procedure must be adopted to 
calculate the pressure profiles. In the mill cluster every 
roll is in contact with more than one roll. Suppose that 
the first profile is obtained after satisfying a convergence 
criterion. In the process of convergence the roll deflections
and pressures, other than those of the one in question, 
change at every iteration. On the other hand, if 
convergence is obtained on the second profile then the 
first profile may have deviated from the true value. The 
procedure adopted is therefore to converge the first profile 
and then the second profile initially, and then return to
first and then the second until convergence is obtained on
both profiles. If other pressures are included then the
process becomes a nested convergence procedure.
For one such pressure (e.g. q^j between rolls B
and J in cluster) the convergence procedure can be explained.
First the vertical deflection yj(x) of roll J (see
fig. 4.16) is calculated using existing pressure profiles 
qgj(x) and qj^(x). The deflection Yj(x) is resolved into
q^j and q ^  directions and these together with yB(x) and
y^(x) are used to calculate new <lgj(x) and qjQ(x). That
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is
<iBj M  = fq(yBoosei’ yjoosei) (4.82)
and
1j0W  = fq(yjoos02' *^* (4.83)
since y^ and y^ are calculated in vertical and
directions respectively. At this point a convergence test 
is carried out on q^j using a root mean square error
criteria. If this criteria is satisfied, the present 
profiles <3LB j (x ) a-nd y j ( x ) are taken as the corrected
pressure profile between B and J and the deflection of J. 
If a convergence has not been reached the nett force F 
acting on J in the vertical direction is calculated, i. e.
Using this value F a new vertical deflection yj(x) is
calculated. This is done using the subroutine MUMMT and 
can be written as
The new deflection y T(x) is calculated using the iterative
where a is a convergence parameter chosen to give a stable 
solution. The above procedure is repeated until a
F = qJ0oos62 - qBJcos9r (4.84)
yj(*) = y F)- (4.85)
formula
yj + 2(x) = yjOO - a [VjOO - yj(x)] (4.86)
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convergence is obtained on qBT. The flowchart for this
JbJ
procedure is shown in fig. 17.
There are four main convergence loops in the 
subroutine BEND which calculates the pressure and roll 
profiles. Referring to fig. 2.4, the first iteration loop 
is concerned with the convergence of p^ . The next loop
is for the convergence of the combined effects of p2 and
R in the direction p^ and can be written as
qD = Rcos (0£ - 6^) + p2cos(02 + 0^). (4.87)
The third loop is for the calculation of the combined 
effect of p^ and p^ and the fourth loop is for p^ . A
flowchart is shown in fig. 4.18 and the procedure is 
illustrated in fig. 4.19. 0nlY 'the half cluster is
shown in this figure and thick lines are drawn to show
the path of calculation. Each of the small circles denoted by
cl* °Z9 °3 an^ °4 rePresen^s an iterative procedure described
above. A satisfactory convergence in pressure is shown by 
the letter Y and non-convergence is represented by N.
To calculate the pressure profiles and 
deflections of the bottom half cluster the same procedure
described above is repeated using the corresponding variables. 
Once the calculations from subroutine BEND are completed the 
two work rolls will have new profiles. These new work
roll profiles are used to calculate the new output thickness
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profile and hence the new stress profile. A final
convergence test is applied on the stress deviation 
profile as shown in the flowchart of fig. 3.1 and described
in section 3.5. The convergence test carried out here is
also based on the root mean square error criterion.
39*f.l3. Mill gain matrix.
The model calculates output gauge and shape
profiles and roll deflection and pressure profiles for a
given set of rack movements. The static gain of the mill 
is the ratio of the change in stress due to a change 
in rack position. There are eight racks and the gains
must show the effect of shape at each point on the strip 
due to each rack. Therefore, the gains are calculated by 
changing each rack at a time by the same amount. First 
the stress profile is calculated by setting all the racks 
at a common position. Then eight new stress profiles are
calculated by changing one rack at a time by the same 
amount. The difference between any one of these stress 
profiles and the previous profile is taken as the stress
change due to that particular rack change. For computing 
purposes the mill width and the strip width are divided
into a number of sections as explained in section ^.l. 
Therefore the gain can be represented as an N X 8 matrix, 
where N is the number of sections. Any element of this
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matrix is therefore given by 
A ct. .
gi i = Az1J i = l,2,...N and j - 1,2,.. .8 (4.88)
5
where A ct and A z  are the changes in stress and rack 
position respectively.
The above matrix is not a square matrix and 
for the use in the dynamic model it is convenient to 
have a square matrix. The non-square matrix can be 
converted into a square matrix by considering eight zones 
in the strip. This is done by dividing the strip into 
eight zones and calculating the average gain in each zone.
If M is the number of sections in each zone, then each
element G ^  in the square matrix is given by
M + i = 1,2,... .8
G = \  fU. „ (4.89)ij M j = 1,2....8
k = 1 + Mx(i.-»V
so the gain matrix G can be written asm
C^ m = G ^  i = 1,2,.... 8 and j = 1,2,.... 8. (^.90)
Therefore each column of G^ contains the shape change at 
each zone due to a change in the corresponding rack.
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Fig. 4.1. Mill constants .
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Fig. 4.2 Strip with adjustment
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Fig. 4*3. Strip profi le  dimensions.
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A/VH,
(a )
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Fig. 4.4* Back up roll As-U-Roll  movement.
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Fig. 4.5. Back up roil profiles. 
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X(a)
Y
Fig. A.7. Forces acting on one roll in cluster.
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BC
Fig. 4.8. Equivalent elastic foundation constant.
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. P(X)
2 m1m
Fig. 4.9. Roll force adjustment.
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Calculate p(x) = f (h^l^^O^k^,!^)
i rwCalculate p(x) = ---  j s p(x)dxw J s o
1 t
RETURN
Yes 
v____
Reduce p(x) fcy moving work
rolls away from each other
________________ i
Increase p(x) by moving work 
rolls towards each other
Fig. k. 10. Roll force adjustment.
ENTER
Calculate y ^  (x )
Calculate q(x) = f(y12(x))
_ i fwCalculate q(x) = J q(x)dx
No
^  I s \ ^ No
q(x)> a ? /
V i e s
J!_____
Reduce <l(x) by moving the two
rolls away from each other
___________________ f~
Increase q(x) by moving the two 
rolls towards each other
Fig. 4.11. Flow chart for roll pressure calculation
(Subroutine INPRESS).
py
No load case Loaded case
Fig. A.12. Roll deflection.
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F+AF
Fig. 4.13. Roll resting on an elastic foundation.
X ^  a?
Yes
retur:
Calculate force acting on jth segment 
F.(x) = f(P(x),P1(x),P,(x))
and replace x by (£ - x). 
y, . = f(F.(x),b,a)
Fig. k.lU. Flow chart for deflection calculation
(Subroutine MUMMY ).
B-N
F + d F
h + d h
d x
Fig. 4.15. Roll gap v a r ia b le s .
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JO
ig. 4.16. Inter roll pressure and deflection.
START'
Is YesE <  ACC ?
No
Calculate yj using q^j and q ^
Calculate E = •BJNEW •BJOLD
JL
-dJpdate^ qBJ 
Calculate net force acting on J
Calculate yJNQJ = fy(P) 
Calculate Yj = Yj - a(Yj - YJ M
Fig. k.l7. Flow chart for qBJ calculation.
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Calculate deflections yA , yB , y.^ yJf yQ and ys 
using •Pi* P£» PZj.* Pjj» ® and p
Calculate ?3 = fq(yJfy0) and P;L « fq(yB,yj)
yJ = fy (p3 ' *1>
Calculate R = fq(yA,yI),P2 = fq(yB,y-[) and p^ = fq(yI( yQ) 
tD = Rcos(6g - e4) + p2cos(e2 + 9^)
L  yi - fy (pH - 1D)
Yes
Calculate p^ = fq(yI,y0),P3 = fq(yj,y0) and = fq(y0,ys) 
iD = p^ c°s(e^  - ep + p3cos(e3 + e5)
yo = fy (p5 ‘ ^
Calculate = fq(y0>ys)
yS = fy (p - p5} RETUR
Fig. 18. Flow chart for subroutine BEND.
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Fig. 4.19, Path of calculation for subroutine BEND.
Chapter 5.
STATS SPACE REPRESENTATION OF THE MILL.
5.1. Introduction.
The analysis and design of linear systems can 
be achieved by using one of two major approaches. One
method uses Laplace and z-transforms, transfer functions, 
and block diagrams. The other approach, in which modern 
control system design techniques are based, is the state
variable technique.
The state variable method has at least the
following advantages over the transfer function methods
1. It is convenient for computer solutions.
2. It allows a unified representation of digital
systems with various types of sampling schemes.
3. It allows a unified representation of single and
multivariable systems.
4. It can be applied to certain types of nonlinear
and time varying systems.
In the state variable method a continuous
data system is represented by a set of first order
differential equations called state equations. For a 
discrete system the state equations become first order 
difference equations?0,51
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5.1.1. State equations for continuous systems.
The multivariable continuous system with m 
inputs and r outputs shown in fig. 5.1 can be characterised 
by the following set of n first order differential 
equations:
where x^(t),..*xn(t) are called state variables. The r 
outputs yk(t) (k = 1,2,.. .r), can be related to the state 
variables and the inputs in the following manner:
Sis. (5.1) and (5.2) can be written in compact form using 
vector terminology as
where A, B, G and D are constant matrices for linear time
invariant systems.
The solution to eq. (5.3) can be obtained
using the Laplace transform method and is given by
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (5.3)
and
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) (5 A)
§ (t - x)Bu(x)dx t^O
■t
(5.5)
0
-1 04-
where
-1 00 
$(*) " J Z  [(sl - A)_1] = eAt = /  Ak-j| (5.6)
k = 0
and §(t) is called the state transition matrix. Bq. (5.5) 
is true only when the initial time is taken at t = 0. If 
the initial time is taken to be t then eq. (5.5) can be
modified to include t and is written aso
f.x(t) = $ (t - tQ)x(to) + I §(t - x)Bu(x)dx t^tQ. (5.7)t o
5.1.2. State equations for discrete systems.
A discrete system is shown in fig. 5.2. The 
inputs to the linear system are discretised and they are 
described by
u^t) = u^(kT) = ei(kT). (5.8)
Now letting t = kT and since u(x) = u(kT) = constant vector, 
eq.. (5.5) for discrete system can be written as
-t
x(t) = $(t - kT)x(kT) + I$ (t - x )Bdx kT u(KT). (5.9)
Bq. (5.9) is only valid for one sampling period. If we are 
interested only in the response at the sampling instants 
by setting t = (k + l)T we obtain the discrete version of
- 105 -
(5.10) 
(5.U)
(5.12)
5.2. Mill representation in state space form.
5.2.1. Introduction.
The overall block diagram of the shape control
scheme is shown in fig. 5.3• The control scheme is divided 
into several subsystems. The system has 8 + 2 inputs and a
number of shapemeter measurements (^31) as outputs. The 
8 + 2  inputs represent eight As-U-Roll actuators plus the
two first intermediate roll positions. For the present 
analysis it is not proposed to control the first 
intermediate roll positions. Therefore only the eight 
actuators are considered as inputs. The investigation becomes
easier when the number of inputs are equal to the number 
of outputs, hence for the initial design it is assumed 
that there are eight shapemeter outputs. This is done by 
dividing the strip into eight zones and treating shape at 
each zone as constant.
eq. (5.5) as
x[(k + 1)T] = $(T)x(kT) + A (T)u(kT) 
where
§(T) = eAT
and
A(T)= f §[(k + l)T-t]
J  n
Bdl
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The set point actuators are assumed to control
their positions by means of a servo type control system.
Variations in the actuator positions are assumed to have an
instantaneous additive effect to incoming shape. This is
justified, as the dynamics of the mill cluster are much
faster than the overall system dynamics and can be ignored.
A movement in any one actuator affects the shape across
the entire strip width. Any corrective effect of the shape
at the roll gap due to actuator movement is calculated
39from the static mill gains. These effects are added to 
the incoming strip shape disturbance. The shapemeter is 
situated at a fair distance from the roll gap and therefore 
the stress distribution of the strip, as it moves
downstream to the shapemeter, is affected by a combination
of pure transport delay and a lag effect. The shapemeter 
transducer is effectively a discrete system, as explained in
section 2.3.2, the output from it being electronically 
smoothed by filters.
52A cascade controller is proposed to correct
shape changes and the control is obtained by comparing the
shapemeter measurements with the actuator signals which
produces zero shape.
5.2.2. The actuator subsystem.
The eight actuator's are assumed to be
noninteracting and are modelled as second order systems. In
practice actuators are simple integrators accompanied by a
- 107 -
dead space arising from the solenoid valve spool, and from 
friction in the hydraulic motor. The open loop transfer
The output position can he fed hack via a position 
tranducer to control the actuator positions accurately. The 
forward path has a variable gain k and the closed loop 
system for one actuator is shown in fig. 5.^ . The closed 
loop transfer function of the actuator can he written as
of eq. (5.1^0 are complex then the actuator positions will 
have overshoots. Since the mill dynamics are much faster 
than the overall system dynamics, these overshoots have 
instantaneous effect on shape which will cause a problem 
on control. Therefore it is proposed to choose k to give 
equal roots for the characteristic equation so that the 
actuators will have the fastest response without any 
overshoot. Hence the closed loop transfer function of each 
actuator can he written as
function for the actuators can he written as'52
Ga(s) s(l + sT ) ‘EL (5.13)
sa ^  s(l + sT ) + kk k„ - N a' a f
kka (5.14)
3f the roots of the characteristic equation
(5.15)
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The state space form of each actuator is therefore given 
by
= V i a M  + Baua (t)CL CL CL CL CL
= 0A ( t )
(5.i6)
where
1i —101 ~  ^ '
A = ' Ba =CL 1 2 CL ka
y k
1
1
and Ca = [l 0] (5.17)
(See Appendix 3 for numerical values of and T^). Since
there are eight actuators with eight inputs and eight 
outputs, and they have the same transfer function, the 
state space form of the multivariable nature actuator 
subsystem can be written as
l i W [/
U b W .
al 0
0 a8
Bal 0
0 Ba8
and G ,al 0 
0 •
0 • •
5al<tJ iv. 0 • •• •• •• •« #
0
. ° ’Ca§ra8^l 0 0 0 00 -i X_o(t)-a8
(5.18)
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i.e. in compact form He can write the actuator state 
equations as
= aa ^ a W  + ba2a W  1
I (5.19)rA(t) = cAxA(t) J
where
xA(t) is a 16 X 1 column vector,
is a 8X1 column vector,
is a 8X1 column vector,
Aa is a 16 X 16 square matrix,
ba is a 16 X 8 matrix
CA is a 8 X16 matrix.
5.2.3. Mill cluster subsystem.
Among mill plant subsystems, the mill cluster
model is the most complicated due to its so^i ticated
mechanical design. The mill cluster is assumed to be
non-dynamic so that the relationship between an actuator
change 6x (t) and a shape profile change 5y/(t), at thea m
roll gap, is simply a gain which may be calculated using
the static model. The mill equation therefore can be
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written as
i W  - W * )  + I.W- ^-2°)
The gain matrix G^ depends upon the material being rolled
and is also schedule dependent. Ihe matrix is a constant
matrix for a given pass and can be calculated off-line
using the static model or on-line using measurement 
techniques. The vector Y (t) in eq. (5.20) represents shape
disturbances which may result from changes in the input 
shape profile or indirectly via changes in the input gauge 
profile, material hardness or thermal camber.
5.2. f^. Strip dynamics subsystem.
At any instant the stress distribution measured
by the shapemeter differs from that at the roll gap since
the shapemeter is located at some distance downstream from 
the roll gap. The representation of the relation between
these two stress profiles is a subject of current interest. 
However it was suggested that this be represented as either
a pure time delay or a simple lag.
The strip between the roll gap and the 
shapemeter is unsupported and in general will have a catenary
5 3 —55profile. For such a strip processing line Grimble derived
a transfer function relating tension changes to speed 
changes of the strip. He also showed that if the tension 
in the strip is such that the sag can be neglected, then
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the transfer function can be represented by a simple lag 
term. Since the stress at the roll gap depends on the 
input/output strip velocities it can easily be shown that
the relationship between the shape at the roll gap and the
52shape at the shapemeter is also a simple lag term. The 
shapemeter is situated at a certain distance from the roll 
gap, and therefore the shape measured at the shapemeter is 
not the true shape, but delayed by time x. Thus for the 
present analysis the transfer function of the strip includes 
a time delay term and a simple lag term in cascade. 
Therefore the transfer function of the strip is written as
•■STFor simulation purposes the delay term e is replaced by 
first order Fade approximation and hence the strip transfer 
function is given by
The state space form of one of the strip zones is given 
by
(5.22)
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where
0 1 -
1 
.
rH 16-^ 
1
1
Ad = • Bd =
2 x + 2Td tod + xXT 1R1
and
cd =  C1 o]
(See Appendix U for derivation of and B^). The strip
width is divided into eight zones and each zone has the 
state equations described by eq. (5.23). Hence the strip 
dynamics subsystem becomes:
*41(*J
SaaW
(11
0
0
<18
Bdi o
t
0 Bd8
"y» l W
and
’ydi^>
•
•
•
•
•
•
yd8^t}_ —
“dl
0
0 5 a i W
3) _^d8(t)_
l o 0« •
# •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •0 1 0
i a i M
(5.2*0
In compact form the strip subsystem becomes
& (*> -  W * )  +
V * )  "
(5.25)
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ifech strip zone is second order and therefore eq.(5.25) 
has the dimensions as eq. (5.19).
5.2.5. The shaperneter dynamics subsystem.
is represented by a second order system with a dominant 
shapemeter filter time constant which varies as the strip 
speed (see Appendix 5). A series of filters is switched 
on at preset mill speeds to smooth the discretised 
shapemeter signals. The shapemeter signals from the thirty 
one measuring zones are assumed to be non-interactive and 
are reduced to eight signals to avoid dimensionality 
problems. The shapemeter transfer function approximates to a 
unity gain second order system and is given by
where Tg^ is the speed dependent dominant time constant. In 
state space form the shapemeter is represented as
The shapemeter forms an output subsystem and
1 (5.26)(1 + sTsl)(l + sTs2)
(5.27)
J
where
The complete shapemeter subsystem consists of eight zones 
and hence this subsystem is represented in state space form 
as
2s8(t).
si 0
o \
•
•
•
•
+
3J
•
2s8W
Bsi
0
0
Bs8
and
ys l W
•
•
«
•
•
•
Ja8(t>
si
0
0
-s8
2 s l ^
2s8 W
1 0 0• •• •
• •
• •
• •# #
• •o l o
yd l(t)
yd 8 ^
*sl(t)
*38^
(5.28)
In vector form the shapemeter subsystem becomes 
Xs(t) - AgXs(t) + BgYjj(t)
Ys(t) = CsXs(t).
(5.29)
Since each zone is second order eq. (5.29) has the same 
dimensions as eq.(5.19)*
5.3, State equation of the complete system.
Efts. (5.19). (5.20), (5.25) and (5.29) can be 
combined, to represent the complete multivariable system in 
state space form, as follows:
YA(t) is substituted from eq. (5.19) in eq. (5.20) to give
]L(t) - 5 C X ( t )  + Vm(t). (5.30)
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Bj. (5.30) is substituted in eq. (5.25) to give
y * )  = w * ) + 4 V A W +
-  w Ay  * > + w  * > + y y )  • (5.31)
From eq. (5.29) YrjC^ ) *s eliroi^ted using eq. (5.25) to give
y * )  -  +  * * < * 5  • (5.32)
The state equations of the complete system in terms of 
subsystems can be written as
XA(t) = AAxA(t) + BAuA(t),
y  *> = w a w  + w  + •
Xs(t) = BgCjjXjj(t) + AsXs(t),
(5.33)
Ig(t) ^
Hie set of eq. (5.33) can be put in the matrix form as 
X(t) = AX(t) + BU(t) + Dym(t),
Y(t) = CX(t)
where
(5.3*0
B_G C.D m A
*3%
( W x M ) (5.35)
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'ba
B = 0 
0 _ 
"o'
» (48 X 8) (5.36)
D = bd 
_0 .
t (48 X 8) (5.37)
G = [° ^ Cs], (8 X 48) (5.38)
XT(t) =1j£(t) *£(*) Xg(t)]. (5.39)
uT(t) =  1~ua l W ........ “a S ^  ’ (5.40)
yT(t) -[/s l(t) W * ) ........ (5.41)
This state space description of the mill forms 
the basis of the dynamic model simulation. In the above 
description the A matrix being lower triangular allows some 
simplifications in the computation. For control design the 
transfer function form of the system is more convenient.
Also the plant structure is indicated far more clearly than 
in the time domain equations. As explained in section 5.2 
all the dynamic elements are non-interactive. Therefore the 
actuator, strip and shapemeter subsystems can be written 
respectively in matrix form as
K,G (s) = ---- £
(1 + sT.)2 I 8 (5.42)
(5.43)
and
(5.44)
where Ig is the 8x 8 identity matrix.
Therefore the open loop transfer function 
matrix G(s) of the system can he obtained as
where N(s) and D(s) are numerator and denominator 
polynomials respectively. (See Appendix 6 for polynomials 
N(s) and D(s) obtained for low, medium and high speeds).
5 A. Shape profile parameterisation.
profile presents several advantages and is often used. In 
the present system the maximum number of shapemeter outputs 
to be controlled are thirty one. The number of shape 
outputs also varies with the strip width. It is convenient 
if the number of outputs to be controlled is fixed for 
design purposes. Since the shape profile is a smooth curve
G(s) - Gs(s)Gd(s)G]liGa(s)
Ka(1 - st/2)
(1 + sTa)2(1 + st/2)(1 + sTd)(l + sTsl)(l + sTs2) m
(5.45)
The use of parameterisation of the shape
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this can be represented by a polynomial of given order. If 
the parameters of this polynomial are taken as outputs then 
the number of outputs to be controlled become fixed rather
than controlling the shape outputs directly. If the shape 
profile is represented by a third order polynomial (say
ax*' + bx + cx + d) then the number of parameters to be 
controlled become four namely a, b, c and d. This means 
that parameterisation reduces the number of outputs to be 
controlled.
Let y (x) be the shape measured or observed s
at the shapemeter and x be the distance across the strip 
width. The measured shape can be expressed in matrix form
as
Y(x) = xp + e (5.46)
where p is a vector containing the parameters to be 
controlled, £ is a vector of errors and X is a known 
constant matrix. If the polynomial which describes shape is 
third order then
pT - [a b o d], (5.47)
The error sum of squares is
eTe = (Y - Xp)T(Y - Xp)
= yty - 2pTxTy + pTxTxp . (5.48)
ALet p be the least square estimates of p which when
Tsubstituted in eq. (5.^ +8) minimises ee. This can be obtained
by differentiating eq. (5.^8) with respect to p and equating
representing the shape are taken as the outputs of the
control system. A modified block diagram of the shape
control system is shown in fig. 5.5. In this figure G(s) 
represents the transfer function matrix of the plant and is 
given by eq. (5. 5^). There are eight actuator input signals 
to this block and the outputs are the eight shapemeter 
measurements. These eight signals are transformed into four
estimated parameter outputs using eq.(5.^9). These four 
estimated parameters are compared with four reference 
parameters (r^  to r^) which will produce the desired shape.
The controller is a tyx k matrix which transforms these 
error signals to control signals u(t). These four control 
inputs must be transformed via a matrix to act on the
plant matrix G(s). This transformation matrix may be chosen 
freely. However, if same matrix X is selected, as shown in 
fig.5.5f the open loop transfer function becomes
the result to zero. This will give a solution to p as56
A T 1 Tp = (xAx) •LxJ,y ..Tv N-1vT, (5.49)
Thus the estimated values of the parameters
Gx(s) = (XTX)"1XTG(s)X
(5.50)
-  1 20  -
where G ^  = (X^X)"^X^G X and G^(s) will be a matrix.
5.5. Shape control system design.
An acceptable control scheme must provide:
1. Transient response with small overshoot and rise
time in the region of say 5 seconds (experience 
of mill operators).
2. Relative insensitivity to errors of calculation and
variations of static gain matrix G .m
3. Relative insensitivity to line speed.
Furthermore there are certain shape profiles 
which must never be reached, even in transients, for the 
safe operation of the mill. These aspects are still under 
discussion with the mill engineers.
As discussed in section 5.2 the mill is a
multivariable plant with eight inputs and eight outputs. 
Straight forward application of either of the two modern
57multivariable design methods, i.e. the Characteristic Locus
58or the Inverse Nyquist Array, will produce compensators 
highly dependent on G~^ as all the interactions in the
plant comes from G . From the properties of G describedm m
by eqs.(6.l) and (6.2) in section 6.1, the matrix G^ is not
of full rank and therefore the inverse does not exist. But 
the matrix G , calculated from the static model described
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in chapters 2 and 3» is often full rank and this may be
due to numerical errors. Consequently a control system
cannot be based on G~\m
The use of input-output transformation of the
plant discussed in section 5.^ produces a smaller dimension
system. This yields a four by four multivariable system 
with Gx(s) as the forward path transfer function (eq. (5.50)).
The gain matrix G ^  in eq. (5.50) is not diagonal. Suitable
pre and post compensators can be found to diagonalise G ^
using singular value decomposition to reduce interactions.
5.5.1. Singular value decomposition.
The singular value decomposition was developed
for real square matrices in the 1870's by Beltrami and
Jordan?9 The singular value decomposition theorem60 can be 
stated as, 'If A is a real nxn square matrix then there 
exists orthogonal real square matrices U and V such that
A = USVT (5.51)
where
S = diag(olf 02, on) (5.52)
Proofs-
TSince A A is symmetric and positive definite
Tthe characteristic roots or eigenvalues of A A are real and 
positive. Denoting these characteristic roots by
i = 1, 2,.......n
we can arrange that
o - j  (5.53)
Let v^f v^f....vn be the corresponding orthogonal
characteristic vectors, i.e. V =  (v.,, vot..... v )  is' 1 c. n
orthogonal. If
S = diag(<rlf 02,.... 0n) (5.5*0
and
S2 = diag(o2, .....a2) (5.55)
then we have
ATAV = VS? (5.56)
TSince V is orthogonal V V = I and eq. (5.56) can be written 
as
s“1vtatavs“1 = s"1vTvsss"1 = I . (5.57)
Let
U = AV3"1. (5.58)
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Therefore
UT = S ' V W  (5.59)
Then from eq. (5.57) we have
UTU = I (5.6o)
which means that U is orthogonal. Then from eq. (5.57) we 
have
U'*’A VS*"1 = I (5.61)
from which
A = USVT. (5.62)
Prom the above theorem, the transformed gain
matrix G can be written as mx
Gnx = U I V T (5.63)
where I is a diagonal matrix, and U and V are orthogonal 
matrices. Prom eq.(5.63)
utg v  = I . (5.64)mx
TIf V  and U are chosen61 to be the pre and 
post compensators, the forward transfer function of the 
plant can be written as
F G P, = Mf2.UTG V 1 x 2  D(s) mx
=  5 ^D(s) I (5.65)
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and the closed loop transfer function matrix becomes
-1
Gci/S) - N(s)D(s)•I-
+ W(b )
D(s) (5.66)
The present study is only concerned with the
static model and therefore the actual control system design
is not discussed any further. The results for singula value
decomposition are given in chapter 6 and the complete block
diagram for the plant is shown in fig. 5.5.
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U1(t)------------►
u 2( t ) -----------    ►
u m < t ) ---------------------------- ►
Sta te  variables
yn ct)  
-► y 2( t )
-► y r ( t )
Fig. 5.1. M u lt iva r iab le  linear continous system.
>y(t)e ( t )
*  y ( t )
Z.O.H.
State variables
Fig. 5.2. Multivariable linear discrete system.
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Chapter 6.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
6.1. Properties of shape profiles.
The static model provides two main types of
result for a given rolling schedule. The first category 
is concerned with the physical processes and is the 
calculated shape, gauge and pressure profiles. These are 
important when the degree of control of a particular
profile is of interest. The shape profiles for eight
actuator changes (RUN 0) are shown in fig. 6.1 (e.g. in
fig. 6. la the curve marked with a cross is the 
shape profile due to a change of 6 mm in rack 8, keeping 
all other racks at zero position etc.). Inspection of 
figs. 6.1 to 6.22 shows the property of symmetry when the 
strip is placed at the centre of the mill. Units used in 
these figures are N/m for shape and the distance x is 
given in terms of number of sections. The actual distance
can be obtained by multiplying the number of sections by 
dx the width of one section. Inter roll pressure 
distributions and the corresponding roll deflections for a 
change in rack 1 are shown in fig. 6.2^ and fig. 6.25  
respectively. These profiles are obtained for the mill 
schedule given in table 6.1. The corresponding gain matrix 
is denoted by G^ ." m
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If the shape profiles shown in fig. 6.1 are 
inspected closely it is seen that the largest shape change
is found in the vicinity of a point, which is directly 
under the particular shape actuator which has been moved 
from the null point, across the strip width. It is also 
clear that a rack change appears to affect widely separated 
sections of the strip. This can be explained by considering 
a localised change in the back-up rolls. This change in 
the back-up rolls will modify the inter roll forces between 
the back-up and second intermediate rolls. Similarly, this 
change in the inter roll force will change the effective 
profiles of both the back-up and second intermediate rolls. 
From the study of a point force acting on a roll, it can 
be seen that the roll profile is changed, not just below 
the point of action of the force but over a region
surrounding the point. The change is significant in the 
vicinity of the point of application of the force. Thus, 
a localised change in the back-up roll profile is converted 
to a distributed change in the profile of the second 
intermediate roll. Further interaction between the second 
intermediate rolls and the first intermediate rolls and 
between the first intermediate rolls and work rolls spread 
the effect. Thus in general the largest shape change occurs 
under the actuator which is moved.
In fig.6.1 the negative shape corresponds to
compressive stresses and the positive shape to tensile
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stresses. When rack 1 is moved downwards for example, the 
left hand side of all the rolls will be deflected
downwards with respect to the other end. This results in 
an increase in reduction of the thickness at the left 
hand edge of the strip which will produce a longer edge.
To keep the applied tension constant, the left hand edge
of the strip must be compressed and at the same time 
the right hand end will have tensile forces. This 
corresponds to the compressive and tensile nature of the 
stress and is shown in fig. 6. la.
*■' The static model developed ignores the strip 
edge effects. When the strip width is less than the mill
width (or the length of the work rolls) there will be 
two portions from either end of the upper work roll with
no support. The model is based on the assumption of zero 
shape directly under these two portions and therefore the 
shape changes from zero to a high value at the edge of
the strip. This is shown in fig. 6.1 (and in all other 
shape profiles where the strip width is less than the 
mill width) by the rapid change at the edges. The 
calculated shape near the edge of the strip is therefore 
not the true shape.
6.2. Properties of the mill gain matrix.
The mill gains represent the second major
source of information available from the static model.
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Linearised mill gains are calculated about a given shape
operating point and these relate the shape changes to the
As-U-Roll changes. If the shape is measured at eight zones
across the strip, the gain matrix has the form G^ given
in section 6.6 (units = N/mm^). The eight rows of the
gain matrix represent the eight zones across the strip
and the eight columns correspond to eight As-U-Rolls, e.g.
the elements in the second column give the shape at each
zone across the strip width when the second As-U-Roll is 
moved. Thus, g ^  = -0.377 in G^ is the shape at zone 4- 
when As-U-Roll 6 is moved. The negative gains result from
the assumption that the average tension is maintained
constant. The gains include small errors due to numerical 
problems and due to the fact that the mill is non-linear. 
The gains are dependent upon the operating point and are
very dependent. upon the strip width. The way the gain
matrices vary with different schedule settings are shown
in table 6.3.
If the strip is centred across the mill then
the gain matrix has a special type of symmetry. The first
four columns of the matrix are repeated as the last four
columns but in reverse order and vice versa. Another
property of the gain matrix is that the elements of each
column and row sum to zero. That is, it must satisfy
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8 ^
2 Z  eij = 0 . (6,1)
3 = 1
and
8
g. . = 0 .Z_ , e i 3i = 1
Eg. (6.1) describes the condition that the row 
elements sum to zero. This can be explained by considering
a situation where all actuators are moved together by the 
same amount. This would result in a movement of the work 
rolls vertically downwards without introducing any bending 
effects, which is equivalent to a screwdown movement situated
at the sides of the mill. The resulting major effect will
be on the strip thickness and there will be no appreciable
shape change. This is the case for RUN 22 and fig. 6.23
shows the corresponding shape profile which illustrates this 
point clearly,
Bg.(6.2) is the condition that the column
elements sum to zero. This is so since by the definition
of shape (the deviation in the tensile stress from the
mean), the average value across the strip should be zero.
Table 6.3 is obtained by comparing matrices
G^ to G ^  with G^ . The diagonal elements are compared andm m  m
the changes are expressed as a percentage change. The
(6.2)
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negative sign indicates a reduction in gain compared to
and the overall, change is the average percentage change 
when all actuators are considered.
6.3. Shape changes for strip width variation.
1 7The gain matrices G to G given in sectionm m
6.6 are obtained by varying the strip width from 1.7m to
1.0m and keeping all other variables constant. The 
corresponding shape profiles are shown in figs. 6.1 to 6.7.
All these shape profiles and gain matrices have the
properties discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2 if minor 
numerical errors are ignored.
The maximum shape occurs in the vicinity of
the particular actuator which has been moved. In figs.6.1
to 6 .8 this is shown as the minimum or the trough of the
shape profiles. A graphical representation of the variation 
of these maximum values is shown in fig. 6.26. As seen from 
the figure the maximum shape hardly changes with the strip 
width if actuators 3» 5 and 6 are used. This is because
all actuators are situated well within the strip considered. 
The distance between racks 3 and 6 is about 0.68m and the
minimum width considered is 1.0m. Therefore racks 3t 5
and 6 lie well within the strip widths considered. When 
there is any change occurring in these four lacks, there is
a portion of the strip directly under the particular rack
moved to support the work roll. For these widths the
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conditions of the strip in the vicinity of racks 3» 5
and 6 do not change considerably, and hence the shape
change due to the same movement in any of these four racks
will be roughly the same (see figs. 6.1 to 6.8).
The maximum shape for strip widths 1.7m and
1.6m remain approximately the same when racks 2 and 7 are 
used. This is similar to the above case as racks 2. and 7 
are situated well within these two strip widths. If the
strip width w is reduced further then the work rolls have nos
strip to support and they act as cantilevers. This cantilever
bending action will attempt to reduce the thickness of the
strip at the edges more than at the middle and therefore
will produce higher compressive stresses near the edge. The
length of this cantilever portion increases when w iss
reduced, and hence the bending action which produces the
variation in the maximum shape. As seen from fig. 6.26, the
variation of maximum shape for racks 1 and 8 has a
maximum (in the negative sense) when w = 1.5®, and fors
racks 2 and 7 this occurs at w = 1.4m. When w iss s
further reduced than these two limiting values, the two
work rolls will touch each other. This reduces the
cantilever bending effects on the strip edge and therefore
results in a reduction of the magnitude of the maximum
shape.
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The corresponding gain matrices for the seven
1 7different widths are denoted by G to G in section 6.6.m m
It is seen from these matrices that the gain elements
reduce in magnitude as w decreases. In table 6.3 thes
first seven rows represent the percentage change in diagonal
1 7  0elements of G to G compared with G which is the gainm m  m
matrix when w = 1.4m. The details of RUN numbers are given s
in table 6.2. The overall percent change is the average
change in diagonal elements. This overall percent change is
just an indication showing how the gain matrices vary
compared to G°. RUNS 1 to 3 have widths wider than for m
RUN 0 (w = l.Jfia) while RUNS k to 7 have narrower widths,s
It is seen from table 6.3 that the overall percent change
decreases with w .s
When using narrower widths the region of work
roll which is in contact with the strip is less and therefore
the roll force p(x) must be larger to keep the force 
balance in the mill cluster. The interference between strip 
and work roll must be higher for larger roll force and 
hence the output thickness becomes smaller, j^ rom eq.(3.13) 
it is seen that the output stress is smaller for smaller
output thicknesses and hence the gains must decrease with
the strip width.
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6.4-. The effect on gains of changing other variables.
In the previous section the effect of the
gvariation of strip width was discussed. The matrices Gm
22to Gm axe the gains of the mill for the cases in which
the strip width is fixed at w = 1.4m. All these casess
have the mill schedule used for RUN 0 (see table 6.1)
with one change in at least one of the input data, "these
cases will be discussed here.
The test for RUN 8 is to see the effect on
yield stress of the material being rolled. The yield stress
curve (see Appendix 7) is increased by a factor of 0.5 so 
that the material rolled is stiffer. It is seen from table
6.3 that the overall gain is reduced by 7$ for this case. 
When rolling harder materials the rolling force must be 
greater to obtain the same reduction. Higher rolling forces
produce more interference between strip and work roll, and 
hence the change in output thickness will be more. This 
results in a smaller output stress profile and therefore
this case will have smaller gains.
The RUNS 9 and 10 are carried out to see
the effect of changing the mean reduction. For RUN 9 ihe 
input mean thickness is increased by 2.5 times to 6mm with
a reduction of 20$ compared to 15$ for RUN 0. For RUN 10
the mean input thickness is adjusted to 1.5m with a
reduction of 13$. That is, for the first case the reduction
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is increased by 5$ and for the second case this is reduced
by about 2$ which is roughly half the value of the
previous case. When the overall gain change figures are 
inspected it is seen that for case one it is -40$ and
for the second case it is about +21$, which is roughly
half of the previous figure. From these two results it is
seen that the gains of the mill obey approximately a
linear relationship with the percentage reduction.
The RUNS 11 to 16 correspond to changes in 
roll diameters. RUNS 11 to 12 show the effect of work
roll diameters, RUNS 13 to 14- the effect of first
intermediate roll diameters and finally RUNS 15 to 16 the
effect of second intermediate roll diameters. In each case 
the diameters are changed by + 15$ and the changes of the 
overall gain are given in table 6.3. When the work roll
diameter is reduced the overall change in gain is + 7.9$ 
and this figure is -6.7$ for the bigger work roll. For 
the first and second intermediate rolls these figures are 
+ 2.3$ and - 2.8$, and + 8.8$ and - 8.0$ respectively. When 
the diameter of a roll is increased the deflection caused 
by a given mill loading will decrease, that is, the roll 
will become stiffer. In other words, the bending effects 
will decrease. When the roll diameters are changed by the 
same amount ( + 15$) the figures show that the corresponding
changes in gain also have the same order of magnitude, 
except for the case of the first intermediate roll. This may
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be due to the fact that the first intermediate rolls are
furnished with tapered ends, which will produce a less
bending effect than a roll without tapered ends. The 
function of first and second intermediate rolls and back-up 
rolls is to prevent excessive bending of the work rolls
which assist the elimination of shape and gauge defects.
Also the roll separating force for a given reduction 
increases with roll radius. The effect of increasing roll 
diameters is therefore to increase the roll force which in
turn reduces the gains of the mill. Conversely if smaller
rolls are used the corresponding gains will (<3^ crease}
For RUN 17 the mill cluster angles 0^ to
are changed as given in table 6.2. For this RUN the
overall gain is increased by 9.8$. The change in cluster
angles will disturb the mill cluster configuration and the 
vertical and horizontal components of roll separating forces 
will therefore differ. This will change the roll force and 
hence the change in gain follows.
The RUNS 18 and 19 show the effect of
changing the output tensile force. In RUN 18 the tension 
is decreased by 50$ to 95294-N and for RUN 19 it is
increased to 285882N again by 50$. The overall gain change
figure for these two cases are +2.4$ and - 3.1$ 
respectively. When rolling metal strips higher reductions 
or smaller output thicknesses can be obtained for higher 
output tensions, assuming that the roll force remains the same.
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Smaller output thicknesses mean smaller stress profiles and 
hence mill gains will be smaller for higher tensions.
The first intermediate rolls are moved by 
100mm for RUN 20, and there is an increase of 6. Z% 
in the overall gains of the mill. The edges of the
tapered wedge positions (vertical planes e^ and e^ in
fig.^.6 ) of the first intermediate rolls are set at the 
vertical plane passing through the strip edges for RUN 0.
That is, along the strip width, first intermediate rolls have
a flat surface. This is not the case for RUN 20, where
these rolls are pushed in by 100mm, so that the roll 
surface is no longer flat. That is, near the strip edge
area first intermediate rolls have a smaller diameter. This 
increases the bending effect of this roll thus increasing
the gain.
RUN 21 is carried out to see the effect of
increase in the roll rack movement. Here all racks are
moved, individually one at a time, by twice the distance as
0 21for RUN 0. If each element of gain matrices G and ism m
compared it is seen that the change is quite small. The
overall gain changes by +0.3$ an& theoretically these two
matrices must be the same. The variation is due to 
numerical errors.
RUN 22 is a special case where no comparison
is made with matrix G^ . This is to see the effect ofm
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moving all racks at the same time by 6mm. As seen from
22the gain matrix all elements are very small compared
to other cases considered. The shape profile for this case
is shown in fig. 6.23 and the variation is hardly noticable. 
The effect of moving all racks by the same amount is to
move the whole of the back-up roll vertically. This will
not produce an appreciable change in the shape profile as
the incoming strip profile is rectangular, and there will 
be no transverse variations in the reduction. Hie same effect
can be produced by moving the two side screwdowns by the same 
amount and hence the very small gain matrix results *
6.5. Shape control system diagonalisation using singular value 
decomposition.
One of the most important results obtained from 
the static model is the mill gain matrix which is a square 
8X8 matrix. £hch column of this matrix represents the
shape at eight zones of the strip due to each rack 
movement. The overall mill block diagram is shown in 
fig. 5*3 and is an eighth order multivariable system and the 
only interaction comes ftom the mill gain matrix. It is 
convenient to represent the shape profile by a third order 
polynomial and to control the polynomial coefficients, rather 
than controlling the shape at eight zones directly (see 
section 5.^). By using a transformation matrix (see 
Appendix 8) it is possible to transform the eighth order
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system into a fourth order system as explained in section
5 A. The block diagram of the transformed system is shown
in fig. 5.5. Here G(s) is the transfer function matrix of
the plant and is given by eq. (5 A 5 )» As seen from this
equation G(s) contains the static mill gain matrix Gm and
therefore will be interactive. The transformed plant
transfer function G^(s) is given by eq. (5.50), which
contains G = (X^ x T V g X.mx ' m
£hch transfer matrix for all twenty one RUNS
considered are computed and presented in section 6.6 as
•Transformed gain matrix G *. A quick glance at thesemx
reduced order matrices show that they are non-diagonal
matrices. To design controls it is convenient if the system
can be made diagonal by removing interactions. The singular
value decomposition is used for this purpose and the
orthogonal matrices U and V together with the diagonal
matrix are computed. The diagonal form is obtained by 
Tcomputing I = U G V for each case. In section 6.6 themx
diagonal elements of X are presented under the heading
•Transpose of W vector is*, and matrices U and V directly
under these elements. The pre and post compensators can be
Tchosen as V and U which are pure gain terms and can be 
implemented easily.
If these sets of U and V (for different 
schedules considered) are compared, it is seen that the
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variation is quite small and they are remarkably similar. 
This is • encouraging as it is possible to use one set of 
U and V instead of one set for each schedule. This set 
of U and V can be derived, for example, by taking the 
average of each element. This has to be investigated 
further. By doing this of course the interactions cannot 
be removed completely, but can be made small so that they 
can be ignored. Again this area has to be investigated 
further by considering more mill schedules.
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MILL DATA-.
Back-up-roll diameter = 0.405 m
Second intermediate roll diameter = 0.235 m
First intermediate roll diameter = 0.137 m
Work roll diameter = 0.09 m
Work roll crown(camber) = 0.0508 mm
Second intermediate roll crown(camber) = 0.0762 mm
First intermediate roll tapered end gradient = 1 mm/m
Length of tapered end = 0.355 m
Mill cluster angles (see fig. 2 A) 0^ = 4l.69
e2 = 3.72°
e3 = 22.56°
= 6o.54° 
= 41.04°
06 =  79.59
STRIP DATA.
Strip width = 1.4 m
Input mean thickness = 2.4 mm
Output mean thickness = 2.05 imi
Percentage reduction = 15 %
Input mean tension = 134352.0 N
Output mean tension = 190588.0 N
Input mean stress = 55.98 MN/m
2Output mean stress = 92.9699 MN/m
Coefficient of friction between strip and work roll = 0.06 
Incoming strip is rectangular. The tapered first intermediate 
roll is set up so that the end of wedge is in line with 
the edge of strip.
Table 6.1. Mill schedule for gain matrix G^ (RUN 0).
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RUN 1 to RUN 7 infect of changing the strip width.
RUN 1 Strip width = 1.7 m
RUN 2 s- Strip width = 1.6 m
RUN 3 Strip width = 1.5 m
RUN 4 Strip width = 1,3 m
RUN 5 Strip width = 1.2 m
RUN 6 Strip width = 1,1 i
RUN 7 Strip width = 1.0 m
RUN 8 to RUN 22 Effect of changing other variables.
RUN 8 Yield stress increased by 50 %,
RUN 9 j- Input mean thickness = 6 mm, output mean
thickness = 4.8mm, mean reduction = 20 %.
RUN 10 Input mean thickness = 1.5 mm, output mean
thicknes = 1.3 mm, mean reduction = 13 %»
RUN 11 Work roll diameter reduced by 15 % to 0.076 m.
RUN 12 s- Work roll diameter increased by 15 % to 0.104 m.
RUN 13 First intermediate roll diameter reduced by 15 %
to 0.116 m.
RUN 14 First intermediate roll diameter increased by 15 %
to 0.158 m.
RUN 15 Second intermediate roll diameter reduced by 15 %
to O.I98 m.
RUN 16 Second intermediate roll diameter increased by 15 %
to 0,272 m.
Table 6.2 cond.
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RUN 17 Mill cluster angle changes and new angles are
Q1 = 40.99°
e2 = 2.69° 
e3 = 23.63°
% =  59^3
e5 = 37.89° 
e6 = 79.05
RUN 18 s- Output tension reduced by 50 % to 95294.0 N.
RUN 19 Output tension increased by 50 % to 283882.^ N.
RUN 20 Wedge position moved in by 100 mm.
RUN 21 5hch actuator moved individually by 12 mm.
Run 22 : - All actuators moved together by 6 mm.
All RUNS given above have the mill schedule used for RUN 0 
(Table 6.1), and the changes in input data in each 
particular RUN are given against that RUN number.
Table 6.2. Input data for different cases considered.
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% Change in Shape Gain Overall 
% changeRack 1 Rack 2 Rack 3 Rack 4 Rack 5 Rack 6 Rack 7 Rack 8
RUN 1 7.7 23.9 10.6 7.4 5.4 10.1 20.4 -29.8 7.0
RUN 2 13.0 18.6 7.2 5.5 4.5 6.5 17.5 -17.5 6.9
RUN 3 8.5 6.7 4.9 3.0 2.7 4.9 7.2 -7.0 3-9
RUN 4 -15.3 -9.5 -6.1 -3.4 -3.0 -5.8 -8.2 -1.2 -6.6
RUN 5 -29.O -13.8 -16.2 -8.7 -8.6 -14.9 -7.5 -7.1 -13.2
RUN 6 -41.4 -25.0 -28.5 -16.7 -16.0 -24.9 -10.5 -15.1 -22.3
RUN 7 -47.2 -31.1 -38.9 -24.1 -24.3 -32.3 -5.5 -24.8 -28.5
RUN 8 2.2 -14.7 -4.1 -6.0 —6,2 -4.5 -6.0 -16.4 -7.0
RUN 9 -29.9 -50.6 -42.6 -40.5 -40.5 -37.7 -30.7 -50.9 -4o.4
RUN 10 7.9 33.9 23.6 22.1 21.7 19.1 27.4 17.1 21.6
RUN 11 3.0 11.4 6.8 8.2 7.8 8.7 9.8 7.2 7.9
RUN 12 -4.0 -9.1 -6.0 -6.7 -6.8 -7.7 -6.9 -6.5 -6.7
RUN 13 0.6 2.2 2.8 3.6 3.6 3.4 2 .0 -0.3 2.3
RUN 14 -0.9 -2.5 -3.7 -4.2 -4.3 -4.4 -1.6 -0.3 -2.8
RUN 15 1.2 2.6 15.7 14.9 15.1 14.5 3.1 3.2 8.8
RUN 16 -3.7 -1.3 -14.5 -12.5 -13.0 -13.6 -1.6 -4.2 -8.0
RUN 17 10.0 9.1 9.7 10.2 9.5 10.0 9.1 10.6 9.8
RUN 18 2.6 1.8 3.0 2.3 2.4 2.9 2.1 1.8 2.4
RUN 19 -4.7 -3.4 -2.6 -2.7 -2.8 -3.2 -3.0 -2.5 -3.1
RUN 20 -0.7 9.6 3.0 6.5 7.1 7.2 9.8 7.2 6.3
RUN 21 4.4 2.0 0.9 1.5 0.9 -1.5 -5.0 -1.1 0.3
Table 6.3. Percent changes in gain for RUNS 1 to 21.
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6.6. Gain matrices for different scedules.
GAIN MATRIX G° FOR RUN (m D
2.4-23 3.262 0.453 -1.211 -1.645 -1.4l4 -1.095 -1.171
o .405 1.520 1.631 0.321 -0.915 -1.279 -1.057 -1.110
-0.447 0.145 1.588 1.324 -0.104 -1.119 -1.178 -1.221
-0.616 -0.710 0.633 1.587 1.024 -0.377 -1.122 -1.169
-0.315 -1.025 -0.437 0.863 1.618 0.734* -0.758 -0.816
-0.423 -1.082 -1.091 -0.234 1.182 1.603 0.180 0.143
-0.341 -1.003 -1.255 -O.969 0.147 1.578 1.630 1.661
-0.485 -1.109 -1.523 -1.680 -1.308 0.275 3.399 3.679
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.000 -0.002 -0.003 0.001 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.005
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G°mx
7.4*93 -1.353 -3.038 -0.997
-0.367 4.848 -0.369 -2.212
0.365 0.234 2.004 0.112
0.135 0.165 0.193 0.407
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.325 5.271 2.014 0.422
MATRIX U IS
-O.988 0.145 -0.060 -0.004
0.146 0.989 -0.015 0.007
0.057 -0.022 -0.989 -0.131
0.003 -0.009 -0.131 0.991
MATRIX V IS
-0.893 0.135 -0.409 0.131
0.247 0.871 -0.121 0.406
0.368 -0.161 -0.903 -0.149
0.080 -0.443 -0.035 O.892
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GAIN MATRIX G1 FOR RUN 1m
2.610 2.596 -0.315 -1.135 -O.98I -0.779 -0.809 -0.849
0.847 1.883 1.243 -0.180 -I.O89 -1.268 -1.234 -1.254
-0.429 0.447 1.756 I.I89 -0.243 -1.085 -1.256 -1.260
-0.750 -0.663 O.831 1.704 1.031 -0.343 -1.194 -1.220
-0.673 -1.108 -0.412 0.861 1.706 0.969 -0.630 -0.712
-0.6o6 -I.I83 -1.045 -0.352 0.998 1.765 0.654 0.604
-0.616 -1.177 -1.208 -1.083 -0.354 1.046 1.961 2.070
-0.447 -0.84l -0.812 -0.960 -1.026 -0.266 2.464 2.581
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.064 -0.046 0.039 0.044 0.043 0.038 -0.042 -0.041
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G1mx
6.856 -0.795 -1.774 -0.683
0.032 4*. 572 -0.054 -1.695
-0.937 0.666 2.443 0.340
0.246 -0.755 0.383 0.862
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
7.373 4 .968 2.171 0.459
MATRIX u IS
-0.964 0.109 -0.226 -O.O63
0.091 0.972 0.023 0.215
0.241 0.051 -0.940 -0.234
-0.025 -0.201 -0.253 0.946
MATRIX V IS
-0.929 0.137 -0.337 0.064
0.185 0.914 -0.070 0.353
0.310 -o.o4o -0.918 -0.241
0.077 -0.378 -0.194 0.902
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GAIN MATRIX G2 FOR RUN 2m
2.739 2.951 -0.121 -1.216 -1.172 -O.968 -0.924 -0.989
0.726 1.802 1.394 -0.002 -1.036 -I.269 -1.178 -1.208
-0.471 0.318 1.702 1.235 -0.228 -1.113 -1.259 -1.274
-0.731 -0.701 0.765 1.673 1.028 -0.343 -1.190 -1.220
-0.638 -1.095 -0.420 O.869 I.69O O.896 -0.701 -0.771
-0.567 -1.176 -1.081 -0.329 I.O63 1.706 0.478 0.432
-0.536 -1.123 -1.217 -1.045 -0.194 1.225 1.914 1.990
-0.524 -0.977 -1.023 -1.187 -1.155 -0.138 2.860 3.036
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.002 -0.006 -0.002 -0.001 -0.004
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G2mx
7.274 -O.96I -2.072 -0.793
-0.082 4.768 -0.142 -1.848
-0.445 0.564 2.395 0.296
0.228 -0.432 0.354 0.733
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
7.789 5.128 2.237 0.463
MATRIX U IS
-O.98O 0.116 -0.156 -0.036
0.108 0.984 0.023 0.140
0.165 0.034 -0.963 -0.209
-0.017 -0.130 -0.217 0.967
MATRIX V IS
-0.926 0.140 -0.340 0.080
0.200 0.903 -0.085 0.358
0.303 --0.067 -0.922 -0.221
0.079 *•0.389 -0.161 O.903
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GAIN MATRIX G3 FOR RUN 3m
2.629 3.175 0.163 -1.242 -1.433 -1.206 -1.040 -1.113
0.515 1.622 1.536 0.208 -0.95? -1.271 -1.128 -1.176
-0.477 0.210 1.665 1.317 -0.148 -1.111 -1.218 -1.255
-0.683 -0.712 0.713 1.635 1.025 -O.366 -1.164 -1.209
-0.582 -I.O69 -0.433 0.858 1.661 0.826 -0.740 -0.804
-0.496 -1.133 -1.084 -0.271 1.150 1.681 0.308 0.269
-0.44-2 -1.076 -1.242 -1.000 0.001 1.436 1.747 1.798
-0.525 -1.082 -1.279 -1.435 -1.234 0.052 3.176 3.421
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.062 -0.065 0.039 O.O69 0.065 0.037 -0.058 -0.067
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G5mx
7.446 -I.I69 -2.581 -0.919
-O.229 4.856 -0.268 -2.043
0.034 0.411 2.232 0.173
0.190 -0.075 0.259 0.549
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.099 5.229 2.158 0.449
MATRIX U IS
-0.986 0.130 -0.099 -0.016
0.129 O.989 0.012 0.060
0.102 0.008 -0.981 -0.161
-0.007 -0.057 -0.162 0.985
MATRIX V IS
-0.910 0.140 -0.374 0.109
0.225 O.89I -0.101 0.380
0.338 -0.114 -0.918 -0.174
0.081 -0.415 -0.089 0.901
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GAIN MATRIX G^ FOR RUN 4m
2.051 3.129 0.801 -1.123 -1.834 -1.640 -1.144 -1.223
0.292 1.376 1.747 0.502 -0.815 -1.256 -0.946 -1.003
-0.412 0.087 1.490 1.340 -o.o46 -1.117 -1.116 -1.170
-0.533 -0.665 0.560 1.532 1.003 -0.393 -1.055 -1.111
-0.436 -0.956 -0.449 0.851 1.570 0.659 -0.734 -0.789
-0.345 -1.010 -1.081 -0.174 1.228 1.510 0.067 0.041
-0.222 -O.898 -1.231 -0.870 0.370 1.741 1.496 1.538
-0.455 -1.138 -1.809 -1.971 -1.388 0.522 3*348 3.634
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.060 -0.075 0.027 0.087 O.O89 0.026 -0.084 -0.086
4TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G vmx
7.304 -1.551 -3.551 -1.039
-0.479 4.700 -0.457 -2.346
0.575 0.039 1.700 0.081
0.098 0.391 0.133 0.207
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.400 5.205 1.774 0.354
MATRIX U IS
-0.987 0.154 -0.035 0.0002
0.155 0.985 -0.045 -0.048
0.026 -0.056 -0.991 -0.116
0.011 0.041 -0.119 0.991
MATRIX V IS
-0.865 0.121 -0.461 0.155
0.270 0.846 -0.138 0.437
0.414 -0.209 -0.876 -0.128
0.079 -0.474 0.022 0.8 76
- 153 -
GAIN MATRIX G*5 FOR RUN 5m
1.721 3.005 1.301 -1.006 -1.963 -1.819 -1.138 -1.206
0.251 1.310 1.784 0.562 -0.771 -1.246 -0.810 -O.869
-0.357 0.073 1.330 1.298 -0.024 -1.134 -1.051 -1.103
-0.458 -0.635 0.408 1.448 0.957 -0.434 -O.988 -1.045
-0.375 -0.909 -0.503 0.831 1.479 0.525 -O.69O -0.750
-0.282 -0.955 -1.100 -0.137 1.214 1.364 0.049 0.014
-0.143 -0.818 -1.245 -0.810 0.519 1.858 1.507 1.540
-0.357 -1.071 -1.976 -2.186 -1.411 0.887 3.118 3.415
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.002 -0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.002 -0.004
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX Gm^x
7.075 -1.630 -4.053 -1.062
-0.451 4.387 -0.537 -2.425
0.639 -0.097 1.334 0.067
0.180 0.472 0.072 0.074
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.424 5.018 1.456 0.310
MATRIX U IS
-0.992 0.120 -0.016 -0.009
0.122 0.987 -0.059 -0.079
0.008 -0.072 -O.986 -0.143
0.002 0.070 -0.149 0.986
MATRIX V IS
-0.839 0.075 -0.511 0.166
0.255 0.832 -0.144 0.470
0.471 -0.221 -0.844 -0.122
0.090 -0.502 0.058 0.857
- 154 -
GAIN MATRIX G6 FORm RUN 6
1.420 2.846 1.839 -0.731 -1.974 -1.909 -1.092 -1.156
O.15B 1.140 1.742 0.637 -0.744 -1.251 -O.698 r0.762
-0.327 0.021 1.135 1.243 -0.037 -1.166 -1.000 -1.064
-0.398 -0.599 0.261 1.321 0.847 -0.525 -0.944 -1.013
-0.328 -0.864 -0.579 0.750 1.359 0.374 -0.651 -0.717
-0.240 -0.907 -1.125 -0.114 1.200 1.203 0.017 -0.016
-0.091 -0.758 -1.280 -0.755 0.688 1.955 1.458 1.510
-0.244 -0.957 -1.99^ -2.249 -1.232 1.323 2.823 3.122
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.051 -0.076 0.000 0.102 0.105 0.003 -0.089 -0.098
TRANSPORT® GAIN MATRIX G6nix
6.72 8 -1.640 -4.498 -I.069
-0.425 3.857 -0.604 -2.366
0.650 -0.199 0.968 0.061
0.290 0.456 -0.005 -0.042
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.348 4.585 1.138 0.254
MATRIX U IS
-0.996 0.078 0.003 -0.023
0.080 0.989 -O.O69 -0.101
-0.006 -0.088 -0.976 -0.195
-0.016 0.087 -0.203 0.975
MATRIX V IS
-0.808 0.016 -0.561 0.176
0.232 0.816 -0.150 0.506
0.530 -0.226 -0.808 -0.118
0.104 -0.530 0.095 0.835
- 155 -
GAIN MATRIX G7 FOR RUN 7m
1.278 2.837 2.283 -0.531 -2.026 -2.018 -1.119 -1.162
0.119 1.04? 1.664 0.629 -0.755 -1.252 -0.591 -0.638
-0.302 -0.013 0.969 1.185 -0.019 -1.159 -0.913 -0.971
-O.367 -0.593 O.129 1.204 0.761 -0.605 -0.893 -0.963
-0.301 -0.828 -0.618 0.693 1.225 0.205 -0.599 -0.674
-0.195 -0.839 -1.107 -0.073 1.171 1.085 0.097 0.051
-0.060 -0.703 -1.307 -0.741 0.775 2.060 1.540 1.592
-0.168 -0.906 -2.013 -2.367 -1.132 1.684 2.479 2.766
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
0.003 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 0.001 0.000
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G?mx
6.538 -1.595 -4.862 -1.050
-0.274 3.427 -0.617 -2.338
0.667 -0.248 O.616 0.045
0.481 0.404 -0.082 -0.126
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.383 4.231 0.893 0.217
MATRIX U IS
-0.998 -0.031 0.036 0.035
0.033 -0.991 -0.050 0.116
-0.025 0.084 -0.942 0.321
-0.042 -0.095 -0.327 -0.938
MATRIX V IS
-0.784 0.018 -0.598 -0.162
0.202 -0.805 -0.143 -0.538
0.575 0.195 -0.783 0.132
0.116 0.559 0.086 -0.816
- 156 -
GAIN MATRIX G8 FORm RUN 8
2.475 3.068 0.286 -1.269 -1.685 -1.461 -1.118 -1.191
0.287 1.295 1.496 0.318 -0.797 -1.113 -0.886 -0.936
-0.467 0.126 1.522 1.275 -0.041 -0.973 -O.998 -1.030
-0.577 -0.613 0.625 1.492 0.971 -0.317 -O.962 -0.994
-0.480 -0.907 -0.379 0.817 1.518 0.710 -0.630 -0.671
-0.400 -0.966 -0.966 -0.174 1.134 1.530 0.229 0.201
-0.319 -0.899 -1.101 -0.831 0.197 1.515 1.531 1.548
-0.519 -1.105 -1.484 -1.625 -1.299 0.108 2.832 3.075
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 0.001
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G8mx
6.85L -1.040 -2.7*K) -0.902 
-0.078 4.605 -0.249 -2.066
0.415 0.350 1.886 0.107
0.307 0.290 0.185 0.331
TRANS BOSE OF W VECTOR IS
7.534 5.033 1.951 0.4l4
MATRIX U IS
-0.99^ 0.091 -0.046 -0.027
O.O89 0.995 0.039 -0.019
0.053 0.030 -0.981 -0.179
-0.016 0.027 -0.180 0.983
MATRIX V IS
-0.902 0.112 -0.402 0.101
0.194 0.895 -0.086 0.391
0.371 -0.086 -0.905 -0.185
0.094 -0.422 -0.104 0.895
- 157 -
GAIN MATRIX G9 FOR RUN 9in
1.698 2.032 0.449 -0.695 -1.139 -1.083 -0.814 -0.858
0.228 0.750 0.958 0.288 -0.427 -0.701 -0.560 -0.604
-0.344 -0.023 0.910 0.860 0.095 -0.572 -0.687 -0.735
-0.409 -0.417 O.36I 0.944 0.710 -0.032 -0.6l6 -0.671
-0.337 -0.564 -0.272 0.466 O.962 0.567 -0.323 -0.379
-0.282 -0.591 -0.663 -0.185 0.640 0.998 0.267 0.249
-0.202 -0.517 -0.726 -0.561 0.078 0.951 1.128 1.193
-0.350 -o. 665 -1.014 -1.116 -0.919 -0.079 1.603 1.805
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.000 -0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 -0.002 -0.002 0.000
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G9mx
4.512 -0.900 -1.742 -0.408
0.226 2.990 -0.357 -1.288
0.224 0.363 1.069 -0.017
0.346 0.122 0.098 0.144
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
4.951 3.290 1.126 0.195
MATRIX U IS
-0.996 0.042 -0.035 -0.059.
0.039 0.995 0.082 -0.007
0.051 0.077 -0.971 -0.219
-0.049 0.027 -0.220 0.973
MATRIX V IS
-0.907 0.135 -0.387 0.087
0.207 0.902 -O.O89 0.365
0.357 -0.104 -0.912 -0.168
0.070 -0.39^ -0.094 0.911
- 158 -
GAIN MATRIX G FOR RUN 10m
2.615 3.789 0.687 -1.334 -1.654 -1.339 -1.041 -1.110
0.470 2.034 2.231 0.258 -1.349 -1.819 -1.407 -1.426
-0.439 0.294 1.962 1.499 -0.378 -1.656 -1.532 -1.538
-0.711 -0.932 0.623 1.937 1.135 -0.746 -1.468 -1.484
-0.617 -1.372 -0.739 1.050 1.969 0.669 -1.007 -1.052
-0.503 -1.437 -1.568 -0.413 1.405 1.908 0.258 0.215
-0.447 -1.334 -1.745 -1.374 0.050 2.043 2.075 2.092
-0.362 -1.035 -1.447 -1.613 -1.174 0.995 4.126 4.308
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
0.004 0.006 0.004 0.010 o.oo4 0.004 0.002 0.004
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX Gm^x
8.953 -1.470 -4.142 -1.335
-0.652 5.2 43 -0.367 -2.686
-0.132 0.381 2.654 0.223
0.087 -0.191 0.350 0.766
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
10.202 5.882 2.360 0.537
MATRIX U IS
-0.983 0.115 -0.138 0.002
0.121 0.987 -0.037 0.094
0.133 -0.040 -0.979 -0.145
0.010 -0.100 -0.140 0.984
MATRIX V IS
-0.872 0.065 -0.466 O.129
0.208 0.852 -0.144 0.457
0.430 -0.166 -0.872 -0.161
0.100 -0.491 -0.016 0.864
- 159 -
GAIN MATRIX G FOR RUN 11m
2.496 3.443 0.612 -1.201 -1.675 -1.451 -1.093 -1.178
0.475 1.693 1.767 0.270 -1.065 -1.460 -1.199 -1.270
-0.459 0.161 1.695 1.413 -0.124 -1.223 -1.282 -1.347
-0.660 -0.785 0.641 1.717 1.101 -0.425 -1.230 -1.299
-0.554 -1.123 -0.518 0.922 1.744 0.781 -0.334 -0.903
-0.446 -1.174 -1.217 -0.285 1.256 1.741 0.216 0.188
-0.390 -1.119 -1.443 -1.146 0.053 1.655 1.789 1.867
-0.458 -1.095 -1.537 -1.688 -1.289 0.384 3.639 3.943
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.001 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.001
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX Gmx
8.056 -1.525 -3.323 -1.113
-0.424 5.090 -0.478 -2.35L
0.225 0.281 2.144 0.114
0.123 -0.016 0.209 0.522
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.997 5.563 2.081 0.449
MATRIX U IS
-0.987 0.138 -0.079 -0.001
0.140 O.988 -0.025 0.045
0.076 -0.030 -0.989 -0.118
0.001 -0.049 -0.117 0.991
MATRIX V IS
-0.888 0.122 -0.418 0.142
0.249 0.865 -0.135 0.412
0.375 -0.181 -0.397 -0.141
0.086 -0.450 -0.012 0.888
- 160 -
GAIN MATRIX G FOR RUN 12m
2.325 3.065 0.353 -1.214 -1.602 -1.368 -1.073 -1.148
0.366 1.381 1.522 0.347 -0.793 -1.137 -0.937 -0.983
-0.436 0.130 1.492 1.247 -0.076 -1.038 -1.099 -1.132
-0.572 -0.634 0.619 1.481 0.962 -0.335 -1.035 -1.072
-0.477 -0.933 -0.376 0.820 1.507 0.695 -0.695 -0.7^4
-0.395 -0.995 -0.991 -0.188 1.109 1.479 0.140 0.108
-0.292 -0.894 -1.103 -0.820 0.223 1.517 1.516 1.532
-0.518 -1.120 -1.512 -1.677 -I.330 0.181 3.181 3.440
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.000 -0.001 0.002 -0.003 0.001 -0.005 -0.002 0.000
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G12mx
7.025 -1.248 -2.787 -0.915 
-0.352 4.635 -0.295 -2.091
0.455 0.190 1.873 0.111
0.138 0.290 0.171 0.305
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
7.778 5.020 1.930 0.385
MATRIX U IS
-O.986 0.157 -0.043 -0.005
0.158 0.987 -0.010 -0.024
0.040 -0.019 -0.989 -0.133
0.004 0.022 -0.134 O.99O
MATRIX V IS
-O.895 0.150 -O.39S 0.127
0.253 0.872 -0.113 0.401
0.357 -0.152 -0.908 -0.152
0.074 -0.438 -0.047 0.894
- 161 -
GAIN MATRIX G13 FORm RUN 13
2.438 3.286 0.415 -1.247 -1.634 -1.413 -1.104 -1.180
0.392 1.553 1.688 O.296 -0.950 -1.286 -1.057 -1.110
-0.470 0.117 1.632 1.351 -0.140 -1.133 -1.164 -1.206
-0.612 -0.733 0.621 1.643 1.037 -0.4o6 -1.117 -1.164
-0.506 -1.030 -0.473 0.876 1.676 0.731 -0.776 -0.834
-0.421 -1.081 -1.112 -0.265 1.208 1.657 0.167 0.130
-0.336 -1.002 -1.261 -1.001 0.110 1.624 1.662 1.697
-0.488 -1.110 -1.510 -1.653 -1.305 0.224 3.388 3.668
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.005 -0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 -0.003 -0.002 -0.001
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G13mx
7.517 -1.351 -3.056 -1.031 
0.353 4.887 -0.389 -2.250
0.357 0.250 2.093 0.103
0.153 0.140 0.208 0.471
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.356 5.331 2.093 0.472
MATRIX U IS
-O.988 0.138 -0.065 -0.004
0.139 0.989 -0.015 0.016
0.063 -0.022 -O.988 -0.135
0.001 -0.019 -0.134 0.990
MATRIX V IS
-0.892 0.128 -0.411 0.135
0.243 0.870 -0.122 0.409
0.370 -0.161 -0.902 -0.146
0.085 -0.446 -0.029 0.890
- 162 -
GAIN MATRIX 14 G FORm RUN 14
2.400 3.228 0.501 -1.161 -1.647 -1.419 -1.082 -1.155
0.42 5 1.481 1.560 0.343 -O.871 -1.274 -1.063 -1.114
-0.418 0.171 1.529 1.288 -0.059 -1.091 -1.195 -1.233
-0.618 -O.676 0.643 1.520 1.003 -0.337 -1.123 -1.169
-0.529 -1.012 -O.388 0.845 1.5*18 0.732 -0.733 -0.790
-0.431 -1.080 -1.054 -0.194 1.147 1.532 0.196 0.160
-0.348 -1.005 -1.247 -0.931 0.175 1.515 1.602 1.633
-0.480 -1.107 -1.545 -1.711 -1.298 0.338 3.398 3.666
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.001 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.003 -0.003 -0.001 -0.003
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G Zmx
7A75 -1.367 -3.007 -0.965 
-0.384 4.797 -0.342 -2.153
0.377 0.211 1.878 0.111
0.112 0.183 0.170 0.333
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.299 5.191 1.901 0.364
MATRIX U IS
-0.937 0.151 -0.051 -0.002
0.152 O.988 -0.013 -0.002
0.048 -0.021 -0.990 -0.123
0.003 0.001 -0.123 0.992
MATRIX V IS
-0.893 0.143 -0.404 0.129
0.252 0.8 72 -0.119 0.401
0.362 -0.160 -0.905 -0.147
0.076 -0.438 -0.037 O.894
-  163 -
GAIN MATRIX G1-5 FOR RUN 15m
2.452 3-354 0.297 -1.379 -1.601 -1.3^3 -1.100 -1.173
0.215 1.559 1.894 0.282 -1.068 -1.309 -1.000 -1.049
-0.542 0.081 1.836 1.487 -0.265 -1.276 -1.137 -1.175
-0.565 -0.793 0.605 1.822 1.079 -0.570 -1.166 -1.206
-0.419 -1.056 -0.637 0.915 1.862 0.722 -0.889 -0.944
-0.349 -1.062 -1.234 -0.364 1.343 1.635 0.082 0.044
-0.292 -0.962 -1.268 -1.078 0.114 1.804 1.679 1.711
-0.497 -1.120 -1.490 -1.683 -1.462 0.136 3.532 3.797
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
0.002 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.003 -0.001 0.002 0.003
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G1-5mx
7.526 -1.434 -3.232 -1.084
-0.496 5.056 -0.444 -2.477
0.402 0.228 2.487 0.160
0.212 0.197 0.301 0.624
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.482 5.573 2.460 0.622
MATRIX U IS
-0.982 0.163 -0.090 -0.006
0.168 0.984 -0.049 0.020
0.081 -0.059 -O.98I -O.I63
0.003 -0.029 -0.162 O.986
MATRIX V IS
-0.877 0.127 -0.440 0.139
0.268 0.847 -0.152 0.431
0.339 -0.201 -0.834 -0.159
0.078 -0.474 -0.015 0.876
-  1 6 4  -
GAIN MATRIX
2.333 3.096 0.583 -1.032
0.570 1.499 1.408 0.301
-0.310 0.225 1.357 1.149
-0.609 -0.614 0.6l4 1.388
-0.537 -0.975 -0.283 0.819
-0.506 -1.085 -0.933 -0.128
-0.403 -1.035 -1.205 -0.861
-0.485 -1.108 -1.540 -I.638
SUM OF COLUMN 2LEH3NTS
0.002 0.003 -0.004 -0.001
r° FOR RUN 16m
-1.603 -1.474 -1.116 -1.195
-0.775 -1.211 -1.107 -1.175
0.014 -0.943 -1.199 -1.259
0.962 -0.204 -1.058 -1.121
1.408 0.726 -0.627 -0.688
1.018 1.384 0.276 0.253
0.140 1.367 1.603 1.662
-1.165 0.355 3.232 3.525
0.001 0.000 0.003 0.000
TRANSFORM GAIN MATRIX Gl6mx
7.444 -1.323 -2.771 -0.926
-0.266 4.568 -0.332 -1.940
0.286 0.200 1.533 0.079
0.077 0.109 0.113 0.269
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.153 4.913 1.552 0.281
MATRIX U IS
-0.991 0.126 -0.038 -0.001
0.126 0.991 -0.001 0.003
0.038 -0.006 -0.994 -0.100
0.001 -0.004 -0.100 0.994
MATRIX V IS
-0.907 0.131 -0.374 0.128
0.232 0.887 -0.107 0.331
0.338 -•0.l40 -0.919 -0.139
0.082 -•0.415 -0.042 0.904
- 165 -
GAIN MATRIX 1G17 FORm RUN 17
2.664 3.589 0.542 -1.298 -1.781 -1.545 -1.198 -1.276
0.441 1.658 1.779 0.325 -1.019 -1.425 -1.184 -1.246
-0.467 0.154 1.740 1.453 -O.O98 -1.214 -1.290 -1.342
-0.675 -0.779 O.69O 1.748 1.128 -0.401 -1.229 -1.286
-0.565 -1.121 -0.484 0.954 1.772 0.812 -0.830 -O.896
-0.464 -1.180 -1.197 -0.250 1.294 1.761 0.200 0.161
-0.389 -1.111 -1.399 -1.084 0.138 1.708 1.777 1.821
-0.523 -1.204 -1.668 -1.846 -1.437 0.303 3.755 4 .068
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
0.000 0.004 0.003 0.002 -0.003 0.001 0.000 0.003
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G17mx
8.255 -1.533 -3.328 -1.091
-0.405 5.329 -0.430 -2.420
0.409 0.240 2.182 0.122
0.138 0.159 0.204 0.462
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
9.172 5.789 2.195 0.469
MATRIX U IS
-0.987 0.146 -0.058 -0.002
0.148 O.988 -0.020 0.010
0.054 -0.027 -0.990 -0.125
0.003 -0.014 -0.125 0.992
MATRIX V IS
-0.892 0.138 -0.407 0.133
0.252 0.869 -0.126 0.4o4
0.364 -0.162 -0.904 -0.146
0.071 -0.442 -0.030 0.892
- 166 -
GAIN MATRIX G FOR RUN 18m
2 .486 3.325 0.429 -1.246 -1.700 -1.468 -1.139 -1.216
0.424 1.547 1.675 0.348 -0.916 -1.292 -1.071 -1.125
-0.462 0.144 1.635 1.365 -0.086 -1.125 -1.194 -1.237
-0.629 -0.714 0.660 1.622 1.056 -0.366 -1.137 -1.184
-0.523 -1.033 -0.435 0.882 1.657 0.766 -0.769 -0.825
-0.429 -1.092 -1.100 -0.229 1.216 1.648 0.180 0.147
-0.342 -1.011 -1.264 -0.973 0.167 1.619 1.663 1.698
-0.526 -1.165 -1.597 -1.768 -1.391 0.215 3.466 3.744
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
-0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.001
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G "mx
7.669 -1.409 -3.076 -0.996 
-0.370 5.006 -0.376 -2.267
0.401 0.225 2.051 0.119
0.134 0.208 0.193 0.391
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.512 5.430 2.073 0.425
MATRIX U IS
-O.986 0.151 -0.056 -0.003
0.152 O.988 -0.016 -0.002
0.053 -0.024 -O.989 -0.129
0.003 -0.001 -0.129 0.991
MATRIX V IS
-0.893 0.144 -0.405 0.130
0.254 0.870 -0.121 0.403
0.362 -0.163 -0.905 -0.148
0.075 -0.440 -0.036 0.893
- 167 -
GAIN MATRIX G19 TORIQ RUN 19
2.309 3.153 0.448 -1.167 -1.564 -1.346 -1.032 -1.106
0.392 1.468 1.590 0.296 -0.910 -1.260 -1.036 -1.087
-0.420 0.138 1.545 1.278 -0.121 -1.101 -1.154 -1.195
-0.592 -0.695 0.609 1.543 0.985 -0.370 -1.099 -1.145
-0.497 -1.000 -0.436 0.841 1.573 0.712 -0.746 -0.802
-0.408 -1.055 -1.075 -0.234 1.146 1.551 0.170 0.136
-0.332 -0.979 -1.239 -0.959 0.126 1.519 1.581 1.614
-0.449 -1.032 -1.442 -1.596 -1.232 O.297 3.318 3.586
SUM OP COLUMN ELEMENTS
0.000 0.003 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.001 -0.001
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G19mx
7.254 -1.321 -2.956 -0.988
-0.388 4.675 -0.377 -2.148
0.318 0.223 1.956 0.102
0.118 0.120 0.185 0.410
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.074 5.092 1.946 0.407
MATRIX U IS
-0.937 0.146 -0.065 -0.002
0.147 O.988 -0.020 0.015
0.062 -0.027 -O.989 -0.123
0.003 -0.018 -0.123 0.992
MATRIX V IS
-O.89I 0.130 -0.411 0.138
0.248 0.863 -0.125 0.410
0.369 -O.I69 -O.902 -0.l4l
0.082 -0.44 7 -0.022 0.890
-  1 6 8  -
GAIN MATRIX G FOR RUN 20m
2.440 3.202 0.488 -0.981 -1.254 -0.950 -0.605 -0.653
0.232 1.374 l >75 0.108 -1.181 -1.564 -1.275 -I.298
-0.448 0.136 1.540 1.234 -0.212 -1.215 -1.204 -1.217
-0.658 -0.771 0.553 1.484 0.905 -0.494 -1.163 -1.204
-0.563 -1.087 -0.506 0.769 1.503 0.6o4 -0.747 -0.827
-0.445 -1.108 -1.120 -0.291 I.O96 1.488 0.299 0.248
-0.551 -1.227 -1.506 -1.268 -0.192 1.233 1.470 1.545
-0.024 -0.5L9 -0.917 -1.053 -0.663 0.899 3.229 3.412
SUM OF COLUMN elements
0.002 -0.001 0.007 0.004 0.001 -0.000 0.002 0.005
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G2°mx
7.435 -1.245 -3.060 -1.052
-0.176 4.736 -0.422 -2.160
0.270 0.369 1.954 0.032
0.320 0.047 0.168 0.425
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.245 5.193 1.949 0.4l6
MATRIX U IS
-0.993 0.092 -0.065 -0.029
0.090 0.995 0.013 0.031
0.071 0.011 -0.984 -0.159
-0.020 -0.025 -0.161 0.986
MATRIX V IS
-0.895 0.097 -0.415 0.124
0.205 0.885 -0.115 0.400
0.380 -0.131 -0.900 -0.164
0.102 -0.434 -0.056 0.893
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GAIN MATRIX 21G FORm RUN 21
2.5^9 3.319 0.491 -1.172 -1.509 -1.333 -1.051 -1.095
0.373 1.550 1.699 0.228 -1.006 -1.3^2 -1.087 -1.106
-0.463 0.167 1.601 1.277 -0.199 -1.178 -1.168 -1.180
-0.628 -0.724 0.590 1.610 0.971 -0.471 -1.119 -1.133
-0.530 -1.057 -0.499 0.894 1.632 0.642 -0.778 -0.799
-0.440 -1.114 -1.146 -0.239 1.213 1.578 0.143 0.128
-0.374 -1.049 -1.315 -1.019 0.120 1.601 1.5^7 1.551
-0.463 -1.088 -1.422 -1.577 -I.223 0.503 3.513 3.637
SUM OF COLUMN ELEMENTS
0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001
TRANSFORMED GAIN MATRIX G21mx
7.521 -1.190 -3.175 -O.98I
-0.359 4.695 -0.250 -2.219
0.379 0.226 2.068 0.217
0.093 0.104 0.228 0.508
TRANSPOSE OF W VECTOR IS
8.364 5.152 2.079 0.463
MATRIX U IS
-0.990 0.121 -0.067 0.002
0.122 0.991 -0.023 0.026
0.063 -0.027 -0.987 -0.144
0.008 -0.031 -0.143 0.989
MATRIX V IS
-0.892 0.104 -0.426 0.101
0.211 0.874 -0.129 0.417
0.388 -0.135 -O.89I -0.189
0.085 -0.45^ -0.081 0.882
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GAIN MATRIX G FOR RUN 22m
-0.015 -0.021 -0.028 -0.034 -0.040 -0.046 -0.052 -0.057
0.015 0.019 0.023 0.028 0.033 0.037 0.04l 0.044
-0.001 -0.001 -0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.003
0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010
0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010
-0.001 -0.001 -0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.003
0.015 0.019 0.023 0.028 0.033 0.037 0.04l 0.044
-0.015 -0.021 -0.028 -0.034 -o. o4o -o.o46 -O.052 -0.057
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Chapter 7.
CONCLUSIONS.
7.1. General conclusions.
In early days of rolling, mills were designed
with the knowledge of how to obtain a desired result. In 
many cases the reasons were unknown and the practical 
knowledge was more advanced than the theory. The experience
of success through failure stimulated the understanding of 
rolling. As technology advanced the demand for better 
products with uniform gauge and reasonable flatness increased.
This needed the rolling mill research, which provides the 
knowledge and know how of rolling and shows ways of
improvement.
The subject of this study is the 1-2-3-^
Sendzimir mill which has several advantages over conventional
mills. The design of this mill permits a roll separating 
force to be transmitted through the mill cluster directly 
to the rigid mill housing and the support of the work
rolls throughout their length. This allows the use of 
smaller work rolls. The first intermediate rolls are 
furnished with tapered ends which is an added advantage. 
Another feature is that the back-up roll has eight racks, 
which can be used to set any desired profile on the
back-up roll.
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In recent years, the gauge control problem has
largely been solved. The major problem of current interest 
is the shape control problem or the control of internal
stress. The main task of a shape control system is to 
produce a strip with very low or no transverse variations 
in stress at the mill exit. If it is a multistand mill,
appreciable stress variations may be present between 
intermediate stands without affecting the primary aim, 
provided that buckling and edge tears do not develop. This
is because the input stress has little influence on the
output stress profile.
In general gauge and shape errors occur
together. A gauge corrective action, such as a change in 
side screwdown • settings, alters the roll force distribution 
across the roll gap and this influences the shape.
Likewise a shape corrective action, such as a change in 
tension, changes the roll force which alters the mutual
flattening between work roll and strip, and therefore gauge 
is affected. As a result separate control of shape and
gauge is, in general, undesirable and it is advantageous
to control both these quantities simultaneously in one
integrated scheme. However, in most existing mills a gauge 
control system is already installed. Combined shape and 
gauge control schemes must be designed for new mills and the 
control system of existing mills must be redesigned by 
adding the shape control system. For a shape control
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system to be successful the following requirements should 
be met:
1. The system should be non-interactive. This means 
corrective actions should not interfere with one 
another.
2. The steady state shape errors after a disturbance 
must be zero.
3. The overall system must be stable. This means that 
the system will settle to a steady state condition 
in a finite time interval after it is disturbed.
One of the main obstacles for automatic shape 
control system design was the availability of a reliable 
shape measuring device. There are two basic types of shape 
measuring instruments available, namely non-contact and contact 
instruments. The non-contact instruments or magnetic 
instruments use the properties of the strip itself and so 
have to be calibrated for each material and gauge. The 
contact instruments have the advantage of making a direct 
measurement and hence are independent of any intermediate 
material properties. The obvious difficulty is that of slip 
between strip and measuring roll, particularly during 
acceleration periods. This can be overcome to a large 
degree by using a high deflector or wrap angle. The 
Sendzimir mill in question uses a .contact type instrument to 
measure the shape.
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7.2. Shape profiles and static gains.
The study of any scheme for control of strip 
shape must be proceeded by an accurate analysis of the 
mill. The first requirement in the design of the shape 
control system for the Sendzimir mill is a mathematical 
model of the mill. Both static and dynamic models are 
required. The static model is a mechanical model which 
represents all force deformation relationships in the roll 
cluster and in the roil gap. The static model must allow 
for the bending and flattening of the rolls and for the 
plastic deformation of the strip in the roll gap. The 
model must provide mill gains and an understanding of the 
mechanisms involved. Such a model has been derived and 
presented in chapters 3 and 4. The model was developed in 
the form of a Fortran computer program. The model enabled 
the output shape profiles and hence the gains of the mill 
to be calculated and these were presented in chapter 6.
When the strip is placed at the centre of 
the mill, the shape profiles for racks 1 and 8 must be 
symmetrical about the vertical axis passing through the 
centre of the mill. (Similarly the profiles for racks 2 
and 7» for racks 3 and 6 and for racks 4 and 5 should 
be symmetrical.) Inspection of all the shape profiles 
presented in chapter 6 verify this point.
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Inspection of gain matrices presented in
section 6.6 confirms the special property of symmetry
discussed in section 6.2 if minor numerical errors are
ignored. However, use of these symmetry properties may be
made to reduce the effects of these numerical errors.
Theoretically derived gain matrices must satisfy the
properties described by eqs. (6.1) and (6.2). This means
that G is not of full rank and therefore its inversem
does not exist. It is seen, however, from section 6.6 that
these matrices do not satisfy eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) and are 
of full rank. This is due to numerical problems and the
sum of the column elements and the sum of the row
elements will never be exactly zero.
The calculated gain matrices show that they 
are highly dependent on mill schedules. The strip width
has a considerable effect on the shape and the variation
of the gains is significantly large. The gains reduce with 
the strip width and the overall percentage change in gain
show that the relationship is roughly linear. The hardness 
of the material being rolled has an effect on the shape 
and the results show that the gain becomes less when 
rolling harder materials. Softer materials are more likely
to have worse shape defects.
The percentage reduction and the magnitude of 
mean thicknesses seem to affect the shape quite
significantly. The results show that it is easier to
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control strip shape when rolling thicker materials. It is
a well known fact that shape defects increase as the
strip thickness reduces in size, and there is a minimum
thickness of the strip that can he rolled with good shape,
for given rolling conditions.
The shape is affected by the roll diameters
and the variations are discussed in section 6.4. For 
bigger rolls the mill has reduced gains, and results are 
consistent for the three cases considered (work roll, first 
and second intermediate rolls).
A slight change in the cluster angles will
change the shape profile, as this will move the position
of cluster rolls thus changing rolling pressures. For the 
case considered the gain has increased.
The output tensile force investigation shows
that the shape defects increase with the reduction of
tensile force. This is so as the buckling will increase
with the reduction in tension.
The first intermediate rolls seem to have a
greater effect on strip shape. The movement of the first 
intermediate rolls is available as a control input to the 
system. In normal practice the position of the tapered 
wedge is used to relieve the stress at the strip edge.
Here the gain is increased when these rolls are pushed 
into the mill. This area must be investigated further.
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The gain matrix is checked by increasing the
rack position by twice the distance, and obviously the
shape must be twice as before. It is seen that the gain 
matrix remains almost the same, and the small variation
is due to numerical errors.
The derived model is based on theoretical
results and the accuracy of the model will depend upon
the assumptions made. One such assumption is that the
additional stresses at the strip edges due to roll
flattening are neglected. This will introduce errors into 
the final results. When calculating the deflections of the 
rolls the contribution due to shear is neglected This will 
also introduce some minor errors.
The roll force model does not involve an
iterative procedure but uses an approximate explicit
solution. However, the iterative solution which employs
Hitchcock's formula is more accurate. These two methods of
solution of roll force were compared against different
input/output thicknesses, input/ output tensions and input/output 
yield stresses. The error of the approximate solution
was found to be less than 1 %.
7.3* Shape control design.
The design of closed loop shape control 
systems is a relatively new problem. There is difficulty 
in defining the dynamic model of the mill due to lack of
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work in this area. For example, the best way to represent
the strip transfer function is still debated. Identification 
methods can be helpful in choosing the most appropriate
reperesentation of elements. However, the Sendzimir mill is 
used to roll stainless steel and therefore such tests can 
be expensive. A dynamic model is clearly necessary to test 
the controller design under various operating conditions.
Bad shape is often caused by the mismatch
between the roll gap profile and the incoming strip
thickness profile. It follows that in order to affect a
change in shape of the rolled strip, one must alter either
the cross sectional profile of the ingoing strip or the
profile of the loaded roll gap. An idea for altering the
62input thickness has been patented but so far this
principle has not been tried. The latter method is used
to regulate the shape of the mill in question.
The actuator movements affect the shape as
seen from the static model results. There are eight 
actuators whose movements can be controlled. When the
actuators are moved, a roll bending effect is introduced, 
which is transmitted through the cluster to the work roll,
thus affecting the roll gap profile. From the static model
it is seen that the output tension affects the strip
shape. This is so as the tension alters the roll force,
and so the degree of flattening of the rolls and hence 
the loaded roll gap profile. It is also concluded that
-  2 1 9  -
the position of the first intermediate rolls has an effect 
on shape. Another method which can he used aims at 
changing the thermal camber of the rolls by altering the 
amount and/or distribution of coolants. However, thermal 
effects are not considered for the present analysis. 
Basically the shape control system must therefore consist 
of feedback loops from the shapemeter to the back-up roll 
actuators, tension controls and first intermediate roll 
positions.
The mechanical construction of the mill
ensures that there are significant interactions between
actuator inputs and shape changes at each zone. This is
confirmed from the mill gains calculated from the static
model. These interactions are non-dynamic and the dynamic
elements of the mill system are non-interactive. The gain
matrix elements calculated have significant uncertainty due
to the complexity of the model. Due to the properties of
the gain matrix described by eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) the
inverse does not exist and therefore the control system
design cannot be based on The design must be
relatively insensitive to errors in calculating Gm,
variations in G and changes in line speed. This allows a m
minimum number of controller gains and time constants to 
be used and stored. Thus, the objective of the 
multivariable design must be to produce a design which is 
robust to modelling errors. The steps in the design
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procedure may be to calculate the transformation matrix, to
calculate appropriate pre and post compensators U and V
to diagonalise, and to calculate a cascade compensator 
using single loop techniques. The control design is not 
the main topic of this study and therefore will not be
discussed any further.
7.4. Future work.
The derived model is based on theoretical
analysis and must be tested against plant test results.
This may be expensive as the mill in question is used to
roll stainless steel.
One of the assumptions used in deriving the
model is that the stresses at the edge of the strip may
be neglected. The work roll flattening is modelled using the
Hertzian expression for flattening between cylinders and
flat plates. The Hertzian expression is true for cylinders
having uniform pressure distributions. Over most of the
strip width this method provides adequate results as the
variations in the roll force profile are small. In the
region of the strip edges the errors generated will be
high as the roll force suddenly drops to zero. However,
the model must be modified, to include the roll flattening
at the strip edges, using the influence functions developed
13by Spooner and Bryant. The results from the improved model 
must be checked against the present results for accuracy.
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When calculating the deflections of the rolls, 
the contribution due to shear is neglected. This will 
introduce some errors and these errors must be checked by 
including this effect.
Some results are obtained by varying the 
constant p which appears in the stress equation. This 
constant is varied between 0.2 and 1.0 and the results 
seem to be insensitive to these values of p. This must 
be confirmed by further investigation. The model produces 
reasonable results for strip shape, but this must be 
confirmed by detailed experimental investigations. Normal 
operating records can be used where possible to test the 
model.
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Appendix 1.
Forces in the Roll Gap.
By referring to fig. 4.15 in which the width
of the material is taken as unity, it will be seen that
the normal force L acting on the elemental length A3 due
to a stress s is given by
L = sAB. (Al.l)
The horizontal component is
= sABsin<t> . (A1.2)
Similarly the frictional force N acting on AB is
N = [isAB (A1.3)
where p. is the coefficient of friction between strip and
work roll.
From the plane of entry to the neutral plane
the force N acts as a tensile pull on the material,
while from the neutral plane to the plane of exit it
acts as a compressive force. If compressive forces are
taken as positive then over the full length of the arc
of contact the horizontal component can be written as
= + |isABcos4) . (A1.4)
Here the negative sign refers to the entry zone. The
total horizontal force is given by
= sAB(sin<{) + p.cos<|>) (A1.5)
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and by taking both rolls into account the force dF 
acting on the element dx is given by
dF = 2sAB(sin$ + |jlcos<}>). (A1.6)
Now
AB = Rd<|>
thus
- 2Bs(sin<t> + p.cos<t>). (A1.7)
With the assumption of homogeneous plane deformation the 
stress f corresponding to a horizontal force F is given
by
f = F/h (A1.8)
which is taken as one of the three principal stresses.
The other two principal stresses are q, the vertical 
component of the radial stress, and w which acts at right
angles to both q and f. Then from Huber-von Mises
equation we have
(q. - f)2 + (f - w)2 + (w - 4)2 = 2K2 (A1.9)
where K is the basic resistance to homogeneous compression.
If it is assumed that the width of the
material suffers no strain then
-|[w - v(q + f)] = 0 . (A1.10)
The Poison's ratio v for plastic deformation is \ and
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this gives
w = f(q + f). (Al.ll)
By substituting this value in eq.(A1.9) and simplifying we 
have
f = q - 1.555K
= q - k (A1.12)
where k is the resistance to plane homogeneous deformation. 
This gives
F = h(q - k) (A1.13)
and
Bland and Ford assume the second term of eq. (Al.l^ f) to
be zero. It is also reasonable to assume the vertical 
pressure q is approximately equal to s. By eliminating 
dF/d<J> from eqs(A1.7) and (Al.l^ f) and rearranging we have
fl(q/k) / (q/fc) = +p,cos<j>). (Al.15)
d<t> /  n
From fig. b. lb
h = 2m + h2 (A1.16)
and
tan(<t>/2) = iryfe . (A1.17)
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In cold rolling small angles are involved and therefore <J>
is very small, i. e,
<J>=2ny(e. (A1.18)
But
4 = B* (A1.19)
and from eqs,(A1.16) to (Al.19) we have 
h = hg + R<t>2
and
sin0 + p.cos<J) ■£: <J> + p.. (A1.20)
Sj. (A1.15) becomes
d(qA) / (g/k) = gg( <l> ~ M;) . (A1.21)
d.<J> / h, + R0
By integrating both sides of eq. (A1.21) we have
h« + R <t> _
log (tr) = !og’e'k' Be R + Z ^ t a n -1 + loggA
= loge(|) +JiH + loggA (A1.22)
where
n = z J k U n [ftz} (A1,23)
Eg.. (A1.22) can be simplified as
< l = A - ^ e +M'H . (A1.24)
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At the entry plane the angle 0 = 0 and
H = H1 = 2 (A1-25)
and putting k = k^ at this plane, from eq. (A1.24-) we have
A = ^ e +MWl . (A1.26)
If a decoiler tension 0^ is applied at the entry side
and since tensile forces are negative the value of f in
eq.(A1.12) equals -0^ and
<1 = kj - tfj_ (A1.27)
giving
A = 1  (1 - V ^ e  • (A1.28)
By substituting this in eq. (A1.2*f) for the entry zone we 
have
hi? ^(H, - H)q = g- (1 - aj / ] ^ ) e  (entry zone). (Al.29)
At the exit plane the angle 0 is zero and therefore H
is also zero. By putting k = k^ at this plane in
eq. (A1.2*f) we have
. A = h ^ -  ^-3°)
With a coiler tension of 0 ,  the magnitude of q at the
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exit plane is, from eq. (A1.12) 
4 = *2 - °2 (A1.31)
and
(Ai.32)
By substituting this value of A in eq. (A1.24) for exit 
zone we have
* “ - °2/k2 ^ H (exit zone). (A1.33)
By denoting the neutral plane hy n the neutral angle 9n
can be obtained from eq. (Al.29) and (A1.33) since qn has 
the same value in both of these equations, i.e.,
h k U.(IL - H ) h k p.H
9n = -pa - °A>e - Hr2 *1 - • (A1-3i°
By simplifying eq.(A1.3^) we have 
%Hn 2 " 211 l0S( (Ai.35)
Substituting Hn for H in eq. (Al.23) and putting 0 = ©n> 
gives
APPENDIX 2.
Theory on Elastic Foundations.
A2.1. The differential equation of the elastic foundation.
Consider a straight beam supported along its 
entire length by an elastic medium and subjected to vertical 
forces acting on the beam as shown in fig. A2.1. Because of 
the action of forces, the beam will bend, producing a 
continously distributed reaction force on the elastic foundation. 
These reaction forces are assumed to be proportional to the 
deflection of the beam as the supporting medium is elastic, 
i. e.
where K is the constant of proportionality known as the
elastic foundation constant.
Consider an infinitely small element whose length 
is taken at a distance x from the left hand corner. Consider
also the forces acting on this element as shown in fig. A2.2.
The upward acting shear force Q and the clockwise bending 
moment M to the left of the cross section axe assumed to be
positive. For equilibruim,
q = K-y (A2.1)
Q - (Q + dQ) + K*y«dx = 0 (A2.2)
(A2.3)
But
(A2.4)
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to = ^ f  = K-y - (A2-5)dx
Now the bending moment M is given by 
,2M = - E«I-~-x (A2.6)dx
Therefore from eqs. (A2.5) and (A2.6),
A  + ^ - y  = o (A2.7)dx
Let
t*2-8)
^  + ^ - y  = o. (A2.9)dx
A2.2. The general solution to the elastic foundations 
differential equation.
It is only sufficient to consider the general 
solution to eq. (A2.9), from which the complete solution can 
be obtained for the case where there is a point load, by 
adding the particular integral. The auxiliary equation for 
eq. (A2.9) is given by:
m^ + ^ 7 ^  =0,
(m2 - 0-2--7V2) - (m2 + j*2-7>2) =0,
[m2 - *2 (1 + j.2 - 1) ] • [m2 - -A2 (1 - j-2 - l)J = 0,
[m2 - X2 (1 + j)2] ‘[m2 - fc2- (- 1 + j)2] = 0,
[m - + 9i(-l+j)l = 0. (A2.10)
ZkZ -
The roots of the auxiliary equation can be wriiten as:
ml = ~m2 = + ^
and
m^ = -m^ = fl(-l + j). (A2.ll)
The general solution of eq. (A2.9) can therefore be written as:
m, x nux nux nux y(x) = A^e + A^e + A^e ^ + A^e
= Aie^ 1+j)x + A2A 1+j)x + A3e^-1+j)x + A4e-a(-1+j)x
= + A^e'^) + + A ^ )
= eXX[(A1+ A^ )cosftx + j(A1~ A^)sin>xl
+ e~'X K A 2+ A„)c o s>x + j(A3~ Agjsinaxj
i. e.
y(x) = e^Ou^cosXx + C^sinAx) + e"^ (C^cosax + C^sinAx). (A2.12)
01. (A2.12) represents the general solution for the
deflection of a straight bar supported on an elastic foundation
with no loading. By differentiating eq. (A2.12) we obtain 
expressions for slope, bending moment and shear force which are
given by
= e^jc^(cosax - sinax) + (cosax + sinAx)J
Jc^(cosax + sinAx) - C^(cosAx - sinAx)J, (A2.13)- e
= - e*X(C,sinAx - (LcosAx) + e"7°C(C_sinax - C^cosAx) (A2.1^ f) Z K  dx ± 4  J *
- 24-3 -
= e~*X fco(cosAx - sinAx) + Ci,(cosAx + sinAx)!
29? dx3 L 3 J
jc^ (co s A x  +  s in A x ) -  C ^ c o s A x  -  s in A x )J ,  (A2.15)AX-  e
and
tan 0 = , H = , ft = -E-.I-^ .ax dx dx
A2.3. Interpretation of integration constants.
Conditions at left end point can be obtained by
putting x = 0 in eqs.(A2.12) to (A2.15) giving,
yo = G1 + c3 ’ (A2.16)
®o = *(C1 + C2 " C3 + V *  (A2.17)
Mq = 2 *,2E-I(C^ - C2), - (A2.18)
Qo = 2 -X3E*I(Cx - Cg - C_ - C^ ). (A2.19)
By solving eqs.(A2.16) to (A2.19) for C^, C^ , 
and Ci. in terms of y , 0 , M - and Q we have,Hr O O O O
^
C3 "2'yo - A ' 9. -  ' (*2-22)
cu = jk-6n + -1--- i-ftn . (A2.23)^ 0 0 8 V W  0
If these constants are substituted in eq. (A2.12) the expression
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for y(x) can be simplified as,
(A2.24)
where
f^(Ax) = coshft x-cos^x, (A2.25)
f^(Ax) = ~  (cosh9<x-sin%x  + sinh^x-cos^x), (A2.26)
f3( x^) = ^  sinh Ax-sin'Ax,
f^(^x) = ^  (cosh^x*sin^x - sinh^x-cos^x) .
01. (A2.24*) defines the deflection of a beam
(A2.27)
(A2.28)
resting on an elastic foundation when there are no external 
forces applied,in terms of the conditions at the left end 
point. Now consider the case when there is a point load 
applied at a distance x = a, from left hand corner as shown 
in fig. k. 13. Assume that quantities y , ©q, Mq and Qq are 
known. The calculations are proceeded from the left end of the
beam towards the right, along the unloaded portion AG until 
the point where the point load is applied. This applied 
force P has an effect to the right of G (x>a), similar to
that which the initial shear force Qq had on the portion AG
(0>x>a). From eq. (A2.2^ f) it is seen that the factor associated 
with Qq is (l/A^El)*f^(^x)f and it can be concluded that the
force F has a modifying effect of F-(l/9v^El)*f^[A(x - a)] on 
the elastic line to the right of G (x>a). Thus the deflection
curve on the portion GB can be obtained by adding this term
to the expression given in eq. (A2.2*f). That is,
y(x) - y / ^ x )  + f e of2(xx) -
■ ; f c w * x )  +  ^ ‘p 'fz^ ( x ‘ a ) ]- ( A 2 -2 9 )
By differentiating eq. (A2.29) three times with 
respect to x expressions for 0^ , Mx and can be obtained.
That is,
e = a  = V - - 1 + ^ - - 2 - - ^ - - 3  . Vx dx o dx ^  dx A 2E-I ^  A^E*I
^ f X x  - a)l. (A2.30)
Now
df_ d
dx = dx (cosh^ x*cos^ x)
= AsinhAx*cos Ax - A  cosh Ax«sinA*
= - (A2.31)
Similarly it can be shown that,
df? d f  df,
dx = ^ fl» dx = ^f2 and dx ^ f3 * (A2-32)
By substituting these in eq.(A2.30) and simplifying we obtain 
an expression for the slope given by,
6x = " AE«I*f2^ ^  " 7 2 T ; ,f3(Ax) " ^ W * X>A  E*I
F+ *2E*I f [A(x - a)] . (A2.33)
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and
Similarly we can write expressions for
as:
Q
Hx = M^CSoc) + ^ ' f 2( x^) + <H3.I ,X2yo£3(*x)
+ ^ E - I ^ f ^ x )  - |-f2 [*(x “ a)],
Ox =  V i ^ * )  t  i+ E - i ' ^ 3 y 0 f 2 ( > x )  +  ^ E - I ^ 2 0 o f 3 ( H x )
~ ^  W * * )  - F-fx[Xx " a)]- (A2.35)
(A2.3^)
Now the conditions of the beam at the right end
point can be obtained by putting x =t in eqs.(A2.29), (A2.33)»
(A2.3*0 and (A2.35). In the mill cluster the rolls have both 
ends free. By applying conditions at the end points of a 
beam with free end points an equation for the deflection of 
rolls can be obtained for the use in the. mill model.
The bending moment and shear force at the end 
points of a beam having free end points are zero. That is 
Mq = Qq = M = Q = 0. By putting x = £ in eqs. (A2.3^) and (A2.35)
Solving eqs. (A2.36) and (A2.37) for yQ and 0Q and expressing 
4E I in terms of K from eq(A2.8) we have,
we have,
and
4E-I*2yof3ft*) + - ~ f 2 [*(£ - a)]= 0 (A2.36)
^E’l7i3yof2(a-e) + kE-I/\ ZQ<f J M )  - - a)]= 0 . (A2.37)
- 2 k? -
and F*2 f2ft<)-f2 [ft(l - a)] - - a)]
K f 2 ( U ) - f ^ t )  - f^ (-Xfc) (A2.39)
Substituting these values for y , 0 and M = Q = 0  ino o o o
eq.. (A2.29) and simplifying we can write an expression for y(x) 
as:
where
A = sinhX.&cosX a-cosh X(£ - a) - sinX&coshXa* cos M l -  a), 
B = cosh^Xx-sinXx + sinhXx-cosXx,
G = sinhX£ •[sinXa*cosh X (£ - a) - cosXa* sinhX ( C - a)J,
D = sinX£*[sinhX a»cosX ( t  - a) - coshXa. sin X(6 - a)[.
sinh^X£ - sin^X£
1 •2«A«coshXx cosXx + B(G + D) (A2.40)
- 2^ -8 -
♦ X
p /u n it length
q = ky
Fig.A2.1. Forces ac t ing  on a beam.
Q
dx M +dM
Q + d Q
Fig. A2.2. Forces acting on an e lem ent  of the beam.
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APPENDIX 3.
Actuator Transfer Function Gains.
A3.1. Actuator integral rate constant k .
An average value of rack response to a 10 V
maximum demand is + 1.5 divisions/sec. where the full scale
deflection of the actuators is rou^ily + 80 mm. corresponding
to a + 5 divisions. The input of this block is in volts and
the output is in mm. If it is assumed that the actuator
movement varies linearly with input voltage, then the integral
rate constant k is given by a
A3.2. The feedback position transducer constant k^ .
A full scale movement of actuator is + 80 mm for 
a full scale demand of + 10 V. Therefore k^ is given by
A3.3. Calculation of forward gain k to give two equal roots.
The dead space time constant Ta is 0.1 sec. 
(supplied by BSC). The characteristic equation of the closed 
loop actuator transfer function from eq.(5.1*0 is
(A3.1)
= Z.k
kf = = 0.125 V/mm (A3.2)
8(1 + s-Ta) + k-kakf = 0 (A3.3)
- 250 -
i. e.
a a
For equal roots, 
4k* k k.
( A 3 »
_1
T2a
which gives ,
a f = 0 (A3-5)
k = 4t k k-a a f (A3.6)
i. e.
k 4*0.1*2.4*0.125 8*^ ' (A3.7)
Therefore the closed loop transfer function gfs) becomes,3#
(A3.8)g (s) =  ______________ 8.33*2.4________a 0.1s2 + s + 8.33x2.4x0.125
200
s + 10s + 25 
8
(1 + 0.2s)2 
i.e. = 8 and = 0.2 .
By substituting these values in eq. (5.17) we have,
and Ca = [l 0]A = "  0 1 ‘ » K  = ‘ o"a a
-25 -10 i_200_
(A3.9)
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APPENDIX 4.
Strip Dynamics.
A^ f.l. Derivation of the state space form of strip dynamics.
Let
and Cd = [l o] . (A*Kl)Ad =
1 0 • • A  ■ -c
_-a -b d
Therefore the strip transfer function can be written as 
gd(s) = Cd(sl - Ad)-1Bd
0]. s + b l"
•
-c
-a s_ _ d_
s(s + b) + a
_ -c(s + b) + d 2s + bs + a
1 - d - be
s b . a+  :— *s +
(A*K2)
d - be d - be d - be
From eq. (5.22) we can write g^(s) in terms of time constant 
and time delay x as:
S a ( s )  =
s2 + (“ + T,)s + 1
(A^.3)
2 “ ’ v 2 Ad-
Now equating coefficients of eqs. (A*K2) and (A^ f.3) we have
2 d - be * (A*h 4)
-  252 -
x<Td 1 2 d - be *
1 b—  +  T  =  —  ----2 Ad d - be
1 = d - be *
By solving eqs. (A*f.to (Ak.7) for a,b,c and d we have
(A4.5) 
(A4.6) 
(A*f. 7)
a = b = T + 2T<1- X Td > b " X-Td '
4-T, + Xc = —  and d = --  ----
T'Td^
(A*K 8)
A*K2. Strip time constant and time delay.
If a medium strip speed is considered, say 5 V s» 
and the distance between the roll gap and the shapemeter is 
1.75 then the time delay x is given by,
x - i J i - 0.3 5 s.
The strip time constant may be derived as:
T _ J2. _ Distance between coiler and roll gap d V Strip speed
= - ^ =  0.85 s .
By substituting these in eq.. (5.23) we have,
(A4.9)
(A4.10)
Ad = 0 1 • Bd = '-1.1765"
-6.7227 -6.8908_ 14.8295
and
ca = L1 (A*hll)
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APPENDIX 5.
Shapemeter Time Constants.
A5.1. Shapemeter response time (ASEA manual).
Typical values of shapemeter dominant time 
constants for different speeds are given in the table below.
Strip 
speed (m/s)
Dominant time 
constant (sec)
0 - 90 % response 
time (sec)
0.3-----*1.0 4.35 10.0
1.0-----*2.0 1.43 3-3
2.0-----*5.0 0.74 1.7
5.0----*15.0 0.30 0.7
15.0--- *50.0 0.11 0.25
Table A5.1.
Assuming a medium speed of 5 V s is 0.74 sec., and the
speed independent time constant T^> is 0.01 sec. For the 
medium speed considered the matrices which describe the state 
space form of the shapemeter can be obtained by substituting 
the above values in eq.. ( 5.27) as:
As = 0 1 , Bs = [ 0 ] and Cs = [l o].f  ’ s
-135.135 -101.351 135.135_
- 2  5 4  -
APPENDIX 6.
Mill Transfer Functions for Low, Medium 
and High Speeds.
The • open loop mill transfer function has the 
form from eq.. (5.45),
For different speeds G(s) has different functions since the 
time constants depend on the speed. Assuming three different 
speeds, low, medium and high, the numerator and denominator 
polynomials, N(s) and D(s), are calculated and given below. The 
low, medium and high speeds used are 2.0 m/s, 5.0 m/s and 
15.0 m/s respectively.
For low speed,
N4(s) = 8 (1 - 0.4375s),
D (s) = (1 + 0.2s)2(l + 0.4375s)(1 + 2.125s)(lKf
+ l.43s)(l + 0.01s). (A5.1)
For medium speed,
Nffl(s) = 8 (1 - 0.175s),
D (s) = (1 + 0.2s)2(1 + 0.175s)(l + 0.85s)(l
+ 0.74s)(1 + 0.01s). (A5.2)
For high speed,
Nh(s) = 8 (1 - 0.0583s),
D.(s) = (1 +0.2s)Z(l + 0.0583s) (1 + 0.283s)(l
+ 0.3s)(l + 0.01s). (a5-3)
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Appendix 7.
Yield Stress Curve for Stainless Steel Type 30^ .
Fig.A7.1 shows (supplied by the manufacturer) 
the yield stress of stainless steel type 30^ plotted 
against the cold rolling percentage reduction. Data from 
this plot is used to calculate the yield stress at
different reductions, which is used in the roll force
model. This curve is modelled using a least square method
for curve fitting, and a 6th order polynomial is derived
and is given by
y(r) = 229.819 + 29.0302r - 0.1l463^r2 - 0.03520l4aP
+ 0.00176116^  - 0.00003314-18IT5
+ 0.000000215601r6 (A7.l)
where y(r) is the yield strength in l^mm and r is the 
percentage reduction.
The numerical values from fig.A7.1 are
tabulated in table A7.1 against the results obtained from
eq.(A7.1) and the third column shows the percentage errors.
The relevent percentage reductions lie between 8 % and 26 % 
and the percentage error in this region is less than 2 %.
% reduction
Yield stress 
from fig.A7.1 
in I0 nm2
Yield stress 
from eq.(A7.1) 
in N/mrt?
% error
0.0 233.33 229.82 -1.5
2.0 293.33 287.16 -2.1
4.0 333.33 342.27 2.7
6.0 386.67 394.30 2.0
8.0 440.00 442.88 0.7
10.0 480.00 487.96 1.7
12.0 520.00 529.76 1.9
14.0 560.00 568.63 1.5
16.0 600.00 605.05 0 .8
18.0 633.33 639.51 1.0
20.0 666.67 672.48 0.9
22.0 700.00 704.38 0.6
24.0 733.33 735.50 0.3
26.0 760.00 766.05 0.8
28.0 800.00 795.07 -0.5
30.0 820.00 825.48 0.7
32.0 850.67 854.07 0.4
34.0 877.33 881.52 0 .5
36.0 900.00 907.41 0 .8
38.0 922.67 931.28 0.9
4o.o 940.00 952.67 1.3
42.0 960.00 971.16 1.2
44.0 973.33 986.46 1.3
46.0 986.67 998.48 1.2
48.0 993.33 1007.39 1.4
50.0 1006.33 1013.71 0.7
52.0 1013.33 1018.66 0.5
54.0 1020.00 1023.17 0.3
56.0 1033.33 1031.31 -0.2
53.0 1040.00 1044.69 0.5
60.0 1053.33 1068.10 1.4
Table A7.1.
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Fig.A7.1. Yield stress of stainless steel type 304.
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Appendix 8.
The Transformation Matrix.
The transformation matrix may be derived using
Ghebychev polynomials given by - w, - 2w^ + 1,
L ?- 8w + 8w - 1 etc. The strip width is assumed to have a
normalised value of 2 and is divided into eight sections.
Ehch polynomial value is calculated at the mid-point of 
each section. The first column of X corresponds to the
first order polynomial and the second column to the
second order polynomial etc. The derived matrix X is 
given below.
0.875 -0.531 0.055 0.435
0.625 0.218 -0.898 0.904
0.375 0.718 -0.914 -0.033
0.125 0.968 -0.367 -0.877
-0.125 0.968 0.367 -0.877
-0.375 0.718 0.914 -0.033
-0.625 0.218 0.898 0.904
-0.875 -0.531 -0.055 0.435
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DEVELOPMENT 07 A STATIC MODEL FOR A SENDZIMIR COLD ROLLING M^LL . jI
C. V. D. >J. Gunawardane M. J. Grimble
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering 
Sheffield City Polytechnic 
Por.c Street, Sheffield SI LW3 
Englanc
ihe development of a computer simulation for a single stand Sendzimir cold rolling mill is 
'escribed. The model enables the output gauge profile to be calculated corresponding tc given 
-ctuacor forces. This type of model is required during the development of a shape control 
system. A shape control system controls internal stresses in the strip so that the rolled 
scrip will have a given stress distribution and vill therefore lie flat on a flat surface.
The computer program described involves an iterative procedure starting from given As-U-Roll 
actuator forces. Each interface between two sets of rolls and between the work rolls and 
the strip also involves the solution of non-linear equations by an iterative routine. The 
program calculates inter-roll pressure anc roll profiles and the strip pressure and gauge 
orofiles.
1. DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED 
(l-va)/r£
v Diameters of back up roll, 2nd inter­
mediate roll, 1st intermediate roll and 
work roll 
Young's modulus 
8 Set of forces applied to back up roll •
) Input thickness profile of strip
) Output thickness profile of scrip
Predicted output thickness from work 
roll contours
~du/6i where d is the diameter
Modulus of the foundation
Length of one segment cf the back up
roil
Length cf'the. roll 
Rolling pressure on the strip 
(x) Inter roll pressure between back up .
roll and 2nd intermediate roll 
(x) Incer roll pressure between 2nd inter­
mediate roll and 1st intermediate roll 
,(x) Incer roll pressure between 1st inter- 
1 mediate roil and work roll
Work roll radius 
Deformed work roll radius 
Deflection of back up roll
Deflection of 2nd intermediate roll
Deflection of 1st intermediate roll
Deflection of work roll
Interference between back up roll and 
2nd intermediate roil 
Interference between 2nd intermediate 
roil and 1st intermediate roll 
Interference between 1st intermediate 
roll and work roll 
Interference between work roll and 
strip
Pcisson's ratio 
Decoiler tension 
Coiler tension
Distance from left hand corner of rolls
r Reduction ratio
s>n Neutral angle
6 Rolling angle
2. INTRODUCTION
The design of shape control is an area of 
current interest in the steel industry.
Previous problems in the design of control 
systems for steel mills have mostly been over- . 
cone, for example in the design cf the gauge 
control loops. The next major problem is the 
design cf shape control systems.
Bad shape is caused by differential elongation 
across the width of the strip vnich results 
from a variation or internal stresses within 
the scrip. If the strip is to be flat after 
rolling, the reduction in thickness as it passes
through the roll gap must be a constant across 
the strip width. Shape can be defined as tne 
internal stress distribution due to a transverse 
variation of reduction cf the strip thickness. 
Thus, shape control refers to the control of 
the internal stress distribution in steel strip 
exiting from a rolling mill. There are two 
types of bad shape, (a) latent shape where the 
strip nay appear to have good shape as it 
remains fiat but latent forces will be released 
causing deformation when slitting, fb) manifest 
shape where the strip will have bad shape in the 
form of waves or ripples extending along the 
length of the strip which are clearly visible.
It is only in the last ten years that reliable 
shape measuring devices have become available 
and have been applied in the steel industry.
Most of the previous theoretical work was 
concerned with scheduling the mill to obtain 
good shape and not with the des.ign of closed 
loop shape control systems, employing shape 
meters.
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Figure 1
Sendzimir mill is & cluster mill (Fig 1) 
e c'ne work rolls rest between supporting 
s which permit the roll separating force 
e transmitted directly to the mill housing. ^  
e are several types of Sendcinir mill buc 
he following the 1—2—3—4 mill will be 
icered as shown in figure 1. In this type 
ill there are eight backing shafts (numbered * 
All bearing shafts are concentrically 
ted on roller bearings and are located 
.ntrically on saddles. This type of mill 
four drive rolls,- to which power is 
smitted through four large diameter 
.dies. Both work rolls are driven by the 
drive rolls through friction contacts with 
2nd intermediate rolls. By rotating the 
ring shaft the position of the backing 
ring, with respect to the housing, can be 
nged to closely control the distance between 
work rolls. This is the basic concrol 
ement of a Sendzimir mill that permits ■ 
id parallel and extremely accurate 
itioning of the rolls.
s type of mill has the As-U-Rcll crown 
■ustment control motorised through small 
raulic motors. This adjustment is provided 
shafts 2 and 3 acting simultaneously through 
ery small eccentric gear train. The •
1ustment can be made under load and therefore 
. be changed while the mill is rolling.
e main objective of the project is to design •. 
closed loop concrol system for the Sendzimir 
11, to control the shape of the strip, 
wever a mathematical model must first be 
veloped to represent the conditions within 
e mill cluster. This paper is only concerned 
th the development of this model. In the 
Ilowir.g the static model is presented which
represents the Sendzimir mill cluster and the 
conditions within the roll gap.
3. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The procedure for calculating the thickness 
profile for a given set of forces applied to 
the back up rolls is discussed in this section.
A flow chart showing the basic procedure is 
given in figure 2. All the mathematical 
formulae are given in the appendix. For the 
present analysis the edge of the strip is 
ignored and the strip width is assumed to be 
the same as the length of the work rolls and 
this will be improved in due course. A 
simplified model was first developed which was 
based on the mill configuration shown in 
figure 3. This model can be modified to 
represent the system shown in figure 1. However 
for the present the simple configuration shown 
in figure 3 will be discussed.
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Figure 3
INITIAL ROLL DEFLECTION AND PRESSURE 
DISTx.i3Li ..ON CALuULAi *.0N
icial roll deflections y=rr„(x), y (x), 
and v„(x) due to a sec of applied* W
are calculated using bean choery for 
g. For the present analysis the 
tions due to shear components are ignored, 
"s justified because the rolls with free 
ave no shear bending and the span/depth 
is very high. The left and right end 
s of all the rolls are free and hence the 
t and shear at these points are zero.
the deflection of cile back up
due to a set of forces F is calculated, 
ing that it is resting on the 2nd inter- 
te roll.' As the back up roll is pressed 
st the 2nd intermediate roll, by the 
ed force, this results in a set of reaction, 
s between the back up roll and the 2nd 
jediate roll. This pressure distribution 
noted by RB2I^X' ar*^  ca^cu^ate^ using
quations (1), (5) and (6) in appendix 1.
farces acting at the point of contact of 
oack up roll and 2nd intermediate roll, 
e a set of forces equal and opposite to 
(x), acting on the 2nd intermediate roll.
sec of forces can be considered as the 
es acting on the 2nd intermediate roll, 
deflection of the 2nd intermediate
, due to the pressure q  ^ (x) is then
ulated (assuming the 2nd intermediate roll 
esting on the 1st intermediate roll). This 
ection will cause the 2nd intermediate roll 
ress against the 1st intermediate roll, 
rating another pressure profile, which is •
Ced q21I(x)‘
larly the pressure orofile a.2il^ accs on
1st-intermediate roll causing it to bend, 
deflection of the 1st intermediate roll is 
ted y^j(x). Clearly this deflection will
e the generation of another pressure profile
q-,_(x) between the 1st intermediate roll and Zi.1
the work roll. Finally the deflection }\»(x)4 w
of the work roll, due to this pressure, is
calculated.
5. ROLLING PRESSURE CALCULATION
An extensive literature exists on the 
calculation of the specific roll force as a 
function of entry and exit thickness and 
tensions. The rolling force is calculated by 
dividing the strip into a number of sections 
(in this analysis 10). Within each section all 
the parameters are assumed to be constant. The 
arc of contact is assumed to be circular for 
this simple model.
When calculating rolling force a correction 
must be made to allow for the affect of roll 
flattening. This is achieved using Hitchcock's 
formula together with an iterative solution 
procedure. The solution is obtained when the
roll radius error R' - R' ,n n-1
R'n
is less than a
given value, for example 17. (R' is the--new roll 
radius).
6. INTFR ROLL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
CALCULATION
The inter roll pressure distributions q_„T (x),
q„,_(x) and q. _,,(x) are calculated from the Zlx llw
degree of interferences between the back up roll 
and 2nd intermediate roll, 2nd and 1st inter­
mediate rolls, and 1st intermediate roll and 
work rolls respectively. These inter roll 
pressures must satisfy the force equilibrium 
criteria for all the rolls, that is
/p(x)dx - /qlly(x)
1IW 21]
/q (x)dx « Jq (x)dx211 
/qs2I<*)*c
321 
Er
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(1)
If minor bending distortions are ignored the 
roll surfaces can be assumed to be circular. 
When two infinitely long elastic cylinders are 
in contact the total interference between 
cylinders y can be written as a function of the 
load per unit length q.
A . r /e Oj +Dj) ty - q(ci +c:)loge . • Je ,;j ' > <2J
Th<* interference between rolls can be calculated 
from the roll contours yi and yz using the 
relation (figure 4)
7 i2 (x) - y 2 (x) - yi(x) + y:2 (0) (3)
The method of calculating q(x) is to sub­
stitute y-.2 (x) calculated frcn equation (3) for 
y in equation (2) and to adjust y i 2(0 )
tively until a solution to equations (1) 
2) is obtained. This procedure has to be 
ted three tir.es to calculate the three 
ure profiles by substituting the . 
priate variables.
Figure A
CALCULATION OF NEW ROLL DEFLECTIONS
BUR (x), y?I(x), y1I(x),and yy (x)
ew deflections due to the inter roll
ure profiles are calculated in the
wing manner. Consider one particular roll.
are forces acting upwards and downwards 
e roll. The deflection of the roll due 
e downward forces and due to the upward 
s are calculated in chat order. The 
erence between the two deflections is 
lated to give the total deflection of the 
The deflection due to the downward 
es is taken to be positive and that due 
he upward forces is taken to be negative.
INTERFERENCE BETWEEN WORK ROLL AND STRIP
an elastic cylinder is resting on a flat 
ace the interference y can be written as
3 /.. 2 ,.
O  ' (A) (ref 1)rVe*Di.• 2?Cll:,se{-2ZTF
e p is the pressure applied. When __
ulatir.g the interference between work roll 
the strip, the work roll can be considered 
cylinder resting on a flat surface. First 
11 the pressure at the roll gap is 
ulated using the roll gap model. Then the 
sure p(x) is substituted in equation (A) 
ive the interference yWg(x) between Che work
and the scrip as a function of x.
. PREDICTION OF THE NEW STRIP THICKNESS
variables given below are defined in 
ure 5.
x)
X)
(s)
(s)
(X)
(X)
(X)
Input thickness 
Output thickness 
Deflection of the 
measured from the 
Deflection of the 
measured from the 
Distance from the 
the upper side of 
Distance from the 
the lower side of 
Distance from the 
the upper side of
upper work roll 
mill housing 
lower work roll 
•mill housing 
mill housing to 
strip entering 
mill housing to 
strip entering 
mill housing to 
strip exiting
h2LW ■ Distance from the mill housing to the lower side of strip entering
hi(x) » h1T (x) - ^^(x)
h2L(x) ' h2U<X>
'WSU
h2(x)
(x) and * Interference between the work roll
W x> and the scrip due to flattening calculated from Hertzian 
expression referring to upper and 
and lower halves respectively.
h2u(x) ■ W x) - ywsu<*)
h2L(x) - * W X>
h2(x) ■ h2L(x) - h2a(x)
- y^Cs) - y^Cx) * yWSL(x)
+ ywsu(x)
If we assume that the system is symmetrical 
about the centreline of the strip, then
W x) ■ W x)
Therefore the predicted thickness is given by 
the affective work roll deflections plus the 
flattening, thus
H(x) yWL(=° • yWU(s) * 2yWSCx)
Therefore the new estimate of strip thickness 
is found by substituting this expression for 
H(x) in the equation given below.
h*(x) - hk”1(x) + afH(x)-hK"i(x)J _k-1,
where a is a convergence parameter selected to 
obtain a stable solution.
Strip
Entry thickness orcfile
  Exit thickness profile
  Work roll profile
Figure 5
r
5
10. ?£SKLTS AND CONCLUSIONS
tatic model has been derived Co represent the 
dzimir cold rolling mi 11 for a shape control 
tem. A tvpicai computer output showing the 
k roll profile for a given actuator force 
shown in figure 7. This model should be 
ted by detailed experimental investigation, 
numerical values obtained for roll 
lections due to bending seem to be feasible, 
ip edge effects will be included in the 
ure model. A simplified version of this 
el can be used to develop the dynamic model 
the mill which will be used in the closed 
p control system design.
11. FUTURE WORK
re are many areas requiring further work, 
e effects must be incorporated in the model 
using influence functions to represent the 
k roll deformation near the strip edges, 
n a new method of modelling the roll gap 
t be developed, which includes the inter­
ior. between the strip shape changes and 
roll force. A mathematical model to 
resent the dynamics of the mill will also be 
eloped, 
a
0.0 0,2 0.4 0.$ 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1*6 m
Figure 7 
APPENDIX
en a force ? is applied to a beam on an 
astic foundation the deflection y as a 
nction of x can be written as: (Fig Al)
y(x) ' " IT * I [s(C-D)+E(F+G)J 
ere
f - M *. 4EI JX •
A ■ Sinh2Xi - sin2X&
(reference 2)
(1)
(2)
B * 2CosXx.cosAx
C » SinhXJl.cosAa.CcshAb
D • sinXi.CoshXa.cosXb
E ” CoshXx.sinXx * SinhXx.cosXx
F ■ SinhXZ(sinXa.CoshXb -•cosXa.SinhXb)
G ■ sinX2(SinhXa.cosXb - CoshXa.sinXb)
e above expression for y(x) is only for the 
rtion AC. The same formulae can be used for
y(x)
Figure Al
the section CB where x > a by measuring x from 
B and replacing a by b and b by a.
The value of k is given by the expression 
S7T 1k - ----------  rr--rr—  (3)2U-v*> +i0gei 2 U i0gei|2. j (ref 3)
where d - width of flattened contact area.
When two cylinders are pressed together the 
expression for d can be written as
d -  / 16( l - v 2) . I l  .\j u E Dj+Da
where F" ■ load per unit length.
(4) 
(ref 4)
By substituting the value of b in equation (3) 
and using numerical values for E and v and-* 
simplifying the expression for k can be 
written as
k - 3.5714 x 10:o24.272 ♦ log (Dj+ Da) - log ?'e e
q(x) - ky(x)
(5)
(6)
The above expressions are only for a case where 
there is only one point load acting on the beam. 
The total deflection is calculated by adding 
the deflections calculated separately for each 
individual force.
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The design of shape-controlsystems is an area of current interest in the steel industry. 
The object of shape control is to adjust the mill so that the rolled strip is free from 
internal stresses. Both static and dynamic mill models are required for this purpose.
A static model enables shape profiles to be calculated for a given set of actuator 
positions, and is used to generate the steady-state mill gains. Such a model is 
presented in this paper. The method of calculation of shape profiles is discussed.
These shape profiles are plotted against the distance across the strip. Linearized mill 
gains are calculated about a given shape-operating point and these relate the shape 
changes to the actuator changes. A mill gain matrix, obtained by measuring shape at 
eight points across the strip, is presented. MT/699
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List o f symbols
C = (l — constant, m2N  
</i=diameter of roll 1 when two rolls are pressed to­
gether, m
dz= diameter of roll 2 when two rolls are pressed to­
gether, m
E = Young’s modulus of the material, N m-2 
F=  total force applied, N  
Gm=gain matrix (shape change to rack change) 
/n(x)=input-thickness profile, m 
/»2(x)=output-thickness profile, m 
J /j2=mean change in gauge profile, m 
Ahzix) = deviation of gauge profile from mean, m 
4//2'(*)=change in gauge profile, m 
/=7«/4/64, m4
A'=elastic-foundation constant, N  m-2 
k= mean yield stress, N m-2 
ki =entry yield stress, Nm -2 
&2=exit yield stress, Nm -2 
N=no. of sections across mill width 
p(x)=specific rolling force, N m-1 
=mean rolling force, N m-1 
q{x)= inter-roll specific pressure between two rolls, N  m-1 
7?=work-roIl radius, m 
7?'=deformed roll radius, m 
w'=work-ro!l width, m 
1^= width of strip, m
.r=distancefrom left-hand corner of mill or roll, m 
y(x)= deflection of any roll, m 
j s(x)=deflection of upper roll, m 
yt(x)=deflection of lower work roll, m 
ywc(x) =  work-roll camber, m 
>Vs(a:) interference between work roll and strip, m 
>5ws(x)=mean interference between work roll and strip, m 
yi(x)=deflection of roll 1 when two rolls are pressed to­
gether, m
j 2(x)=deflection of roll 2 when two rolls are pressed to­
gether, m
>>i2(a:) interference between two rolls pressed together, m
a=output stress-convergence parameter 
/?=stress-equation constant
y= ratio of input-output deviation 
8=/n(x)—  /*2(;c)=amount of reduction, m 
H=coefficient of friction 
v=Poisson’s ratio 
cti(x) in p u t  tensile stress, N  m-2 
o2(x)=output tensile stress, Nm -2 
Aoo(x)=input tensile stress deviation of first pass, N/m-2 
Aaz(x)=output tensile stress deviation from mean, N/m -2 
<f>n=neutral angle
The design of shape-control systems is an area of current 
interest1-4 in the steel industry. Previous problems in the 
design of control systems for steel mills have been over­
come largely, for example, in the design of gauge-control 
loops. The next major problem involves the design of 
shape-control systems. Shape control refers to the control 
of the internal-stress distribution in steel strip leaving a roll­
ing mill.5-6 It is only in the last ten years that reliable shape- 
measuring devices have become available and have been 
applied in the steel industry.
To illustrate how bad strip shape might arise, consider 
strip having a uniform input thickness and a work roll 
which is deformed so that the output strip thickness is 
greater near the strip edges than in the central region. In 
the absence of lateral spread the strip must be larger in the 
central region than at the edges. Since the strip is one 
homogeneous mass, such differential elongations cannot 
occur and internal stresses result. Clearly, if the strip is to 
be flat after rolling the reduction in thickness, as it passes 
through the roll gap, must be constant across the strip 
width.
Shape may be defined as the internal-stress distribution 
owing to a transverse variation of reduction of the strip 
thickness. There are two types of bad shape: (a) a latent 
shape where the strip may appear to have good shape in 
the mill under tension, but where bad shape is evident 
during slitting operations, and (b) a manifest shape where 
the strip being rolled has bad shape in the form of waves 
and ripples, extending along the length of the strip, which 
are clearly visible, see Fig.l. The stress distributions associ­
ated with these basic defects are illustrated in Fig.2.
The first requirement in the analytical design of a shape- 
control system is for the development of a model of the
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(a)
(b)
a la ten t shape on subsequent s litting a lon g m idd le  or long e d g e ; b m anifest 
shape w ith  lo n g  edges
1 Various form s o f shape defect
rolling mill. Both static and dynamic mill models are re­
quired. A static model enables shape profiles to be calcu­
lated for a given set of actuator positions and it is used to 
generate the steady-state mill gains. The dynamic model 
represents the dynamic performance of all the mill com­
ponents, such as the actuators, and is based upon the 
equations of state for the system. The subject of this paper 
is the static model for a Sendzimir cold-rolling mill.7-8 A 
Sendzimir mill is extremely complex mechanically, as may 
be seen from the roll configuration in Fig.3. There has been 
little published work on the development of such models 
for this type of mill.
3 Sendzim ir m ill roll cluster
Description o f mill
GENERAL
The Sendzimir mill (Z mill) to be considered here is l -7 m 
wide and is a cluster mill where the work rolls rest between 
supporting rolls. The mill has eight backing shafts labelled 
A-H, six second intermediate rolls (I-N), four first inter­
mediate rolls (O-R), and two work rolls (5, T), as shown in 
Fig.3. This type of mill is used for rolling hard materials 
such as stainless steel.
The motor drive is applied to the outer second inter­
mediate rolls (/, K, L, N) and the transmission of the drive 
to the work rolls via the first intermediate rolls is due purely 
to inter-roll friction. Rolls labelled l-T have free ends and 
are free to float. The outer rolls (A-H) are split into seven 
roll segments, as shown in Fig.4. The shafts in which these 
rotate are supported by eight saddles per shaft, positioned 
between each pair of roll segments and at the shaft ends. 
The saddles are fixed rigidly to the mill housing, and con­
tain eccentric rings. The outer circumferences of these rings 
are free to rotate in the circular saddle bores, while the 
inner circumferences are keyed to the shafts.
a long e d g e , b long  m id d le ; c h e rrin g b o n e ; c/quarter buckle
2 Stress distributions and m anifest buckling form s
saddles boltedto mill housing
shaft
saddles
roll segmentseccentric ring in each saddle (keyed to shaft)
(backing bearings) arc free to rotate on shaft
4 Backing sh aft assembly, shafts  A and D-H
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mill housing
backing bearing 
saddle
As-U-Roll eccentric ring
screwdown eccentric ring
shaft
roller bearings at these two interfaces
'parallel'circular loci of C2 and C3 due to indicated rotation of As-U-Roll ring only
5 Saddle detail fo r shafts B  and C (n o t to  scale)
UPPER AND LOWER SCREWDOWN OPERATION
Operation of upper screwdown racks acts on assemblies B 
and C, and assemblies F  and G are responsible for the 
lower screwup system. Each saddle of the assembly Band C 
is constructed as shown in Fig.5. The saddles on the Band 
G assembly are also constructed in the same way but 
without the ‘As-U-Roll’ eccentric rings.* When the shaft is 
rotated the eccentric screwdown ring also rotates in the 
saddle bore, since it is keyed to the shaft. This allows the 
centre cz of the shaft to rotate about the centre ci of the 
saddle bore, thus causing a net movement of the shaft to­
wards or away from the mill housing. Since the shaft is 
keyed to the screwdown eccentric rings in all eight 
saddles the same motion will occur at each end and the 
shaft will remain parallel to the mill housing. Essentially, 
the screwdowns cause the movement of rolls /, J, K, O, P, 
and S up or down which enables the distance between the 
two work rolls to be adjusted finely during rolling. A 
similar operation, which is used principally for roll chang­
ing and mill threading, takes place at the lower assemblies 
Band G.
'AS-U-ROLL' OPERATION
In addition to the screwdown system, each of the saddles
♦These are made by the Sendzimir Company; they allow roll bending 
to take place during rolling to adjust strip shape.
second intermediate roll
first intermediate roll
work roll
a. □  x0  . Q  D  , G, □
second intermediate roll
first intermediate roll
work roll
a racks before m o tio n ; b racks a fter m otion  
7 Example of A s-U -Roll action
supporting the upper shaft assemblies B and C  is fitted with 
an extra eccentric ring (Fig.5) situated between the saddle 
and the screwdown eccentric ring. This eccentric ring can 
be rotated independently of the shaft and screwdown eccen­
tric ring, by moving a rack which operates on two annular 
cheeks fitted on each side of this extra ring, as shown in 
Fig.6. Such rotation will cause the centre C3 of the inner 
bore of this ring to move in a circular locus about centre ci. 
There are eight such As-U-Roll racks on saddles between 
segments. These racks are capable of individual adjustment, 
producing a different displacement between the shafts and 
the housing at each saddle position. This allows a profile 
to be forced on to the shaft, as shown in Fig.7, which will 
propagate to the work roll through the cluster. Although 
the As-U-Rolis and upper screwdowns act on the same 
common shaft they are essentially non-interactive.
P
first intermediate roll with tapered end
front
millstrip
work roll
work roll
6 A s-U -R oll assembly
first intermediate roll with tapered end
8 Tapered firs t interm ediate rolls
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FIRST INTERMEDIATE ROLL TAPERS 
In addition to As-U-Roll control of strip shape there is 
another type of control on the Z-mill. The first inter­
mediate rolls O-R are furnished with tapered-off ends, see 
Fig.8. These rolls can be moved laterally in and out of the 
cluster. The top and bottom rolls may be moved indepen­
dently, and it is thus possible to control the pressure at the 
edges of the strip within certain limits. These rolls are, 
therefore, used to control the stresses at the edge of the 
strip.
Static model fo r m ill
at that point.10 In the mill all the rolls in the middle of the 
cluster are resting on one another and, since these rolls are 
elastic bodies, it can be assumed that each roll is resting on 
an elastic foundation. Thus, the actual bending deflections 
y can be calculated (see Appendix 1) as a function of the 
applied force F  and the distance x from one end of the 
beam, i.e.
y=f(F,x)........................................................................(1)
Roll fla tten ing  and in ter-ro ll pressure 
distribution
A static model7 for the single-stand cold-rolling mill, 
shown in Fig.3, may now be described. The static model is 
a mechanical model for the mill which represents all force- 
deformation relationships in the roll cluster and in the roll 
gap. It is important for control purposes to note that these 
relationships are very non-linear and schedule dependent.
The static model must allow for the bending and flatten­
ing of the rolls in the cluster and for the plastic deformation 
of the strip in the roll gap. The model must provide:
(i) linearized mill gains for use in the control system 
simulation (dynamic model) based upon a small 
perturbation analysis
(ii) an understanding of the way in which shape is 
affected by the mill actuators
(iii) details of the range of control which is available 
using the As-U-Roll or the first intermediate roll 
tapers.
The assumptions made in deriving the static model may be 
listed as:
(i) the mill is symmetrical about a line passing through 
the work-roll centres (this need not be the case if the 
side eccentrics are set differently)
(ii) strip edge effects may be ignored
(iii) deflections due to shear may be neglected
(iv) elastic recovery of the strip may be neglected
(v) horizontal deflections of rolls may be neglected
(vi) the centreline strip thickness is specified.
The model developed is in the form of a Fortran computer 
program. The model enables the output shape profile to be 
calculated corresponding to a given set of rack positions. 
The model is divided into three main sections, namely:
(i) roll bending: for calculating the roll-bending de­
flections due to a set of forces
(ii) roll flattening: for calculating the roll interference or 
roll flattening between two rolls forced together
(iii) roll force: for calculating the rolling force required 
to reduce the thickness of the strip by a given 
amount
(iv) gauge and shape: for calculating the output gauge 
and shape profiles corresponding to a given set of 
inter-roll pressure and deflection profiles.
The above topics are considered in the sections below.
Roll bending
It is well known that if a force is applied to a beam9 sup­
ported at two ends, the reactions at the ends and the de­
flection of the beam can be calculated using simple bending
theory. If the beam is resting upon an elastic foundation, 
where the whole length of the beam is in contact with the 
foundation, the deflection of the beam may be calculated by 
assuming that the deflection is proportional to the reaction
The effect of roll flattening, u >12 and the resulting inter-roll 
pressure distribution, is considered in this section. Recall 
that when two elastic cylinders are rolled together under a 
load F, the roll axes are deflected. The roll surface of contact 
will also be flattened.
The amount of interference, or the flattening yiz(x) be­
tween the rolls, can be calculated as a function of the inter­
roll specific force g(x). Alternatively, q(x) can be calculated 
as a function of yiz(x) :
yiz(x)=U(q(x))...............................................................(2)
?C*)=f2(yi2(*))...................(3)
The interference can also be calculated using the roll con­
tours due to bending. This is a function of the deflections 
yi(x) and y2(x) of the two rolls.
yiz(x)= f 3(yi(*), y2(x)) ...........   (4)
The full expressions are given in Appendix 2.
The deflections yi(x) and j>2(a:), clearly, will depend upon 
the pressure q(x) and, hence, on yiz(x). From equation (3) 
it may be seen that q(x) depends on y i2(;c) and, hence, q(x) 
and y i2(x) must be calculated iteratively. The total pressure 
across the roll width must be equal to the applied force F 
for the system to be in equilibrium, i.e.
f q(x)dx=F.................................................................. (5)J 0
The method of calculating q(x) is to substitute for y i2(;c) in 
equation (3) from equation (4) and to solve equations (3) 
and (4) iteratively by changing the distance between the roll 
centres until equation (5) is satisfied to within a specified 
tolerance. The interference between the work roll and the 
strip is calculated in a similar manner (see Appendix 2).
Roll-force model
The amount of reduction in thickness of the strip is related 
to the total load in the mill or roll force.13-15 Extensive 
literature exists on the calculation of specific rolling force 
p(x) as a function of input-output thicknesses, input- 
output tensions, and work-roll radius.16
p(x)=f(hi(x), hz(x), oi(x), <rz(x), R) .............................. (6)
When rolling hard materials like stainless steel, very high 
forces must be applied. Since the work rolls are elastic 
bodies, they will be deformed and flattened at the roll 
gap.17 In order to calculate the roll force, including the 
flattening effects, an iterative procedure must be adopted 
because the deformed roll radius is a function of the roll 
force. The deformed radius R' can be calculated using 
Hitchcock's formula, given as
(7)
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where c is a constant, R is the initial roll radius, and 8 is the 
amount of reduction equal to (hi(x)— hi(x)). The roll force 
may be calculated by solving equations (6) and (7) iterat­
ively.18-19
The disadvantage of the above approach for roll-force 
calculation is the time the algorithm takes to converge. For 
modelling purposes the width of the strip is split into N  
(typically 67) sections and the roll force must be calculated 
in each of these sections. The shape calculation is also 
iterative and, thus, all the roll-force calculations must be 
performed on each of the iterations of the shape algorithm. 
Thus, although the roll-force calculation does not require 
a very large computing time this is multiplied by the num­
ber of times it is performed. The above implicit roll-force 
relations are not, therefore, used in the present mill model.
Bryant and Osborn15 developed an explicit roll-force 
formula which thus avoids iterative calculations. The for­
mula is not as accurate as the above algorithm for this type 
of mill but is efficient in the use of computing time. The 
present mill model therefore uses this method of calculation. 
It may be necessary, however, to either modify or replace 
the formula in the light of plant-test results.
O utput gauge and shape profile calculations
The output gauge profile may be calculated once a given set 
of inter-roll pressures and deflections is known. The shape 
profile then follows from the input and output gauge pro­
file and the input shape profile. The equations governing 
these profiles are detailed below.
OUTPUT GAUGE PROFILE CALCULATION 
The output gauge profile is determined by the combined 
effects of roll bending, thermal and ground roll cambers, 
and differential strip flattening. The change in the gauge 
profile due to these effects is given by
Ahz'(x)=2(yws(x) —yW8) + ys(*) +2y*c(x)..........(8)
where yWs(x) and yws represent interference and mean inter­
ference between the work roll and the strip, ys(x) and 
y\(x) represent the work roll S and T deflections, and y«c(x) 
represents the total work-roll camber. The mean deviation 
in the output gauge is given by
Ah2=jyjWAh2'(x)dx.................................................. (9)
and, hence, the deviation from the mean is given by
Ah2{x)=Ah2'(s)-Ah2 ................................................(10)
The new output gauge deviation is calculated from the 
iterative formula
Ahzk+Kx) =AhzKx)- a[AhzKx)-Ahz'ix)]..................(11)
where a is chosen to give a stable solution and the new 
gauge profile is calculated using
h2(x)=fi2+Ah2k+1(x).................(12)
INPUT AND OUTPUT STRESS PROFILE 
CALCULATION
The new input and output stresses can be calculated using 
the n$w gauge profile, and the following results due to 
Edwards and Spooner4:
 «■>
Acn(x)=yA<72(x).......................................................... (14)
start
noIP: =P?
yes
yes
no
X h a s X  output ^ stress converged,
adjust h2j
( print A ircsultsj
calculate constants
calculate roll force
initialize h2i and deflections
calculate new gauge profile h2j
old output stress = new output stress
calculate new output and input stress profiles Ao2i and Ao^
calculate inter-roll pressure profiles and deflections of upper-half cluster by calling subroutine BEND 
calculate inter-roll pressure profiles and deflections of lower-half cluster by calling subroutine BEND
9 Flow chart fo r main program
where y is defined as (ai(x)—5i)/o2(x)— 02), jS is a constant 
(jSssO-5), and E  denotes Young’s modulus of elasticity.
Static-m odel com puter algorithm
The static-model program uses an iterative procedure, as 
shown in Fig.9. The model includes the calculations for the 
top half of the cluster as well as for the bottom half of the 
mill. It is assumed that the mill is symmetrical about the 
line passing through the work-roll centres. The model can 
be used for different values of strip width, but for the 
present analysis the roll-flattening equations ignore strip 
edge effects. The input data required by the program may 
be summarized as follows:
(i) cluster angles {see Fig.3)
(ii) roll diameters
(iii) roll profiles (camber, wedge, etc.)
(iv) As-U-Roll positions
(v) first intermediate-roll positions
(vi) entry gauge profile
(vii) mean entry gauge
(viii) mean exit gauge
(ix) annealed gauge
(x) yield stress curve
(xi) entry tension
(xii) exit tension
(xiii) width of strip.
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exit enter
10 Path o f calculation for subroutine BEND to calcu­
late pressure profiles
The output data may be listed as:
(i) inter-roll pressure (12 profiles)
(ii) roll deflections (12 profiles)
(iii) exit shape (stress-distribution) profile
(iv) exit gauge profile
(v) roll-force profile.
The mill width is divided into a number of section mul­
tiples of 67 and the following assumptions are made (the 
number 67 is chosen to match the dimensions of the back­
up roll and its segments):
(i) the pressure distribution in each section may be cal­
culated using a point load applied at the centre of the 
section and the width of the section
(ii) the mean deflection of a roll over a section is taken 
to be equal to the deflection at the centre of the 
section.
(enter
new q(x)= 
old q(x)?
no
yes
exit
calculate q(x)
initialize q(x)
old q(x) = 
new(x)
adjust distance between two roll centres
calculate deflections y1 and y2 of rolls 1 
and 2 using q(x)
calculate interference between rolls 1 and 2 using y1 and y2
11 Flow chart for calculating inter-roll pressure be­
tween tw o rolls
36
 rack 1—x— rack 224
-24
Ixi -36
-60 racks land 2 1mm change 1-6W
-72
X DISTANCE
12 Shape profile for 1 mm change in racks 1 and 2
This principle also applies to the stress distribution, strip 
profile, roll-pressure profile, etc. The computer algorithm 
enables a change in the shape profile owing to a change in 
the rack position, and hence the gains of the mill, to be 
calculated. The flow chart for the main program is shown in 
Fig.9.
The program begins by initializing all the variables, and 
the roll force is then calculated using the roll-gap model. 
Symmetry about a line passing through the work-roll 
centres can be assumed so that calculations are necessary 
only for the left side of the cluster. The subroutine BEND  
calculates the pressure profiles and roll profiles of one half 
of either the top or bottom cluster. I f  symmetry is not as­
sumed then the routine BEND has to be called four times to 
calculate all the pressure and roll profiles. At the end of 
each iteration a convergence test is carried out on the shape 
profile. The above calculations are repeated until the error 
between two successive shape profiles is less than a pre­
determined value.
The pressure and roll-profile calculation procedure is 
illustrated in Fig. 10. Only the top-half cluster is shown in 
this figure and thick lines are drawn to show the path of 
calculation. The small circles labelled ci, cz, C3, and c\ re­
present an iterative process for a particular inter-roll pres­
sure calculation. A satisfactory convergence in pressure is 
shown by Yand non-convergence is represented by N.
As the pressure profile between two rolls depends on the . 
interference or flattening of the rolls, and the interference 
is itself dependent on the pressure, the process is iterative. 
Figure 11 shows the flowchart for one iterative calculation 
of inter-roll pressure. Here, yi and yz are the deflections of 
two rolls in contact, and p(x) is the specific pressure profile 
between them.
Results and discussion
The model provides the shape, gauge, and pressure profiles 
for a given rolling schedule. These are important when the 
control of a particular profile is of interest. Shape profiles 
for eight rack-position changes are shown in Figs. 12-15 
(e.g. in Fig. 12 the curve represented by the continuous line
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36
 rack 3—x— rack 424
~  12
U _12
<-24 racks 3 and 4 1mm change 1-6W
-36
X DISTANCE
13 Shape profile for 1 mm change in racks 3 and 4
is the shape profile when rack 1 is changed by 1 mm, keep­
ing all other racks at the zero position. The curve marked 
by crosses is the shape profile due to a change of 1 mm in 
rack 2, keeping all other racks at the zero position, etc.). 
The largest shape change is found at a point across the strip 
width in the vicinity of a particular rack which has been 
changed.
The model discussed in the above sections ignores the 
strip edge effects. When the strip width is less than the mill 
width (or the length of the work rolls) there will be two 
portions from either end of the upper work roll with no 
support. The model is based on the assumption of zero 
shape directly under these two portions and, therefore, 
the shape changes from zero to a high value at the edge of 
the strip. This is shown in Figs. 12-15 by the rapid change 
at the edges. The calculated shape near the edge is not the 
true shape. The model must be modified to include edge 
effects using work-roll influence functions as described by 
Spooner and Bryant.20
It is clear from Figs. 12-15 that a rack change appears to 
affect widely separated sections of the strip. This can be 
explained by considering a localized change in the back-up 
rolls. This change in the back-up rolls will modify the 
inter-roll forces between the back-up and second inter­
mediate rolls. Similarly, this change in the inter-roll force 
will change the effective profiles of both the back-up and 
second intermediate rolls. From the study of a point force 
acting on a roll it can be seen that the roll profile is changed, 
not just below the point of action of the force but over a 
region surrounding the point. The change is significant in 
the vicinity of the point of application of the force. Thus,
36
 rack 5—x— rack 624
O -12
<-24 racks 5 and 6 1mm change 1-6W
-36
X DISTANCE
14 Shape profile for 1mm change in racks 5 and 6
36
 rack 7
—x— rack 824
:•— 'X-
z  -12
U -24
-36
-48 racks 7 and 8 1mm change 1-6W
-60
X DISTANCE
15 Shape profile for 1 mm change in racks 7 and 8
a localized change in the back-up roll profile is converted to 
a distributed change in the profile of the second inter­
mediate roll.Further interaction between the second intermediate rolls 
and the first intermediate roll, and between the first inter­
mediate rolls and the work rolls, spreads the effect. Thus, in 
general, the largest shape change occurs under the actuator 
which is varied; however, care must be exercised in inter­
preting the curves since shape is defined in terms of devi­
ations from the mean.
The shape profile for racks 1 and 8 should be sym­
metrized about a vertical axis passing through the mid point 
of the work roll. (Similarly, the profiles for racks 2 and 7, for 
racks 3 and 6, and for racks 4 and 5 should be symmetrical.) 
Figures 12-15 are symmetrical to an accuracy of about 
10%. The profiles are not symmetrical at the edges and this 
is due to the fact that the edge effects are ignored in the 
model.
The model also provides mill gains. Linearized mill gains 
are calculated about a given shape-operating point, and 
these relate the shape changes to the rack changes. If  the 
shape is measured at eight points across the strip the gain 
matrix has the form (units=N mm _3) :
x
4-09 2-22 0-65 -0-92 -1-48 -1-26 -0-75 -0-53
1-67 4-43 0-95 -0-21 -1-31 -1-35 -1-12 -0-90
-0-32 0-17 1-41 1-06 -0-63 - M 2 -1-38 -1-16
-0-85 -0-81 1-76 1-54 0-93 0-07 -1-05 -0-99
-0-76 -1-06 -0-42 0-60 1-91 1-44 -0-29 -0-59
-0-73 -1-14 -1-19 -0-69 1-05 1-60 0-89 -0-36
-0-57 -0-94 -1-18 -1-15 -0-49 0-46 2-13 1-99
-0-46 -0-73 -1 0 8 -1-13 -1-43 -0-96 2-10 2-73x
The eight rows of the gain matrix represent the eight points 
across the strip, and the eight columns correspond to eight 
racks, e.g. the elements in the second column give the shape 
at each point across the strip width when the second rack is 
moved by 1 mm.Thus,£46 =  0-07is the shapeatpoint4when 
rack 6 is moved by 1 mm. The above matrix was obtained 
for a rectangular strip whose width was l-6m and whose 
mean input thickness was 2-42mm, with 15 % reduction. The 
gains include small errors due to numerical problems and 
the fact that the mill is non-linear. The gains show some 
dependence upon the strip width. It is noted that the above 
matrix is approximately symmetrical if the matrix is folded 
about the line XX  and about the line YY. This will always 
be the case if the strip is centred in the mill.
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Conclusions
The derived model is based on theoretical results and the 
accuracy of the model will depend upon the assumptions 
made. One such assumption is that the additional stresses 
at the strip edges due to roll flattening are neglected. This 
will introduce errors into the final results but the model will 
be modified to include the edge effects. The results from the 
improved model will be checked against the present results 
for accuracy.
When calculating the deflections of the rolls the contri­
bution due to shear was neglected. This will also introduce 
some error which will be checked at a later stage.
The roll-force model does not involve an iterative pro­
cedure but uses an approximate explicit solution. However, 
the iterative solution which employs Hitchcock’s formula is 
more accurate. These two methods of solution were com­
pared and the error of the approximate solution was found 
to be less than 1 % for typical rolling schedules.
The effect on the final results of variations of the con­
stant jS which appears in the stress equation must also be 
determined. The model seems to produce reasonable re­
sults for strip shape, but this must be confirmed by detailed 
experimental investigation. Normal operating records will 
be used where possible to test the model, but two coils are 
also to be rolled for a specific set of shape experiments.
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Appendix 1
Roll-bending equations and deflection
An expression is derived below for the roll deflection 
caused by a point load applied to a roll resting upon an 
elastic foundation. From simple bending theory the deflec­
tion y can be written as
d4yEtg-F-ky .(15)
where Fis applied force and k is the elastic-foundation con­
stant.11 This equation is true only if the roll is in complete 
contact with its foundation, under no load. However, in the 
case when the roll is resting on an elastic foundation which 
is bent this is not the case (see Fig. 16).
Let the gap between roll and foundation be Ay under no- 
load conditions. Then equation (15) becomes:
d4v .EI^=F-k(y-Ay) 
— F— ky+kAy
but
kAy=AF
and
EI^=(F+AF)-ky ................................................. (16)
The solution to equation (16) can be written as
y = ^ j[F (C -D )+ F (F + C ? )J  .............................(1 7 )
where
A =sinh2A/—sin2A/
B = 2coshAx. cosAx 
C=sinhA/. cosAa. coshA6 
D = sinA/. coshAcr. cosA6 
E= coshAx. sinAx+ sinhA*. cosAx 
F=sinhA/(sinAa. coshA6 — cosAa. sinhAF)
F'=F+AF
G =sinA/(sinhAa. cosA b—coshAa. sinA6)
1/4
A :  ' '"(®)!and constants a, b, and / are defined in Fig. 17. Note also 
that equation (17) is true only for a concentrated force and 
when 0s£;c<a. The method of calculating y when a<x^b 
is to substitute a for b and b for a, and to measure x from 
the end B.
t y
(a)
a n o -lo a d  c a s e ; b load ed case  
16 Example of loaded roll
(b)
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oil resting on elastic foundation
pendix 2
The interference y\z{x) can also be calculated from roll 
bending using the relation
.mC*)= \{di +dz) — £>12 +yz(x) — yi(x) +  J \ v c ( x )  (23)
where Diz is the distance between the two centres.
The model proposed by Edward and Spooner4 is used to 
calculate the work-roll flattening. The proposed model is
yvs(x) = [bi+bzp{x)\y-B.(x)........................................... (24)
where
ewd I
\2cp{x)\ ..................................
is the Hertzian flattening which occurs between two in­
finitely long cylinders having the same diameter and the 
same elastic properties. Equation (25) is obtained by 
putting d=di =dz and c = c i = C 2.
Constants bi and bz are estimated to be 0-5 and 0-325 
mm t _1 and p in equation (24) is the rolling pressure.
yn(x)=2p{x)c\n • (25)
-fla tten ing  equation
is section the local deformations due to flattening in 
ntact regions between rolls in the cluster and between 
rolls and strip are determined. The approach follows 
of Timoshenko and Goodier11 and, more recently, 
rds and Spooner.4
en two infinitely long elastic cylinders are in contact 
tal interference yiz(x) can be written as a function of 
ad per unit length q(x) as
f eW{di+dz) I (*)=9(x)(ci + « )In  ...............
e di and dz are the diameters of the cylinder and ci and 
e two constants depending on the elastic properties, 
loading is, of course, non-uniform but neglecting 
d-order errors:
• 08)
)=■
yiz(x)
(ci-f C2)ln eW(di+dz)
■ (19)
2q(x)(ci+cz)
w variable M  is defined to eliminate q{x) from the 
-hand side of equation (19):
q(x)
F/w
e w is the length of the roll.
.(20)
)=
(C1+C2) [|n( ^ +rf0 U ,nMk2{FIw){ci+Cz)J
(21)
Appendix 3
Elastic-foundation constant K  calculation
At various points in the roll cluster two rolls rest on one 
roll. In order to use the bending equations it is convenient to 
use a single equivalent value of the foundation constant K. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 18. This value of K  is determined 
below.
Let the deflection of roll A in the direction df P be yA. 
The deflection >-ab in the direction Pz can be calculated asj'AB=yACOs(02—6)
and, similarly, the deflection ^ ac in direction Pi is given byyAc=yACOs(0i+0).
I f  Ki and Kz are the foundation constants between the 
cylinders A and B  and A and C, respectively, then 
Pi=KiyAc 
and Pz=KzyAB 
but
P=Picos(9i+9) +Pzcos(9z— 9) 
=KiyAC^S2(9i+9)+KzyAC^S2(9z— 9)
but
K=r-yx
and we obtain 
K=Kicos2(9i+9)+Kzcos2(9z-9).
Af« ■[:
e2>3(di+dz)
2(F/wXa+cz)
)f^ F/w
ation (21) becomes:
)< yia(x)
(C1+ C 2) lnt e 2/3 +\n{di+dz)-\n[^ (22)2(ci+C2)
above equation is true only for positive values of 
). Therefore, it is assumed that when yi2(x)sS0,
= 0. 18 Equivalent loaded rolls
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Appendix 4
Input and output stress profiles
From the geometry of Fig. 19 it can be shown easily that
hn*hz+R<f>n2............................................................. (26)
from continuity of mass flow
Vzhz =  Vnftn................................................................. (27)
By substituting hR from equation (26) in (27) we get
Vz • (28)
The per unit slip is defined as 
V z — Vns= ■ Vn ■ (29)
From equations (28) and (29) the value of s is found to be 
R<f> n2s=- hz (30)
where
, f h z ( h z  Hn\
  ' J i ^ X r 'T)
id
1 ,Jhz 1 —Ul/kl 
" 2 2/x | /;i * 1 —crzlkz .(31)
Equation (31) can be derived by considering the roll-gap 
variables, by differentiating s with respect to cri:
ds _  2 R .  dcfrn 
dc7i hz " dai (32)
2R d(f>n dHn
hz dHn ' d(f>n
but
d^n 2hz [\ , t J  [ f a  £fn\l_ = _ ^ +lany _ . T )j........... (33)
and
dHn 1 1
doi 2/i ki—ui ■(34)
19 Roll-gap conditions
By substituting these values in equation (32) and simplifying 
we obtain
ds _ a 
den k i — a i  
where
.(35)
-^[.+,an=(,/f-f)] ............ <36>
• (37)
.(38)
similarly, 
ds _  a
d(J2 kz—oz
but
A s—A oirp— -\-A az-j— =0 .............dt7i da2
By substituting for ds/dai and ds/do-2 and simplifying we 
obtain
2lt7i=y^o2.................................................................. (39)
where
ki— aiy — ---------kz— crz
Edwards and Spooner4 derive an equation to calculate the 
output stress which is given by
A n J x z  ft . , Aao  A o z = P E T - r - \ + — -  hi hz 1 + y .(40)
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